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ABSTRACT

This project investigates the performance of passive evaporative cooling
towers in terms of cooling capacity, with the study focusing on
understanding the geometric features that lead to high performance.
Given the coupling of the governing equations and the lack of data
available at low matrix Reynolds numbers, the performance is
investigated from both a theoretical and experimental perspective.

A model of the evaporative cooling tower is introduced and the governing
equations are developed. An experimental program is formulated and a
multivariable factorial analysis is used to investigate performance over a
range of the independent variables. Established dimensionless parameters
are used to investigate the heat and mass transfer in the matrix and
correlations for the heat and mass transfer at low Reynolds number are
derived from experimental measurements.

The pressure loss in the system is investigated and it is shown that at low
Reynolds numbers the pressure loss in the matrix is insignificant in
comparison with the loss due to friction in the tower. It is also shown that
the geometry of the tower significantly impacts on performance, with the
tower height, diameter and matrix frontal area being significant
iv

parameters. A figure of merit is introduced that allows the performance of
towers to be compared.

Through controlled experiments, the significant transient effects of wind,
feedwater flow rate, and tower outlet geometry variation are investigated.
It is shown that wind may significantly affect performance if not managed
appropriately. It is also demonstrated that varying the feedwater flow
rate or the geometry of the tower outlet may influence the performance of
a tower.
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NOMENCLATURE
^

A

Heat Transfer Surface Area per Unit

Volume of matrix

A
[m2/m3]
V

Heat Transfer Surface Area or friction

A

area of the Matrix [m2]
Heat Transfer Surface Area of the

Aa

Matrix dry [m2]
Heat Transfer Surface Area of the

Aw

Matrix wet [m2]
A*

Ratio Tower area to outlet area [-]

Ac

Matrix core area

Af

Matrix frontal area [m2]

Aff

Free Flow Area of the Matrix [m2]

Ar

Building reference Area [m2]

As

Tower shaft cross sectional area [m2]

AST

Adiabatic saturation temperature [o

Ac = σA f [m2]

C]

Unit Grashof number

Gz

Graetz number [-]

H

Tower Height [m]

Hp

Distance between temperature sensing

Specific heat capacity of gas [J/kg.K]

Cl

Specific heat capacity of liquid

[J/kg.K]
Cf

Fanning friction coefficient

CF

Correction factor for density

calculations
Binary Diffusion Coefficient [m2/s]

D

[-]

devices in tower shaft [m]
K

Ratio of Molecular weights

Ka

Thermal conductivity [W/m.K]

Kfa

WBT factor [-]

Kl

Overall loss coefficient [-]

K*

AST factor [-]

Le

Lewis Number=

Lmtd

Log mean temperature difference [oC]

MRT

Mean radiant temperature[oC]

α
[-]
D

•

M

Mass Flow rate of dry air [kg/s]

[oC]

Mt

Total mass flow rate [kg/s]

NTU

No of heat transfer units [-]

Nu

Nusselt Number - dimensionless
−

h dh
temperature gradient
[-]
Ka
Patm

Atmospheric pressure [Pa]

Pd

Tower dynamic pressure [Pa]

Pdh

Local Buoyancy force [Pa]

Motion pressure or buoyancy force per

DBT

Dry Bulb Temperature

Dh

Tower hydraulic diameter [m]

Fp

Packing Factor A/Af [m2/m2]

Pm

Fs

System loss factor

unit volume [Pa]

Gc

Matrix Core Mass Velocity

Pr

Prandtl number, ratio of momentum

•

Gr

ν2

•

Cp

Gc =

gH 3

Gru

M
[kg/m2.s]
σA f

Grashof number [-]

and thermal diffusivity Pr

Cpµ ν
= [-]
Ka
α

Pv

Vapour pressure [Pa]

Qc

Cooling load [W]
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Qm

Matrix cooling capacity [W]

Vx

Local Velocity in tower shaft [m/s]

Qu

Heat transfer through tower walls

WBD

Wet Bulb Depression [oC]

WBT

Wet Bulb Temperature[oC]

[W]
R

Gas Constant [J/kg.K]

Lower Case

Ra

Gas Constant of dry air [J/kg.K]

a

Hydraulic radius Dh/2 [m]

Ram

Rayleigh Number in matrix[-]

dh

Matrix hydraulic diameter

Re

Tower Reynolds number[-]

g

gravitational acceleration [m/s2]

Rem

Matrix Reynolds number[-]

h

specific enthalpy [J/kg]

Rr

Relative ratio of expansion

coefficients[-]
Rv

Gas Constant of water vapour [J/kg.K]

Sc

Scmidt Number ratio of the

momentum and mass
diffusivity=
Sh

ρ
ν
=
[-]
µD D

Sherwood number dimensionless
−

concentration gradient
T

hm dh
[-]
D

Mean film temperature of air and

vapour mixture in matrix boundary layer [K]

−

h

mean heat transfer coefficient in the

matrix [W/m2.K]
−

hm

mass transfer coefficient [m/s]

jD

Colburn j factor for mass transfer

jh

Colburn j factor for heat transfer

k

Ratio of gas Constants

ki

Tower inlet loss factor [-]

kp

Incremental loss factor [-]

l

Matrix depth [m]
mass flow rate of bleed water per unit

Tower ratio (Dh/H)

volume of matrix [kg/s.m3]

U

Overall heat transfer coefficient

me

Uc

Average heat transfer coefficient

through the building envelope [W/m2.K]
Um
matrix

Overall heat transfer coefficient in

•

mass of evaporated water per unit

volume of matrix [kg/s.m3]
•

mf

mass flow rate of feedwater per unit

volume of matrix [kg/s.m3]

[W/m2.K]
Maximum velocity in tower[m/s]

m' f

V

Volume flow rate [m3/s]

mr

Vol

Matrix Volume [m3]

volume of matrix [kg/s.m3]

Umax

[-]

•

mb

Tr

through tower walls [W/m2.K]

Ra
Rv

•

mass flow rate of feedwater [kg/s]

•

−

p

mass flow of recirculated per unit

Pressure [Pa]

Vm

Matrix mean velocity [m/s]

Vp

Matrix exit velocity [m/s]

q

Vs

Mean tower shaft velocity [m/s]

air and water per unit volume of matrix

Vt

Tower outlet velocity [m/s]

[W/m3]

Vw

Wind speed [m/s]

•

Convective heat transfer rate between
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qmax

Maximum heat transfer in the matrix

[W]
[oC]

f

feedwater,film

fd

fully developed

g

gaseous state

t

Temperature

u

Local velocity in boundary layer[m/s]

H

tower height

v

Velocity [m/s]

I

inlet

v

Specific Volume [m3/kg]

l

liquid state

w

Moisture content [kg/kg]

m

mass, matrix

x;y;z

Coordinates

o

matrix outlet conditions

Greek Symbols

p

pad

α

Thermal diffusivity[m2/s]

r

radiation, room

β

Volumetric Expansion Coefficients,

s

tower

t

temperature

v

vapour

w

moisture/absolute humidity

wev

moisture evap’ cooling

*

adiabatic saturation or

matrix corrugation angle

δ

Velocity boundary layer thickness in

tower [m]

∆p
∆p

Pressure loss/drop [Pa]
*

Dimensionless pressure gradient in

tower shaft[-]

∆p ph

*

thermodynamic wet bulb
∞

ambient condition

Dimensionless pressure gradient in

tower shaft – no entrance effects [-]

t − to wo − w
∞
ε Effectiveness ε = ∞
≈
*
*
t −t
w −w
∞
∞
3
ρ
Density [kg/m ]

ν

Kinematic Viscosity [m2/s]

µ

Dynamic Viscosity [N.s/m2]

σ

Porosity = Aff/Af [-]

φ

Relative humidity[-]

τ

time [s]

Subscripts
a

air

app

apparent

atm

atmospheric

b

bleed

c

convection, core

dh

hydraulic diameter
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1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In many remote communities in Central Australia the cost of electricity
exceeds 35 cents per kWh [1]. Residents only pay a percentage of the cost
with the service provider absorbing the remainder and claiming a rebate
through relevant Government departments [2]. In some of the most
remote areas, electricity costs can escalate to around $1 per kWh, and it is
in these areas that the power costs associated with running air
conditioners are a significant component of the total power cost to the
consumer. While evaporative and vapour compression cycle air
conditioners have become increasingly popular in remote communities,
high power and maintenance costs make them too expensive for many
residents.

The possibility of providing low-cost cooling for a remote community is
attractive to both the inhabitants and service providers. In 2001 the CRC
for Renewable Energy (ACRE) and the Northern Territory University’s
Centre for Energy Research (NTCER) developed a proposal to study ways
of improving evaporative coolers for remote communities served by
Remote Area Power Supplies (RAPS) [1]. The project aim was to
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determine factors that significantly impact on the performance of coolers
operating in remote areas and develop potential solutions suitable for
RAPS. The findings of the preliminary study were presented at the ISES
conference in November 2001 [3], where it was reported that most
commercially available coolers are not suitable for RAPS because firstly,
the motors and fans are too inefficient, and secondly the travel cost
associated with maintenance in remote areas is too high. Another
significant finding was the great opportunities for the application of
passive cooling systems for future remote community developments.

As a result of the findings of the preliminary study, the ACRE/NTCER
project was split into two sub projects. The first sub project was to retrofit
a commercially available evaporative cooler with a high efficiency electric
DC motor and controller. The second sub project was to investigate the
benefits of passive evaporative cooling towers. Figure 1 is a picture of a
passive evaporative cooling tower that was built at the Monarto Zoo in
South Australia [4]. Figure 2 contains a diagrammatic representation of a
passive evaporative cooling tower showing the geometry, airflow and
significant variables.
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Figure 1

A Passive Evaporative Cooling Tower built at the Monarto Zoo in South
Australia [4]
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Evaporative Matrix

ρ∞ , t∞ , t* , w∞

H
Dh

ρo ;to ; wo ;Vs

Figure 2

Schematic representation of a passive evaporative cooling tower with
evaporative matrices in a tower head at the top of a shaft of hydraulic
diameter Dh and height H, the ambient and tower air properties
ρ ∞ ;t∞ ; t* ; w∞ and (ρ o ; to ; wo ;Vs ) . The assumed flow patterns at the inlet

(

)

of the evaporative matrix and within the tower shaft are shown by arrows.

The first of the two sub projects was a design and development task that
offered great commercial possibilities but had little new science.
However, the second appeared to be an area in which significant academic
and practical contributions could be made to the understanding of
performance limitations and to identifying an optimum geometric
configuration. This thesis focuses on the second of the two projects and
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deals with the analysis and design of a Passive Evaporative Cooling
Tower.

1.2 Aim and Objectives
This thesis outlines the investigation carried out on the performance of
passive evaporative cooling towers. The aim of the thesis is to investigate
the significance of the geometry of passive evaporative cooling towers
upon the cooling capacity of the system by:
•

Defining the processes governing passive evaporative cooling
towers and drawing conclusions regarding the behaviour of
these towers in relation to their geometry and the prevailing
atmospheric conditions, and

•

Using mathematical models and conducting experiments to
determine the combination of geometric parameters that leads
to best performance.

To achieve these aims the following research tasks were defined:
•

Survey the factors governing the behaviour of forced flow
evaporative coolers, in the belief that many of these will apply
to passive evaporative cooling towers.
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•

Gain an understanding of buoyancy forces in a passive
evaporative cooling tower and the mechanisms that enhance
buoyancy driven flows.

•

Consider the effect of approach to saturation of the air and
determine if the combination of total airflow and heat transfer
effectiveness through the matrix can be optimised to yield the
best performance in terms of cooling capacity.

•

Determine the effect of varying the matrix geometry on both
heat transfer and pressure loss.

•

Determine the effect of varying tower geometry on performance
and first cost.

•

Investigate the influence of transient effects on the flow rate
through the tower and the heat transfer effectiveness of the
matrix.

1.3 Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis closely follows the research program, with each
Chapter containing a brief introduction, further reviews of the literature as
required, a summary of the findings where relevant, and any significant
conclusions. Appendices are at the end of the thesis.
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In chapter 2 the background and literature relevant to passive evaporative
cooling towers is discussed. The literature review is used to show the
significance of the technology for cooling buildings in arid regions and to
identify the uncertainties as to which factors influence performance.

Chapter 3 outlines how the passive evaporative cooling tower is studied.
The physical model and the methods used to analyse the matrix heat and
mass transfer, system pressure loss and cooling capacity are discussed.
The relevance of forced convection concepts to buoyancy driven flow
systems are discussed. The influence of the entrance region and local
buoyancy forces on the heat and mass transfer in the matrix are also
discussed. The heat and mass transfer analogy is used to assist with
problem formulation, and methods to determine the density change
occurring in the matrix are outlined.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to deriving the conservation equations for the
passive evaporative cooling tower. The Chapter commences with the
development of the matrix analysis and design equations. A pressure
balance on the tower system is used to derive the system pressure loss
equation. The influence of the heat transfer through the tower walls on the
performance of the system is included.
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Chapter 5 deals with the development of system parameters. Dimensional
analysis of the governing equations leads to the significant system
parameters. In order to reveal any significant parameters that may have
been overlooked during dimensional analysis, a formal statement of the
cooling capacity problem is given in terms of the dependent and
independent variables.

Chapter 6 details the experimental program and methodology. The
physical and environmental constraints are discussed to highlight the
experimental difficulties. The physical design of the research cooling
tower and selection of appropriate instrumentation are discussed. A
factorial analysis using a multivariable linear regression model is
introduced to identify the significant independent variables and limit the
experimental program. The experimental methodology is outlined and the
error analysis explained.

Chapter 7 contains data analysis and interpretation. The results for matrix
heat and mass transfer, system mass flow rate, and cooling capacity are
given and compared to other data where available. The influence of the
entrance region and local buoyancy forces within the matrix on the heat
and heat and mass transfer rates are discussed. Correlations for the heat
and mass transfer as functions of the Graetz number are obtained from
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experimental data. Data obtained from factorial experiments are also used
to show the parameters that significantly affect tower performance. A
figure of merit based on cooling capacity and tower surface area is
developed to show the relationship between performance and material
costs of the tower.

Chapter 8 deals with the significance of transient effects. The effects of
wind speed and direction, restrictions to the tower outlet area, and
variation in the feedwater flow rate on cooling capacity are shown.
Conclusions are then drawn regarding the significance of these factors to
tower design and airflow rate control.

Chapter 9 is a summary of the work carried out and the significant
conclusions. Some future research tasks are also identified.
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2

Literature Review

2.1 Background
The driving force for passive evaporative cooling towers is commonly
referred to as the stack effect [5,6,7], which in strict terms is buoyancy
driven flow generated by a density difference. The density difference in
the passive evaporative cooling tower results from the evaporative cooling
of air as it passes through a wetted matrix at the top of the tower. The
buoyancy forces driving the tower flow are typically very small compared
to the forces achievable in a fan driven cooler. Therefore, passive
evaporative cooling towers cannot readily achieve the flow rates and
cooling capacity encountered in fan forced systems without having both
significant temperature and vapour pressure differentials between the
surface of the evaporative media and the air flowing into the tower, as
well as a large tower cross sectional area and height.

The review of the literature suggests passive evaporative cooling towers in
one form or another have been used for thousands of years to provide
cooling in hot arid climates [8]. Prelgauskas [4,9] provides a detailed
discussion on the practical application and viability of modern passive
evaporative cooling towers. The significant features of his study are the
comparisons made between the energy consumption and capital cost of
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one of his passive evaporative cooling towers to those of conventional
vapour cycle air conditioners. Prelgauskas’ found that a conventional
vapour compression cycle air conditioner could consume up to 7700
kWh/year, which based on the current power charges in the Northern
Territory (14.02 cents/kWh), is equivalent to A$1078 per annum. For the
passive evaporative cooling tower, where the only power required is to
drive a 20 W water pump, the power consumption was less than 60
kWh/year, which costs around A$8.40. The estimated tower building cost
including the evaporative matrix was $5400, which is approximately twice
the cost of a vapour compression cycle system including installation [10].
All up, the pay back period for the tower is approximately three years,
which is approximately the half-life of a vapour compression cycle system
[11,12].

This comparison made between the passive evaporative cooling tower and
a vapour cycle air conditioner is somewhat unfair, and this is because
vapour cycle systems also dehumidify the room air and provide comfort
conditions in regions where the humidity levels preclude the use of
evaporative coolers. The comparative costs are however indicative of the
potential benefits of passive evaporative cooling towers for remote
community dwellings where the power costs are high.
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As will be demonstrated below, there is little difference between the
designs of Prelgauskas and other cooling towers. What will be evident is
that there is still much to understand about passive evaporative cooling
towers and more specifically, about how the geometry of the tower and
matrix affect performance.

2.2 Relevant Research
The literature review focuses upon the research published in the last thirty
years; earlier historical work can be found in typical architectural and
evaporative cooling references such as Bahadoori [8], Fathy [13], Watt and
Brown [14], or Givoni [15]. There have only been three research groups
working on the Passive Evaporative Cooling Tower, and the discussion
here is based on the contribution from each of these groups. The
uncertainties and knowledge gaps in the studies carried out by these three
groups will be dealt with as they arise. However, the common
uncertainties between the groups will be discussed at the end of the
chapter.
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2.2.1

Environmental Research Laboratory (ERL) and University of
Arizona

The passive evaporative cooling tower developed by the Environmental
Research Laboratory in Arizona is a variant of the “baudgir” [8] or wind
tower of the Middle East. Cunningham and Thompson [16] noted that in
1984 Mignon et al [17] carried out tests on a passive evaporative cooling
tower coupled to a residential building and greenhouse. At the time the
design of the tower was considered unusual and because of this it
received “…considerable attention...” [16], with the results stimulating
further research activity into the performance of passive evaporative
cooling towers.

In 1986 Cunningham and Thompson [16] published their work on a
passive evaporative cooling tower coupled with a solar chimney, as
shown in Fig 3. The test building was an insulated house at the
Environmental Research Laboratory’s (ERL) passive solar village that had
a 93m2 floor space. The building was retrofitted with a 7.6 m tall by 1.8m2
square insulated passive evaporative cooling tower at one end and the
solar chimney at the other end. The solar chimney had a uninsulated
rectangular shaft so that heat transfer through the walls of the solar
chimney promoted the flow of warm air out of the building. At the top of
the passive evaporative cooling tower, cellulose pads similar to those
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distributed by Munters Corporation [18] were used with a water
reticulation system as shown in Fig 3. The roof of the building and the
attic space were designed as a “…solar collector to assist the solar
chimney”[16]. The airflow path through the building is also shown in Fig
3.

Figure 3

Cunningham and Thompsons’ research house showing the airflow path
through the passive evaporative cooling tower, building and solar
chimney [16].

The design airflow rate for the system shown in Fig 3 was 1.4 m3/s, which
resulted in an air change every 2.67 minutes. The report suggests the
system actually achieved a tower airflow rate greater than the design flow
rate, with Givoni [7] reporting the airflow rate as 2.4 m3/s. Other reported
results were that during the summer of 1985, room temperatures never
exceeded 26oC [16], whilst the ambient Dry Bulb and Wet Bulb
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Temperatures (DBT and WBT) peaked at 40.6 oC and 21.6oC respectively
[7]. Very little additional detail was able to be extracted from the report.

The system was designed so that the two towers could operate
individually or together, depending on the ambient conditions.
Cunningham and Thompson [16] obtained a general correlation for the
airflow through tower from experimental data. As their experiments were
also carried out under windy conditions, the general flow correlation
includes a factor to account for the effect of wind. They also discuss the
influence of pressure variations around the building and passive
evaporative cooling tower as a result of the wind, and from this, show
how the resulting pressure coefficients influence the performance of the
passive evaporative cooling tower.

The density change of the air in the matrix of the passive evaporative
cooling tower shown in Fig 3 was modelled by Cunningham and
Thompson [16] using a Correction Factor, denoted by CF, to deal with the
effect of humidification. Further discussion on the significance of CF is
reserved for Chapter 3, however by using it to calculate the density
change, only temperature data are necessary to predict the airflow rate.
Additionally, simulations based on the experimental data were carried out
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to predict tower performance at various tower heights and wind
conditions.

The performance of the system under windy conditions was assessed
using a predicted mean comfort vote, of which little detail is given in the
report [16]. The results of the comfort study led the authors to conclude
that comfort was reduced with increased wind speed. This decrease in
comfort was said to be due to the reduced saturation effectiveness of the
matrix with increased wind velocity. It is of interest to note another of the
authors’ comments regarding comfort under windy conditions, “The
decrease in comfort with increasing wind caused no problems for the
occupants, although the effect was noted; on windy days the occupants
simply reduced the airflow from the tower to the interior with a damper
provided for that purpose.” [16].

The experiments and simulations carried out by Cunningham and
Thompson [16] led to a number of other conclusions. Firstly, they
concluded that the solar chimney and the passive evaporative cooling
tower were coupled; this meant that the two towers worked together to
achieve the total airflow. A second conclusion was that the two towers
could be decoupled and operated individually should the ambient
conditions warrant. Finally, the most significant result of their study was
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that this type of tower works well in dry climates and is able to provide
comfort cooling for the occupants.

Thompson et al [19] extended the foundation work at the ERL and
developed some simplifications to the mathematical models that reduce
the complexity of passive evaporative cooling tower performance analysis.
Further discussion regarding these simplifications is reserved for Chapter
4, where they are compared to the full set of governing equations.
However, in essence these simplifications meant that the system airflow
rate could be determined directly from one equation if the tower and
matrix geometry are known.

One of the statements made by Cunningham and Thompson [16], i.e.
“...occupants were able to control the tower flow rate by using a
damper...” suggests that they approached the airflow problem through the
tower system as if it were a forced convection flow, not a buoyancy driven
flow. If the airflow in the tower was in fact a buoyancy induced flow, the
system may have responded differently to what was observed when the
damper was closed. Typically if the flow was buoyancy induced, and the
effectiveness of the matrix followed the typical relationship, ε ∝

1
, one
Remn

would expect that the matrix outlet air temperature would fall when the
damper is partially closed and the airflow rate is reduced. A consequence
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of this would be that the overall buoyancy force would then increase. This
increase in the buoyancy force would then result in the system
undergoing a correction of sorts, which would then produce an increase in
the airflow rate. This type of correction would continue until a new
steady state condition is achieved. Because the researchers at the ERL
made no reference to any data that showed that a temperature or airflow
rate correction occurred, one may conclude that they treated the buoyancy
driven flow as if it were a forced driven flow.

This way of considering buoyancy induced flow is not uncommon, and
the modelling of smoke through stairwells in burning buildings [21] is one
such application where this is done. In both the passive evaporative
cooling tower and the smoke/stairwell problem, the airflow through the
system is driven by stack effects. These stack effects are modelled as the
product of the density gradient, ∆ρ , the gravitational acceleration, g, and
a parameter that describes the system geometry. In the case of the passive
evaporative cooling tower, this parameter is the tower height, H, i.e. the
stack effect is given by ∆ρgH . In these two types of problem, the stack
effects can be considered to be global buoyancy forces, that is, they drive
the flow through the system. These global buoyancy forces should not be
confused with local buoyancy forces, which arise in the boundary layers in
the passages of the matrix.
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Another example of where heat transfer in buoyancy-induced flow is
modelled using forced convection is the wind [22,23]. It is accepted
practice to deal with local heat transfer in the boundary layers as a forced
convection problem, even though globally, buoyancy forces drive the
wind.

Further uncertainties lie in the way in which Cunningham and Thompson
model the buoyancy forces and heat transfer in the matrix. The relations
used by Thompson et al [19] for modelling the effectiveness, ε , in their
passive evaporative cooling tower were developed by Hollands and Pott
[24] and Munters [18] under fan forced convection conditions at matrix
Reynolds numbers, Rem, typically encountered in conventional
evaporative coolers, that is Rem> 200. Neither Hollands and Pott nor
Munters obtained experimental data for Rem < 200, hence the effect of the
airflow through the matrix on the effectiveness with Rem < 200 is
uncertain. If the nature of the effectiveness variation with mass flow rate
is as the extrapolation of the correlation used by Thompson et al [19]
suggests, i.e. ε ∝

1
,we would expect to see the effectiveness increase as
Remn

the velocity through the matrix approached to zero. In Chapter 7 it will be
shown that this is not the case when Rem< 100 and that the buoyancy and
entrance region effects significantly influence the heat transfer rate.
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So far we have only looked qualitatively at the research carried out at the
ERL. In order to fully review the work and justify some of the methods
used by Cunningham and Thompson one needs to consider some of the
data obtained from their experiments. Table 1 below is a summary of the
tower geometry and data from the tower of Cunningham and Thompson
[16]. At the top of the table is the published data and at the bottom,
calculated parameters such as the matrix pressure loss, tower dynamic
pressure, local Grashof number and matrix Reynolds number.
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Table 1 - Geometry and data from the tower of Cunningham and Thompson. At the
top is the published data and at the bottom calculated parameters relating to the heat
transfer and the local and global buoyancy effects

Parameter
DBT [Deg C]
WBT [Deg C]
Room Temp' (tr) [Deg C]
Shaft Outlet Temp' (to) [Deg C]
Tower Velocity (Vs) [m/s]
2
Tower Area (As) [m ]
2
Matrix Frontal Area (Af) [m ]
Matrix Depth (l) [m]
Tower Height (H) [m]
Tower Hydraulic Diameter (Dh) [m]
3
Measured Flow Rate [m /s]
Matrix height [m]
Calculated Parameters
Calculated Sensible Cooling Capacity of Matrix [kW]
Building Cooling Load [kW]
Buoyancy Force (Pm) [Pa]
Dynamic Pressure (Pd) [Pa]
Matrix Velocity (Vp) [m/s]
Matrix Reynolds Number (Rem)
Matrix Pressure Drop [Pa]
Global Grashoff Number based on H (Gr)
Tower Reynolds Number (Re)
Gr/Re^2
Local Grashoff Number based on matrix Hyd Diameter (Grdh)
Grdh/Rem^2

Values
40.6
21.6
24.6
23.9
0.75
3.24
6.4
0.1
7.6
1.8
2.43
0.9
48.37
2.03
3.68
0.31
0.38
290
0.56
8.E+11
84906
105
3081
0.04

Considering Table 1, the matrix Reynolds number, defined as
Rem = vd h / ν , is Rem> 200, which is in the lower region of published data

for forced convection evaporative coolers [24, 25]. The ratio of the local
Grashof number, Grdh, based on the matrix hydraulic diameter, dh, and the
square of the matrix Reynolds number, Rem, given by

Because

Grdh
is small.
Rem2

Grdh
<<1 the local buoyancy forces are weak compared to the
Rem2
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inertial forces, hence the influence of the natural convection flows in the
matrix are negligible and may be ignored. Because of this, Cunningham
and Thompson[16] were justified in using the forced driven effectiveness
data from Munters [18] and the relations derived by Hollands and Pott
[24] to model the heat transfer.

Considering again Table 1, the buoyancy force in the tower was
Pm=3.68Pa. The matrix pressure drop was interpolated from Munters data
sheets based on the calculated value of the matrix velocity as ∆p =0.56 Pa
[18], which is approximately 15% of the total buoyancy force. It will be
shown in later sections that this pressure loss may have been reduced by
increasing the matrix frontal area, which would also lead to a reduction in
the matrix Reynolds number. The result of reducing the pressure loss and
matrix Reynolds number by increasing frontal area is to increase the ratio
Grdh
, which means the local buoyancy forces might then have some
Rem2

influence on the heat and mass transfer in the matrix.

What is yet to be proven however, is whether or not these local buoyancy
effects have a positive influence or not on the heat transfer in the matrix.
If it is found that the local buoyancy forces have a positive effect on the
heat transfer, one may be tempted to exploit this feature in the design of a
matrix for this application. On the other hand, if it were found that these
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local buoyancy effects have a negative influence on the heat transfer, then
operating a matrix with these effects being dominant would not be wise.
In a later section, experimental data will be used to show that peak values
of the effectiveness occur when Rem~100, and that the pressure losses in
the matrix may be ignored.

The most recent work at the ERL is a study that is still in its infancy, which
models the flow in a passive evaporative cooling tower using a
visualisation method [20]. However, the preliminary report does not deal
with any improvements in performance and therefore, no further
discussion of this work is given here.

2.2.2

UCLA – Graduate School of Architecture

Using the data from Cunningham and Thompson’s study [16], Givoni
[7,15] carried out an independent analysis of passive evaporative cooling
towers and developed a simple mathematical model to calculate its
performance. In Givoni’s model, the effectiveness of the matrix is
assumed to be constant, which is an interesting approach taken since
Cunningham and Thompson [16] showed that the effectiveness influenced
the performance. Givoni’s model also accounted for the wind speed, and
he claims that it returned values of the tower outlet temperature to within
1oC of the data from Cunningham and Thompson [16].
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From his analysis of Cunningham’s and Thompsons data, Givoni [7]
concluded that the tower walls may be assumed to be adiabatic if the
tower is well insulated. Givoni also developed an expression for the
tower airflow rate and showed that it may be related to the prevailing Wet
Bulb Depression, WBD, and tower height, H, only.

Givoni’s simplified model significantly reduces the complexity of
calculating the tower outlet temperature in the presence of wind.
However, his findings and conclusions bring into question the validity of
the data and the methods of viewing the problem. For example, Givoni
[7] reasoned from the data of Cunningham and Thompson [16] that the
solar chimney did not affect the performance of the passive evaporative
cooling tower, which is a finding contrary to Cunningham and
Thompson’s [16]. This difference of opinion between the two groups
suggests that either, the fundamental principles of the entire system (this
includes the influence of the solar chimney, house, or the climate on the
performance of the passive evaporative cooling tower) may not be well
understood, or the comfort model used to evaluate the performance is
subjective.
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2.2.3

Centre for Energy Studies – Indian Institute of Technology

Around the same time that Cunningham and Thompson were
experimenting at the ERL, Sawney et al [26] were working on the
theoretical optimisation of fan forced evaporative coolers for space
cooling. This research team showed that there is an optimum geometry
for the matrix media and fan combination to achieve a design cooling
load. Furthermore they showed, as did Hollands and Pott [24] some 15
years earlier that the matrix hydraulic diameter and frontal area
significantly impact on the pressure loss of the system.

The research team with the addition of Kaur [6] went on to investigate the
thermal performance of rooms coupled to a passive evaporative cooling
tower. The new study [6] considered the theoretical performance of a
passive evaporative cooling tower in terms of a Seasonal Discomfort Index
(SDI), which was defined as being a significant parameter in tropical
comfort studies and is related to the Wet Bulb Temperature (WBT),
desired room temperature, and room velocity. From a performance
perspective, a low value of SDI is desirable, whereas a high value indicates
a high level of discomfort. The research involved varying the geometry of
the tower and matrix and looking at how the discomfort varied. The
physical model used was a single room building with the heat gain
calculated using a modified admittance method. The important result of
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their work was the recognition that for a given tower diameter, matrix
geometry, and wind velocity, there existed a specific tower height where
thermal discomfort was a minimum. The data from the research is
organised so that the discomfort level is shown for various values of
matrix packing, matrix frontal area, tower cross sectional area and height.
Two of the charts from this study are reproduced below in Figs 4 and 5
and show quite clearly that the tower and matrix geometry affect the
comfort.

The packing factor Fp in the nomenclature of their report is related to the
heat transfer area per unit volume of matrix. The variable f is a pressure
loss factor, which is a measure of the resistance offered by the towerbuilding system. H is the tower height, and At and Ap are the tower cross
sectional and matrix frontal areas respectively.
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Figure 4

A plot of the variation in Seasonal Discomfort Index (SDI) for different
values of matrix frontal area, Ap , and tower cross sectional area, At, against
the matrix packing factor, Fp, copied from [6]

Figure 5

Plot of the variation in SDI for different packing factors Fp and loss
factors f against tower height with At = 1m2 and Ap = 2.5 m2 , copied from
Sodha et al [6]
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One of the significant features of Fig 5 is that the optimal SDI is reasonably
independent of f and H for high values of Fp, which is shown in Fig 5 by
the closeness of the lines when H > 4m and Fp=300. This is an important
result, and means that high towers are not required to produce a low SDI.
What Fig 5 does not show is which of the other geometric factors
significantly affect the SDI, and this is not clear because f is a function of a
number of variables that include the tower diameter, height, and matrix
geometry. Figure 4 does however clarify some of this uncertainty and
shows that a low value of SDI is achieved with a large packing factor and
tower cross sectional area.

Other than the descriptive detail presented earlier regarding the work by
Prelgauskas, the preceding work constitutes the body of knowledge on
passive evaporative cooling towers. The next section will deal with
identifying the common uncertainties in the literature.

2.3 Common Uncertainties in the Literature
One of the most important questions to be asked regarding the design of
Passive Evaporative Cooling Towers is what groups of independent
variables lead to high performance? To answer this question a suitable
definition of performance needs to be developed. In the literature,
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comfort criteria have been used to study the performance, and the
problem with this is that comfort studies can be subjective because they
are based on subject perceptions.

Even though Sodha et al [6] showed that comfort criteria can be used to
study the performance of a tower, the author believes that performance
should be defined based on the cooling capacity, which is a quantifiable
criterion. However, this does not mean that comfort studies are not
important in air conditioning system design. In fact, they are very
important, as they are used to determine the temperature and humidity
boundaries that subjects may tolerate. In future it may be pertinent to
extend this study to cover combined cooling and comfort considerations.

None of the researchers in the literature provide detail on design cooling
loads and therefore, little can be concluded about whether any of the
systems discussed achieved their design requirements. Cunningham and
Thompson’s [16] results did suggest that the actual airflow rate through
their tower exceeded the design airflow rate, but little information was
given on the reasons for this effect.

To fully understand how performance varies with tower geometry, the
effectiveness and pressure loss data at low matrix Reynolds number, i.e.
Rem< 200, must be determined. With these data, one may then determine
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whether or not there is an optimum geometry for which the heat and mass
transfer rates are a maximum and the pressure loss is a minimum. It will
be shown in Chapter 7 that for matrices such as those produced by
Munters (known as CELdek [18]), which are characterised by the cross
corrugated passages referred to by Martin as chevrons [26], there is a peak
value of the effectiveness at a lower value of the matrix Reynolds number
than has been studied in the literature.

Another obvious deficiency in the studies mentioned above is any
discussion on experimental errors and the assumptions used in the
modelling. Without adequate discussion on the assumptions and errors it
is difficult to deal with practical design aspects or make value judgements
on performance.

Another factor that appeared to be largely overlooked is the interaction
effects between the matrix and the tower shaft on the airflow rate and
pressure loss. As passive evaporative cooling towers are systems made up
of three components, namely a matrix, a tower shaft and a transition from
the matrix to tower shaft, a study of these interaction effects is important.
It will be shown later that the airflow rate and effectiveness of the system
depend on the geometry of all three of these elements. Therefore, in this
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application these three elements cannot be studied in isolation from each
other.

From the data available it is also uncertain whether or not the airflow
leaving the matrix and entering the tower shaft is turbulent. Furthermore,
we do not know if the airflow velocity profile across the tower shaft inlet
is uniformly distributed. Because of these two factors, one does not know
how the hydrodynamic boundary layer in the entrance region of the tower
develops, and this means that there is uncertainty in the best way to
model the pressure loss in the tower shaft.

2.4 Summary
It is evident from the review that passive evaporative cooling towers are
capable of providing adequate comfort conditions within a dwelling. It
was also found that the geometry of a system and the ambient conditions
dictate the level of performance, however it may be defined. A significant
finding was also that the passive evaporative cooling tower showed
considerable potential in remote areas where electricity costs are high.

The view here however is that the performance of passive evaporative
cooling towers is yet to be fully understood. This view is supported by
the lack of heat transfer and pressure loss data at low matrix Reynolds
numbers, and the exclusion of any error analysis or explanation regarding
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the formulation of the problem. This lack of information means that the
analysis of the passive evaporative cooling tower cannot be dealt with
using theory alone and requires some further experimentation to
investigate the uncertainty. The next few chapters are dedicated to
outlining how the passive evaporative cooling tower is studied in this
thesis.
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3

Concept Framework

3.1 Background

The literature review in Chapter 2 revealed a number of uncertainties and
gaps in the body of knowledge on passive evaporative cooling towers.
Specifically, the uncertainty was related to the lack of heat and mass
transfer data at low matrix Reynolds number, and the way in which
performance is defined. In section 3.2, the physical model of the passive
evaporative cooling tower is described and the method of dealing with the
pressure loss and heat and mass transfer is laid out. In Section 3.3, the
approach taken to manage the buoyancy force is outlined. Two of the
Chilton-Colburn analogies are also discussed in order to show their
relevance to analytical and experimental work.

3.2 Physical Model of the Passive Evaporative Cooling
Tower
The passive evaporative cooling tower is best examined using the
schematic diagram shown in Fig 6, which is a set of evaporative matrices
housed in a chamber at the top of a straight shaft of hydraulic diameter Dh
and height H. The chamber that houses the matrices is termed the tower
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head, which also contains a feed water distribution system for keeping the
matrices wet.
Evaporative Matrix

ρ∞ , t∞ , t* , w∞

H
Dh

ρo ;to ; wo ;Vs

Figure 6

Simple physical model of a passive evaporative cooling tower repeated
here from Fig 2 with evaporative matrices in a tower head at the top of a
shaft of diameter Dh and height H, showing the ambient and tower air
properties ( ρ ∞ ,t∞ ,t* , w∞ ) and ( ρ o ,to , wo ,Vs ) respectively. The assumed
flow patterns at the inlet of the evaporative matrix and within the tower
shaft are shown by arrows. The inlet to the shaft is shown here to be
rounded, however, this is purely arbitrary at this stage.

The model shown in Fig 6 is similar to that of other researchers [6,16,26],
but unlike others it does not include an attached building. The reason for
this is that the objective of the analysis is to study the performance of the
passive evaporative cooling tower alone, and the exclusion of a building
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permits this without external influences from pressure gradients around
the building resulting from wind.

When the passive evaporative cooling tower is operating in a steady state,
air at ambient conditions is drawn into the matrices within the tower head
as indicated in Fig 6 by the arrows. The warm ambient air entering the
tower head is assumed to have a uniform velocity profile, whilst the
cooled air in the tower will have a velocity profile similar to the form
shown in Fig 6. The form of the profile in the tower will depend on the
materials used in construction of the tower and upon the nature of the
airflow within the matrix and tower itself. In the next three sub-sections
the method of dealing with the three elements that make up the passive
evaporative cooling tower, which are the matrix, the tower shaft, and the
transition between the matrix and tower shaft, will be described.

3.2.1

The Matrix

3.2.1.1 Pressure Loss
The analysis and design of matrices and other heat exchangers is treated
extensively in the literature [27,28,29]. The pressure changes in a matrix
are attributed to a number of factors including entrance effects, flow area
changes, boundary layer separation, momentum changes and core friction
[28]. Typically the loss due to entrance effects, separation and momentum
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changes are considered to be minor compared to the matrix friction [24,28]
and this is because the friction area is much greater than the matrix frontal
area. In other words, the effective length of a flow passage l is many times
greater than its hydraulic diameter dh.

Since the friction area is much greater than the frontal areas, Kays and
London [28] advocate defining the friction coefficient for the matrix Cfm
based on the friction area A. Furthermore, because the heat transfer area
and friction area are the same, they also advocate defining the average
−

heat transfer coefficient h based on the same area. Following Kays and
London [28] and Hollands and Pott [24], the matrix pressure loss in this
project will be determined from the following relationship:
∆p =

− Cf m
A
2
⋅ Gc ⋅ υ m ⋅
2
σA f

,

(3.1)

where ∆p is the pressure drop in the streamwise direction, Cfm is the
matrix Fanning friction coefficient, Gc the matrix mass velocity, υ m the
mean matrix specific volume, A the heat transfer area, and σ the matrix
porosity, which is defined as the ratio of the free flow area denoted by Aff
and the frontal area denoted by Af. The matrix mass velocity Gc is defined
as:
•

M
Gc =
≡ [ρ c V c ]
σA f

,

(3.2)
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•

where M is the dry air mass flow rate and ρ c and Vc are the mean density
and velocity of the air in the matrix. Equation (3.1) may also be written in
terms of the matrix hydraulic diameter dh and depth l as:
∆p =

 4l 
− Cf m
2
⋅ Gc ⋅ υ m ⋅  
2
 dh 

.

(3.3)

Defining the mass velocity in the form given by Eq (3.2) is convenient
because the density of the air passing through the matrix varies in a
stream wise direction. Considering matrix pressure loss by Eq (3.1) is also
convenient for experimental purposes because by measuring the pressure
drop ∆p between the inlet and outlet of the matrix, one can take into
account both the pressure loss due to friction and the minor pressure
losses mentioned earlier by including them in Cfm.

In this project we will define a packing factor Fp given by:
Fp =

A
l
≡ 4⋅
σA f
dh

,

(3.4)

hence Eqs (3.1) and (3.3) can be written as:

∆p =

− Cf m
2
⋅ Gc ⋅ υ m ⋅ Fp
2

.

(3.5)

Experimental data has shown that pressure loss in internal flows is a
strong function of the passage geometry, viscosity and the nature of the
flow [18,30,31,32,33,34]. Because of this it is more convenient to define the
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friction coefficient for a given geometry in terms of a matrix Reynolds
number given by:

Rem =

Gc d h

µ

,

(3.6)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the of air evaluated at the film
temperature given by t f =

t∞ + t *
[35], where t∞ and t * are the dry bulb
2

temperature and adiabatic saturation temperature respectively . The
empirical friction coefficient is then given as:
Cf m = C ⋅

Fp j
n
Rem

,

(3.7)

where the constant C and the superscripts j and n are determined
experimentally and from the geometry of the matrix.

The benefits of expressing the friction coefficient in the form given by Eq
(3.7) will be fully appreciated later when it is shown that the required
frontal area of the matrix for an application may be expressed in terms of
the ratio of the friction coefficient Cfm and a similar empirical relationship
that defines the heat transfer coefficient. Furthermore, expressing the
coefficient as a function of the Reynolds number permits the comparison
of experimental data obtained with fluids other than air. It will be shown
later that the matrices used in this project have similar friction loss and
heat transfer characteristics to plate heat exchangers with similar
geometry.
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Munters Corporation have data sheets on the pressure loss and heat
transfer effectiveness of their corrugated matrices referred to as
“CELdek™” within their product catalogues [18]. With these data and the
geometry of the matrix, it is possible to obtain empirical correlations for
pressure loss in the form shown in Eq (3.7). Appendix A contains an
example of a Munters data sheet.

3.2.1.2 Heat and Mass Transfer
Following Hollands [35] the matrix is represented by sets of straight
parallel interstices, which consist of a void through which there is onedimensional airflow, surrounded by two parallel matrix elements as
shown in Fig. 7.
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Matrix
1

σ

Void - Airflow

G c ,t o , w o , ho

G c , t ∞ , w ∞ , h∞

Recirculated Water
•

m r ,t po , hl po

Matrix

dx

Feedwater Water
•

Water Legend

Tank

m f ,t f , hl f

Feed
Recirculated
Bleed water

Bleed

•

m b ,t b , hl b

Figure 7

Schematic diagram of the matrix represented by two parallel interstices,
which consists of a void of width σ through which air flows indicated by
the arrow through the void. The feedwater, bleed water and recirculated
water are shown by arrows of different forms, the water conditions are
shown next to the relevant water lines. Also shown is the matrix mass
velocity Gc and air properties at the inlet and outlet of the matrix which
are t∞ , w∞ , h∞ and to , wo , ho respectively. The tank containing the
feedwater water pump is also shown.

The void width in this case is the porosity σ . The step-width of each
interstice and the depth of the matrix are assumed to be unity in this
model. Each of the two interstices is fed with water at temperature tf. The
excess water leaving the matrix returns to a recirculation tank at the
matrix temperature tpo. The system is assumed to be in a steady state with
no energy stored in the matrix.
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•
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m f ,t f , hl f

m r ,t po , hl po

•

•

me
2
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2

Matrix

Water Legend
Feed
Recirculated
Evaporated

Figure 8

The matrix and void from Fig 7 separated to show the heat and mass flows
through the interstices. The properties of the air have been omitted for
•

clarity. Heat denoted by q is convected into the matrix from the air
•

within the void and at the same time mass denoted by me is convected
into the void as vapour.

At the surface of the matrix interstices shown above in Fig 8, water vapour
is convected into the air passing through the void, and at the same time
heat is convected into the matrix. Using again the heat transfer area as a
reference area, the heat and mass transfer rates per unit volume of matrix
can be expressed as a function of the average heat and mass transfer
−

−

coefficients h and h m as:
•
− ^
−


q = h A t∞ − t p 



,

(3.8)
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and
_
•
^
_

me = h m A w p − w∞ 



,

(3.9)

−

where t∞ and t p are the ambient and mean matrix temperatures, w∞ and
_

^

w p are the ambient and mean matrix moisture content, and A the heat
transfer area per unit volume of matrix.

Since the pressure loss and the heat and mass transfer rates are defined in
terms of the friction or heat transfer area, to solve Eqs (3.7) (3.8) and (3.9) it
is necessary to determine the heat transfer area per unit volume of matrix.
Because cross corrugated matrices such as CELdek are more commonly
used in evaporative coolers, and other researchers have noted that they
have superior heat transfer performance over the more traditional
materials such as Aspenwood [14,36], we have used them in this project.
The technique used to determine the heat transfer area, porosity and
hydraulic diameter of the cross corrugated matrices is outlined below.

Using a technique suggested by Dowdy and Karabash [25], tin foil is laid
over the corrugations of one strip of matrix. The tin foil is then removed
and laid flat to measure the heat transfer area. The measurement of
frontal area and porosity is simpler and involves measuring the thickness
and length of a strip of matrix and the frontal area of a block of matrix.
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Subtracting the area of the total number of matrix strips from the frontal
area, Af, gives the free flow area, Aff, and from this the porosity, σ , may
also be determined. With the heat transfer area, porosity and frontal area
known, the hydraulic diameter, dh, of the matrix may then be determined
by using Eq (3.4). The above derivations can be used for determining the
heat transfer and friction loss characteristics of a matrix in the form given
by Eq (3.7). Now we have finished the above we can study the tower
shaft.

3.2.2

The Tower Shaft

The nature of the airflow through the tower shaft is governed by the
geometry of the tower and matrix, the materials used in its manufacture,
and the physical location of the tower with respect to radiating surfaces or
the sun. The next two sub sections deal with the heat transfer through the
walls of the tower and the influence of tower geometry on the tower
airflow.

3.2.2.1 Heat Transfer Through the Tower Walls
The tower shaft in Fig 9 shows the inlet and outlet air properties, assumed
flow conditions, tower geometry and surrounding surfaces.
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MRT

MRT

•

t o , wo , ρ o , M t
g

Qu

H
Qu

DBT
•

t s , wo , ρ s , M t

Dh
Figure 9

Tower shaft showing the air properties at the top of the tower shaft
(ρo ,to , wo ) , the air properties at the bottom of the tower shaft (ρ s ,ts , wo ) ,
•

the total mass flow rate M t , assumed flow conditions at the inlet to the
tower and within the tower shown by arrows, tower diameter Dh , tower
height H, the heat transferred through the tower walls Qu , the Dry Bulb
Temperature DBT, and the surrounding radiating surfaces at the Mean
Radiant Temperature MRT

Considering Fig 9, the cooled air leaving the matrix turns 90 degrees (see
Fig 6) before entering the tower shaft at the condition ( ρ o , to , wo ) . As the
air passes through the tower, heat is transferred to the air through the
convective boundary layers on the inside of the tower, causing the
temperature of the air flowing through the tower to rise to the conditions
at the outlet given by (ρ s , t s , wo ) . The driving force for the heat transfer
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through the walls is the temperature gradient between the radiating
bodies that are at the MRT and the air within the tower at to. The heat
transfer will also be influenced by the temperature difference between the
air outside the tower at the Dry Bulb Temperature (DBT) and the air
within the tower. In the most extreme conditions the outside walls of the
tower will be at a greater temperature than the DBT due to the radiation
absorbed by the tower walls from the sun or irradiated from adjacent
bodies.

The heating effect on the air within the tower will tend to reduce the
buoyancy force generated by the evaporative cooling process. If the heat
transfer through the walls is significant enough to create a buoyancy force
that is greater than that generated by the evaporative cooling process, the
air inside the tower will rise and entrain warm ambient air from below
[27,37].

Givoni [7] has studied the airflow through a tower and concluded that the
temperature of the air did not change significantly while it flowed down
the tower. Little information is given about the thermal resistances of the
wall elements used in Givoni’s work. All he has stated is the tower had
“...reasonable thermal resistance.” It would have been more useful to
suggest a value for the thermal conductivity of materials.
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In this study the heat transfer through the walls of the tower shaft will be
studied using an overall heat transfer coefficient denoted by U, which is
based on the tower surface area and the log mean temperature difference
between the air at the inlet to and outlet ts and the MRT (see Fig 9).
Following Cook [38], the MRT for laboratory work will be taken as the
mean temperature of the walls surrounding the tower. If it is shown that
the DBT > MRT then the DBT will be used as the reference temperature for
heat transfer. The heat transferred to the air in the tower, denoted by Qu ,
is then given by:
Qu = 4UDh H p Lmtd

,

(3.10)

where the product 4DhHp is the surface area of a square tower between the
outlet and shaft temperature measurement locations, and the log mean
temperature difference Lmtd given by:
Lmtd =

(MRT − t s ) − (MRT − t o )
(MRT − t s )
ln
(MRT − t o )

.

(3.11)

An energy balance on the air passing through the tower is given by:
•

Qu = M t Cp (t s − t o )

,

(3.12)

•

where M t is the total mass flow of moist cooled air through the tower, Cp
the specific heat capacity of the air based on the mean temperature of the
air in the tower shaft, and (t s − t o ) the change in air temperature.
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Equating Eqs (3.10) and (3.12) gives the overall heat transfer coefficient as:
•

M t Cp (ts − to )
U=
4 Dh H p Lmtd

.

(3.13)

3.2.2.2 Flow in the Tower Shaft
There are uncertainties with the assumed flow patterns shown at the inlet
of the tower shaft in Fig 9. The uncertainties are related to the nature of
the flow and hence the development of the boundary layers inside the
tower. Cunningham and Thompson [16] studied the pressure loss in a
tower using a pipe flow model, but they have not given much
consideration to these uncertainties in the tower shaft. Apparently their
study assumes the flow in the inlet to be uniform, irrotational and steady.
As these three factors are important to the formulation of the problem and
they impact on the tower pressure loss, they have been investigated
theoretically and experimentally in the present work.

To investigate the uniformity of the airflow profile across the inlet of the
passive cooling tower shaft, smoke was used as a tracer of the streamlines
as they pass through a CELdek matrix and into the shaft. Figures 10 and
11 are photographs taken of the airflow at the inlet of the tower developed
for this project with two different tower shaft heights. Figure 10 is for a
tower of height 0.2m and hydraulic diameter of 0.2m, whilst Fig 11 is for a
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tower of height 1.5m and hydraulic diameter 0.2m. The images and
observations made showed that for both cases the streamlines were
deflected downwards after leaving the matrix. Comparing the two figures
it can be seen the flow is less uniform in Fig 10, whilst Fig 11 shows a very
ordered flow pattern. The photographs in Figs 10 and 11 are not taken
from the same angle because the tower shaft obstructed the camera in the
photograph shown in Fig 11. The photograph in Fig 10 is taken from
below the tower shaft, whilst the photograph in Fig 11 is taken through
one of the side walls.

Figure 10

Using smoke as a tracer of the streamlines as airflow passes through the
matrix and into the tower shaft at a tower height of 0.2 m showing the
curvature of the streamlines and non uniformity in the flow in the tower
head.
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Figure 11

Using smoke as a tracer of the streamlines as airflow enters the tower
shaft for a height of 1.5 m, showing a highly ordered flow pattern in the
inlet of the tower

On the basis of this experiment it was found that the flow in the inlet is
reasonably uniform if the tower height is much greater than its diameter,
i.e. H>>Dh. As the height approached the diameter, the airflow became
less uniform. Because of this it might well be expected that the
development length would be reduced.

The second of the three factors that affect the flow in the tower is
turbulence. To investigate the turbulence in the inlet of the tower shaft it
was necessary to conduct a literature review of the flow in heat
exchangers that have a passage geometry similar to the passages found in
CELdek matrices. Studies by Focke et al [30] and more recently Blomerius
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et al [33] in cross-corrugated channel plate heat exchangers show the flow
within the matrix followed the paths shown in Fig 12.

Figure 12

Flow patterns as fluid passes through a cross corrugated heat exchanger
with geometry similar to that found in CELdek. The path taken by the
flow depends on the angle of the adjacent passages β, which is defined
from the vertical side faces. When β is 90 deg the flow is straight through
and large secondary flows are evident, when β is 80 deg the flow follows
zig zags through the matrix. When β is 45 deg the flow above and below
move in orthogonal directions. Focke et al [30]

Furthermore, as Fig 12 shows, the direction of flow leaving the matrix will
depend on the matrix passage angle β . Other studies of the flow in cross
corrugated passage heat exchangers [26,33,38] have confirmed the results
of Focke et al, with many reporting that laminar to turbulent transition
occurs when the matrix Reynolds number is as low as Rem = 10
[26,32,39,40,41]. Based on the findings of Focke et al shown in Fig 12, and
because there are geometric similarities between the cross corrugated
matrices found in evaporative coolers and the heat exchangers in the
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literature, it is most likely that the flow leaving the matrix in a passive
cooling evaporative cooling tower is highly turbulent before it enters the
tower shaft inlet.

The last of the three factors affecting the flow in the tower shaft is whether
the airflow is steady. Once the system is in a steady state it will remain
steady unless acted upon by an external disturbance. In the case of a
passive evaporative cooling tower, the external disturbances arise from
variations in DBT, Wet Bulb Temperature (WBT), changes in wind speed
or direction, or the operation of mechanical devices used to control or
change flow direction. If none of these occur then it is quite reasonable to
assume steady flow exists.

Based on the investigations into the three factors that affect the flow in the
tower, it is not unreasonable to anticipate a high level of turbulence in the
tower inlet flow. The result of this is the boundary layer in the entrance
region of the tower shaft will develop at a faster rate. The implications of
this are not overly significant for the acquisition of data, but are important
for the modelling of tower pressure loss if a friction factor is used with
pipe flow analysis as is done by Thompson et al [19].
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Thompson et al [19] have modelled the pressure loss ∆p in the tower
system using the modified Darcy Equation [42] given by:

∆p = f

l 1
ρυ 2
d2

,

(3.14)

where f is the Darcy Weissbach friction factor and is related to the Fanning
friction coefficient described earlier as Cfs by (f=4Cfs), l is the length of the
pipe, d is the hydraulic diameter, and v the mean velocity. In the
nomenclature of this report the length of the pipe l is the tower height H,
the hydraulic diameter d is the tower hydraulic diameter Dh, and the mean
velocity v is the tower mean velocity Vs. Thompson et al [19] assume the
pressure loss in the tower given by Eq (3.14) is only significant when H/Dh
is large. There is little justification given for this statement and because of
this it warrants further studies. In order to study this effect further the
pressure loss is derived here for the smooth circular tower with and
without entrance effects.

If we assume the flow in the inlet of a passive evaporative cooling tower
shaft is uniform and irrotational as shown in Fig 9, the velocity
distribution in the entrance region

υ
U max

1 δ  1 δ 
= 1−   +  
4  a  15  a 

υ

U max

may be given by:

2

,

(3.15)
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where δ is the boundary layer thickness, and a the hydraulic radius [44].
Integrating Eq (3.15) across the flow gives the mean tower velocity Vs as a
function of the maximum velocity Umax :
Vs
1 δ 
23  δ 
1 δ 
= 1−   +   −  
U max
2 a
60  a  15  a 
2

3

4

.

(3.16)

Following Zhi-quing [43], a dimensionless pressure gradient, denoted by

∆p * , for the entrance region of the tower is given by:
U
∆p =  max
 Vs
*

2


∆p
 − 1 =
1

ρVs
2

2

,

(3.17)

where ∆p is the actual pressure loss in the entrance region. Equations
(3.16) and (3.17) show that when the flow is not fully developed i.e.
0 < δ < a , ∆p * > 0, there is a loss associated with the development of the

boundary layer in the tower. It is well documented that acceleration
effects dominate the viscous effects in the entrance region and are also felt
far down stream in the fully developed region [43,44]. The position in the
streamwise direction when δ = a is usually denoted by the subscript fd,
meaning fully developed, so that in a tower of height H, Hfd would denote
the length of the entrance region.
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If we now assume that the flow is fully developed for the full length of the
tower i.e. Hfd = 0, a dimensionless pressure loss in the smooth tower ∆p H *
may be defined by using the Blasius equation [43] given by:

0.3164
∆p H * =

H
Dh

Re 0.25

,

(3.18)

where Re is the tower Reynolds number given by:
Re =

V s Dh

ν

,

(3.19)

and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Equation (3.18) is commonly used to
determine the pressure loss in smooth pipes. When the pipe ratio

H/Dh

> 60, entrance region effects can usually be ignored [27] and hence Eq
(3.18) gives a good approximation for the total loss in the pipe. When
H/Dh < 60, as is the case in most passive evaporative cooling towers, the
entrance region becomes significant and Eq (3.18) will underestimate the
total loss.

Following Rohsenhow et al [43], the difference between Eq (3.17) and
(3.18) is defined as the incremental dimensionless pressure loss denoted
by kp as:
k p = ∆p* − ∆pH * .

(3.20)

The uncertainty in the pressure loss predictions for the passive
evaporative cooling tower then lies with how large is kp if the flow
entering the tower is turbulent and not uniform. The best possible result
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would be to have kp = 0, but because the length of the entrance region is
unknown for an arbitrary tower, kp cannot be determined easily
experimentally.

There are correlations that permit the estimation of the length of the
entrance region Hfd [42] in smooth pipes with uniform flow, but a suitable
correlation to determine Hfd when the flow is non-uniform and turbulent
is not, to the best of the author’s knowledge, yet available. Hence
determining kp is impossible without a comprehensive experimental
program to study the flow in a pipe downstream of a cross corrugated
passage matrix such as those found in most evaporative coolers.

Since there is a lack of data with the entrance region, the pressure loss in
this project will be dealt with conservatively. It will be assumed that the
flow in the tower inlet is uniform and irrotational and the tower walls are
smooth. Entrance effects will be considered with the pressure loss
modelled by Curr et al [43] using a Fanning friction coefficient for the
shaft given by:

 z −0.4 
 D

∆p Dh
h
Cf s =
= 1.58
 ,
0.6
4H
 Re



*

(3.21)
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where z is the distance from the entrance of the tower shaft to the fully
developed length Hfd, and ∆p* the dimensionless pressure loss in the
tower given by:

∆p* =

∆p
2
1
ρVs
2

.

(3.22)

For the case when the tower has both an entrance region and a fully
developed region, i.e. Hfd < H, the correlation given by Blasius will be used
to estimate the additional loss in the fully developed region, given by:

0.3164
∆pH * =

H − H fd

Re

Dh
0.25

.

(3.23)

Although the above method of dealing with the tower pressure losses
sounds simple, in practice it is not. Experiments to determine how the
matrix flow and the tower shaft inlet flow affect the development length
and the friction coefficient Cfs in the passive evaporative cooling tower
shaft is beyond the scope of the project.

The only factor still left to consider is the effect of the heat transfer through
the walls of the tower on the formation of the velocity boundary layer.
Any heat transfer normal to the flow inside the tower will tend to reduce
Hfd [27], hence will also influence the pressure loss in the tower. Although
this complicates the boundary layer growth problem it can be ignored if
the tower is well insulated. In this project this problem is dealt with by
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ensuring that the materials used in the construction of the tower have a
high thermal resistance to conduction.

3.2.3

The Matrix to Tower Transition

The geometry of the transition between the matrix and tower will
influence the loss in the system. Thompson et al [19] have estimated the
dimensionless loss in the transition, ∆pi , with a loss factor defined by ki
as:

ki =

∆pi
1
ρVs 2
2

= 1.3

As
Af

,

(3.24)

where As is the tower cross sectional area and Af the matrix frontal area.
Equation (3.24) shows the loss decreases as matrix frontal area increases
for a given tower cross sectional area. In order to check the validity of the
relation given in Eq (3.24) a literature review was carried out.

Wallis [45] has provided a comprehensive review of the factors
influencing the design of pipe inlets and has given correlations for
numerous geometries. However, none of his correlations appeared to fit
the corresponding geometry of the passive evaporative cooling tower. As
Thompson et al [19] have studied the relation in Eq (3.24) experimentally it
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is considered suitable to use it in this project to model the pressure loss in
the transition.

3.3 Airflow and Heat Transfer Considerations
The physical layout and method of accounting for the heat transfer and
pressure loss in the individual components of a passive evaporative
cooling tower have been specified in the previous section. In this section
the buoyancy force is derived and it is shown how the heat and mass
transfer coefficients are influenced by forced and natural convection flows.
The Chiltern Colburn boundary layer analogies and the method of dealing
with the cooling capacity are also discussed.

3.3.1

Forced Versus Natural Convection Heat and Mass Transfer

The governing fluid momentum equations are derived from consideration
of a fluid in a control volume. This means the forces are usually given in
terms of force per unit volume. The buoyancy force that drives the flow
through the system is considered to be a global buoyancy force given by
the expression ∆ρg [27], where ∆ρ is the change in air density generated
by the humidification of air through the matrix. Before the factors that
influence the buoyancy forces are discussed, it is necessary to show how

∆ρ is arrived at.
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Following Raithby and Hollands [43], the pressure p at any height z within
a tower shown in Fig 13, is the sum of three pressures arising from the
dynamics of the flow, the hydrostatic pressure gradient outside of the
tower, and the pressure at some reference point denoted by Pd, Ph and Pref
respectively as:

p = Pref + Ph + Pd ,

(3.25)

where Ph is given by
Z

Ph = − ∫ gρ ∞ ( z )dz

.

(3.26)

Z ref

V(y,z)

.P

ref

zref

.

H
Quiescent Region
ρ ∞ ( z ),t ∞ , w∞

ρ o ,t o , w o , p
g
z

z
y

Figure 13

A tower shaft of height H, showing the axis system (y,z), the tower
velocity V(y,z), the properties of the air inside the tower at a point p
ρ o ,t o , wo and in the quiescent region (ρ ∞ ( z ),t ∞ , w∞ ) , the pressure at a

(

)

Reference point Pref, and the direction of gravity g.

The momentum equation in the “z” direction may be written [27] e.g as:
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V

dV
1 dp
d 2V
=−
− g +ν
dz
ρ o dz
dy 2

,

(3.27)

where V is the tower velocity at any point (y,z), g is the gravitational
acceleration, and ν the kinematic viscosity (See Fig 13). Substituting
Eq(3.26) into Eq (3.25) and differentiating with respect to z, noting also
that Pref is constant, gives:

dp
= − ρ∞ g
dz

.

(3.28)

Substitution of Eq (3.28) in Eq (3.27) gives:
V

2
dV
g
(ρ ∞ − ρ o ) + ν d V2
=
dz ρ o
dy

.

(3.29)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq (3.29) is the buoyancy force per
unit mass [27], and is the driving force for natural convection flows.

Gebhart et al [23] have used a similar approach to that described above to
derive the buoyancy force. They have introduced the concept of the
motion pressure field Pm, which may be considered to be the pressure
change that arises through fluid motion. Expressing the buoyancy force in
terms of the motion pressure field is more convenient for this application
and Gebhart et al have defined the gradient of the motion pressure field
as:
dPm
= ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )g
dz

.

(3.30)
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In order to determine the magnitude of the buoyancy force given in Eq
(3.30) we need to know how the density varies in the passive evaporative
cooling tower. The density of air at any point depends on temperature t,
moisture content w, and pressure p. Following Gebhart et al [23] and
assuming density change with respect to temperature, moisture content
and pressure is small, it may be expanded in a Taylor series about ρ ∞ as:

ρ (t , w, p ) − ρ ∞ (t∞ ; w∞ ; p∞ ) =

∂ρ
∂t

(t − t∞ ) + 1 ∂

2

ρ

2! ∂t 2

(t − t∞ ) 2 + .... +

2
∂ρ
1∂ ρ
( p − p∞ ) +
( p − p∞ ) 2 + .... +
∂p
2! ∂p 2

∂2ρ
∂ρ
(w − w∞ ) + 1 2 ( w − w∞ ) 2 + .... +
∂w
2! ∂w
2
2
∂ ρ
∂2ρ
(t − t∞ )(w − w∞ ) +
( p − p∞ )(w − w∞ ) + ∂ ρ (t − t∞ )( p − p∞ ) + .... +
∂t∂w
∂w∂p
∂t∂p
∂3 ρ
∂t∂w∂p

(t − t∞ )(w − w∞ )( p − p∞ )
(3.31)

For solving Eq (3.31), one needs to know ρ and its derivatives, which are
going to be determined below. Using Dalton’s law of partial pressures,
which states the pressure in a gas is the sum of the partial pressures of its
constituents, the air pressure p, may be expressed as the difference
between the atmospheric pressure Patm , and the water vapour pressure Pv,
given by:
p = Patm − Pv .

(3.32)

Both air and water vapour can be considered to be ideal gasses at
temperatures found in evaporative coolers [46]. Using the ideal gas law,
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the density of air at any point in the motion pressure field may be written
as:
p
p  K 
= atm 

Rat Rat  K + w 

ρ =

,

(3.33)

where K can be expressed as either the ratio of the air and water vapour
molecular masses Ma and Mv , or their gas constants Ra and Rv as:

K=

Ra
M
= 0.6219 = v
Rv
Ma

.

(3.34)

Volumetric expansion coefficients due to temperature and moisture
content change are defined as:

βT = −

1 ∂ρ
ρ ∂t

,

(3.35)

1 ∂ρ
ρ ∂w

.

(3.36)

and

βw = −

Differentiating Eq (3.33) and using Eqs (3.35) and (3.36) it can be shown
that:

βT =

1
T

,

(3.37)

and

βw =

1
_

,

(3.38)

K +w

where T is the mean absolute film temperature given by:
T = 273.15 +

t∞ + t *
,
2

(3.39)
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_

with t* being the adiabatic saturation temperature and w the mean
moisture content given by:
_

w=

w∞ + w *
.
2

(3.40)
_

w
Considering Eq (3.38), as
≅ 0.05 << 1 , βw may be approximated by
K

βw ≅

1
, which for the evaporative cooling process is constant.
K

Following Gebhart et al [23] and using one of Boussinesq’s
approximations [23], the density change in the system may be expressed
as:

ρ ∞ − ρ  gHβ T β w K
[1 − β w (w − w∞ ) − β T (t − t ∞ ) + β T β w (w − w∞ )(t − t ∞ )] = β T (t − t ∞ ) +
1 −
Ra
ρ∞ 
 1 − β T (t − t ∞ )

β w (w − w∞ )
− β T β w (w − w∞ )(t − t ∞ )
1 − β w (w − w∞ )

(3.41)
The complete derivation of Eq (3.41) is given in Appendix B. The second
term in the expression within the parenthesis on the left hand side of Eq
(3.41) given by

gHβT βw K
, is the variation in the density due to motion
Ra

pressure changes over the tower height. Gebhart et al [23] have denoted
this expression by Ro, and the pre-factor of the parenthesis,

ρ∞ − ρ
, as Ri.
ρ∞

They have shown that when Ro<<Ri the motion pressure effect on density
may be ignored. Evaluation of the ratio Ro/Ri for a tower of height H = 2m
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gives Ro/Ri= 0.05%, which satisfies the above condition. The density
change may then be given by:

(ρ ∞ − ρ )
ρ∞

=

β w ( w − w∞ )
β T (t − t ∞ )
+
− β T β w ( w − w∞ )(t − t ∞ )
1 − β T (t − t ∞ ) 1 − β w ( w − w∞ )
(3.42)

Equation (3.42) may be simplified further by neglecting the higher order
cross term, which in most cases leads to an error of less than 1%.

In order to show the relative contributions of the temperature and
moisture content terms given in Eq (3.42), their relative ratio denoted by
Rr, can be evaluated as:
 β w ( w − w∞ ) 


 1 − β w ( w − w∞ )  = R
r
 β T (t − t ∞ ) 


 1 − β T (t − t ∞ ) 

.

(3.43)

A plot of Rr calculated using typical evaporative cooling data is shown in
Fig 14 as a function of the mean moisture content. One may argue that Eq
(3.43) is a function of both w and t, but in Fig 14 only the relative ratio as a
function of w is plotted. Figure 14 shows that Rr varies initially from 0.222 to -0.230 and then only varies slightly with increased moisture
content, with Rr ≈ - 0.23 over the range considered.
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Figure 14

A plot of the Relative Ratio Rr calculated from evaporative cooling data
against moisture content, showing the relative ratio is virtually constant
and only increases slightly as the moisture content approaches zero.

According to Rr as given in Eq (3.43), a constant Rr with respect to w is
equivalent to saying that the ratio of the heat and mass transfer rates is
constant.

With an expression for the density change derived in Eq (3.42) it is now
possible to consider how the buoyancy forces affect the heat and mass
transfer coefficients. However, before this can be done, it is necessary to
define the difference between global and local buoyancy effects. If Eq
(3.31) is integrated over the tower height from 0 < z < H, the global
buoyancy force for the tower system can be written as:
Pm = ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )gH

.

(3.44)
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Following Gebhart et al [23], the local buoyancy force Pd h in the matrix is
given by:

Pd h = ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )gd h ,

(3.45)

where dh is the hydraulic diameter of the matrix, which is the parameter
that best describes the buoyancy effects in the matrix.

Gebhart et al [23] have reported that under certain conditions the local
buoyancy forces in the matrix will create secondary flows that are
perpendicular to the mean flow. Furthermore, it has been found that these
secondary flows can either suppress or enhance turbulence, depending on
the Reynolds number of the mean flow. Because both the velocity and
thermal boundary layers are developing in the presence of these
secondary flows, the friction factor and heat transfer coefficient are
expected to vary in the mean flow direction. Gebhart et al [23] have
_

pointed out that when this occurs, the mean heat transfer coefficient h is
difficult to correlate empirically because it is a function of the matrix
geometry, Grashof number Grdh, Reynolds number Rem, and Prandtl
_

number Pr, i.e., h = f (Geometry ,Grdh , Rem , Pr ) .

It is common to refer to heat transfer processes influenced by both natural
and forced convection as mixed flow [27]. The magnitude of the local
buoyancy forces and the mean flow inertial forces can be compared using
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the ratio of the local Grashof number to the square of the matrix Reynolds
number given by

Grdh
. This ratio may be considered an indication of the
Rem2

relative effects of buoyancy on the forced convection [27]. Following
Incropera and Dewitt [27] the ratio

Grdh
, will be used in this project to
Rem2

indicate if mixed flow conditions are occurring. If experimental data show

Grdh
~1, then mixed convection is occurring and the local buoyancy forces
Rem2
have an influence on the heat and mass transfer rates. If data show

Grdh
<<1, the flow in the matrix will be assumed to be a forced convection
Rem2
flow only, indicating that the local buoyancy forces have no influence over
the local heat and mass transfer rates.

3.3.2

Matrix Entrance Region Effects

In section 3.1.2, entrance region effects in the tower shaft were discussed.
In this section the matrix entrance region effects are considered. In the
entrance region of the matrix the velocity, temperature and concentration
boundary layers are developing simultaneously. Because of this, the
entrance region of the matrix is expected to influence the heat and mass
transfer coefficients, especially when the hydraulic diameter, dh, increases.
In this project, following both Gebhart et al [23] and Incropera and De
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Witt [27], the heat transfer effects in the entrance region will be considered
as a function of the reciprocal of the Graetz number denoted by Gz as:
l
dh
Gz −1 =
Rem Pr

,

(3.46)

where l is the matrix depth and Pr the Prandtl number.

The difficult aspect of the approach taken to account for both the local
buoyancy effects and entrance effects is being able to separate the results.
The important question is: Does it matter anyway? As long as a
correlation for the heat transfer coefficient can be found in terms of all the
parameters that describe the matrix geometry and the flow, for practical
purposes the author believes it does not matter. Experimental data
presented in Chapter 7 will show the form of the correlation and support
this conclusion.

3.3.3

Forced Versus Natural Convection Flow in the Tower

A pressure balance on the passive evaporative cooling tower shows the
motion pressure field is the sum of the losses associated with the airflow
through the matrix, the tower shaft, and the transition, with the general
form of Eq (3.44) written as:
Pm = plosses

.

(3.47)
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To determine whether the overall system flow through the tower can be
considered a natural or forced convection flow problem, it is necessary to
consider the significance of the density change, ∆ρ = ρ o − ρ ∞ , and the
tower height, H, on the global buoyancy force. Ignoring the effects of heat
transfer through the walls of the tower, the global buoyancy force
generated by the tower system is given by Eq(3.44) and the local buoyancy
force in the matrix perpendicular to the flow by Eq(3.45).

As H>> dh , it is unlikely that the local buoyancy forces in the matrix will
significantly affect the flow through the tower shaft. However, if the
density change ∆ρ is strongly dependent on the hydraulic diameter dh,
because the latter is related to the heat transfer area, then the global
buoyancy force given by Eq (3.44) will be influenced by the local buoyancy
effects in very short towers. Usually passive evaporative cooling towers
are large i.e. H>>dh, and because of this the effects of natural convection in
the matrix are not expected to influence the tower flow loss. Therefore,
the flow through the tower shaft will be considered here to be a forced
convection flow, with the losses modelled as:

Pm =

1
ρ ∞Vs2 Fs ,
2

(3.48)

where Fs is a system loss factor that fully describes the geometry of the
passive evaporative cooling tower and Vs , is the mean flow velocity in the
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tower. The complete derivation of system loss factor Fs is given in
Chapter 4.

3.3.4

Useful Boundary Layer Analogies

Equations (3.8) and (3.9) show that the heat and mass transfer rates are
functions of the mean matrix surface temperature, moisture content, and
the ambient conditions. It has been a common practice to use the Wet
Bulb Temperature (WBT) in Eq (3.8) as the mean matrix temperature
[16,25,47]. However, Lewis [48,49] has shown that the WBT is not
constant in the evaporative cooling process unless the feed water supplied
to the matrix is also at the WBT and the radiation heat transfer between
the surroundings and the matrix is negligible. In the model considered
here, the radiation effects will be assumed to be negligible, but the method
−

of dealing with the mean matrix temperature tp in Eq (3.8) requires
further explanation.

Lewis [48,49] has shown that the energy balance in the matrix fixes the
end point of the evaporative cooling process. The end point is known as
either the Adiabatic Saturation Temperature (AST), denoted by t*, or
Thermodynamic Wet Bulb Temperature (TWBT). The Lewis number Le is
a parameter commonly used in combined heat and mass transfer
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processes to show the ratio of the thermal and mass diffusivities and is
given by:

Le =

α
D

,

(3.49)

where α is thermal diffusivity and D the mass diffusivity also known as
the binary diffusion coefficient. Eq (3.49) is also commonly written in
terms of the boundary layer similarity parameters known as the Schmidt
number Sc, and the Prandtl number Pr as:

Le =

Sc
Pr

,

(3.50)

where:

Sc =

ν
,
D

(3.51)

Cpµ
,
Ka

(3.52)

and

Pr =

with µ being the dynamic viscosity, and Ka the thermal conductivity in
the boundary layer. Because the values of the thermal and mass
diffusivities in the air water vapour mixture are about the same, the Lewis
number is approximately unity, and therefore the heat and mass transfer
processes proceed at approximately the same rate. It is for this reason that
AST and WBT are nearly the same in the evaporative cooling process, with
the Lewis number being typically 0.85<Le<0.95 [35,50].
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The fact that the Lewis number is nearly unity means the factors
governing heat transfer can also be applied to solve the more complex
mass transfer equations [15]. This holds true for both laminar and
turbulent flows, which is fortunate because heat transfer in turbulent
flows is typically more difficult to deal with than laminar flows. The
reason that the relationship given in Eq (3.50) is valid for both laminar and
turbulent flows is because the eddy diffusion in turbulent flow involves
the same mixing action for heat exchange as it does for mass exchange.
Because of this, we need not be concerned about the effect of transition on
the two processes and therefore the nature of the flow in the matrix is not
important in determining the AST.

There are two expressions commonly used to determine the Lewis
number, one is the ratio of thermal and mass diffusivities (Eq 3.49) and the
other obtained experimental by using the Chiltern Colburn heat and mass
transfer analogy [51] given by:
Nu
Rem Pr

1
3

= jh = j D =

Sh
Rem Sc

1
3

,

(3.53)

where jh and jD are the Colburn j factors for heat and mass transfer
respectively, Sh the Sherwood number, Rem the matrix Reynolds number,
and Nu the Nusselt number. The analogy given in Eq (3.53) relates the
heat transfer to the mass transfer in the boundary layers and is valid if the
mass transfer rates are small and the properties are constant [51]. In
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evaporative cooling the mass transfer rates are small compared to the
airflow rates, however the properties vary in the matrix. Typically such
property variation in the matrix is managed by calculating the properties
at the film temperature, which has already been defined in Eq (3.39).

The Nusselt number and Sherwood number are given by:
−

h dh
Nu =
Ka

,

(3.54)

and
−

h d
Sh = m h
D
−

,

(3.55)
−

where h and h m are the heat and mass transfer coefficients respectively.
Substituting Eqs (3.54) and (3.55) into Eq (3.53) gives:
_

h dh
Ka

hm d h
D
= jh = j D =
1
1
3
Rem Pr
Rem Sc 3

,

(3.56)

which may be simplified to an expression more commonly used as [27]:
−

Ka
h
=
= ρCpLe 1− n ,
n
hm DLe

(3.57)

where n = 1/3. The difference between the Lewis number obtained from
solving Eq (3.57) from experimental data and that by calculating Eq (3.49)
from property data is related to the validity of the heat and mass transfer
analogy to the system[51]. Dowdy [25] has shown the analogy is valid for
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evaporative cooling, with the differences obtained from calculating Le
from Eq(3.49) and that by determining Le using Eq (3.57) to be less than
5%.

In this project the analogy given by Eqs (3.57) will be used to predict the
mass transfer coefficient, with the Lewis number calculated from
Eq (3.49) using the properties determined at the film temperature. The
only other factor still left to consider before the mean matrix temperature
is determined, is the effect of the temperature of the feedwater supplied to
the matrix on the heat and mass transfer rates and the AST.

Both Hollands [35] and Jones [52] have shown that the feedwater
temperature may affect the heat and mass transfer rates and the energy
balance, but invariably it does not significantly affect the AST. Jones [52]
has shown that with feedwater temperatures between 0oC and 100oC there
is only a small change in the moisture-temperature gradient

dw
, which
dt

supports the conclusion drawn by both Hollands [35] and Dowdy [25]
stated above. Because of the closeness of the AST to the WBT and the
minor variations in the matrix water temperature in the stream wise
−

direction, the mean matrix temperature t p in Eq (3.8) will be determined
using a method outlined by Hollands and Pott [24] where
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−

t p=

t * +t po
2

,

(3.58)

with t * determined using a method outlined by Kuehn et al [50], and tpo
the measured matrix feedwater outlet temperature.

Another of the Chiltern-Colburn analogies will be considered for its
appropriateness in this application. Based on the findings of Hessami
[32,33] and Focke et al [30], which show that the flow within the matrix is
most likely to be turbulent, and because the pressure gradient in the
stream wise direction of the matrix is also typically small [16], the analogy
given below in Eq (3.59) may be used under certain conditions to
determine the friction coefficient Cfm for the matrix. Following Incropera
and Dewitt [27] the friction coefficient is given by:
2

Cf m
= St Pr 3 ,
2

(3.59)

where St is the Stanton number given by:

St =

Nu
.
Re Pr

(3.60)

Together with the Chiltern-Colburn heat and mass transfer analogy given
by Eq (3.57), Eq (3.60) simplifies the formulation of the problem and also
reduces the required experimental work. Both of these will be used in
Chapters 4 and 7 where the governing equations and the experimental
results are discussed.
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3.3.5

Cooling Capacity

As the passive evaporative cooling tower shown in Fig 6 is not attached to
a building, the cooling capacity of the tower cannot be expressed in terms
of a building heat load. Because of this, the cooling capacity of the matrix
Qm will be used, where Qm is defined in terms of the sensible heat
exchange in the matrix as:
•

•

_

Qm = M Cp (t ∞ − t o ) = M Cpε WBD

(3.61)

•

where M is the mass flow rate of air in the matrix, Cp the specific heat
_

capacity of moist air, ε the matrix effectiveness and WBD the wet bulb
depression defined as:
−

−

WBD = t∞ − t p

.

(3.62)

The effectiveness ε will be discussed further in Chapter 4 to show that it is
an indication of the heat transfer performance of the matrix. Because the
_

WBD and Cp both vary with the climate, the cooling capacity will be

defined in terms of a climate compensated cooling capacity given by:
Qm
_

•

=Mε

.

(3.63)

Cp WBD
•

Equation (3.63) is the product of ε and M , which define the cooling
capacity for a given set of climatic conditions.
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3.4 Summary
This Chapter has outlined the conceptual framework of the passive
evaporative cooling tower and shown how each of the elements in the
system is considered in this thesis. The physical model and the factors
influencing the analysis of the matrix heat and mass transfer, system
pressure loss, and cooling capacity have been introduced. The next
chapter deals with the governing equations.
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4

Governing Equations

4.1 Background
The conceptual framework and model of the passive evaporative cooling
tower were laid out in Chapter 3. This chapter will give the theoretical
derivations for the heat and mass transfer in the matrix and the airflow
through the system. Based on the framework developed in Chapter 3, the
following dot points summarise how the problem will be addressed in this
chapter:

•

The airflow through the system will be considered a forced
convection flow, with the driving force being the global buoyancy
force given by the parameter ∆ρgH . Pressure effects are ignored
when calculating density change, with the density change given in
terms of volumetric expansion coefficients for temperature and
moisture content.

•

The flow losses are given in terms of the ratio of the dynamic
pressure and the global buoyancy force.

•

The flow in the tower shaft will be assumed to be steady, with the
flow loss modelled considering entrance region effects.
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•

The heat and mass transfer in the matrix will be considered to be
forced unless data show otherwise, and the ratio

Grdh
will be
Rem2

calculated to determine if mixed flow conditions exist.
•

The reciprocal of the Graetz number will be used to study the effect
of the entrance region of the matrix on the heat transfer.

•

The Chilton Colburn analogies will be used to simplify the analysis
and experimental program.

•

The evaporative cooling process is considered to be an adiabatic
saturation process, with the Lewis number determined using
properties based on the film temperature.

•

The cooling capacity will be considered in terms of a climate
compensated sensible cooling capacity defined in Eq (3.63), which
is given by the product of the mass flow in the tower shaft and the
effectiveness.

In section 4.2 the heat transfer coefficient in the matrix will be derived
from the effectiveness and NTU relationships. From this, the Nusselt
number and Graetz number will be defined. In section 4.3, the airflow and
pressure balances on the tower will be modelled, and the density change
and buoyancy force derived in terms of the Wet Bulb Depression (WBD)
and matrix effectiveness.
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4.2 Heat and Mass Transfer in the Matrix
In this section the temperature and saturation effectiveness are given in
terms of the matrix and ambient air properties. The equation defining the
NTU is then derived from the energy balance, which is followed by the
derivation of the heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number.

4.2.1

Temperature and Saturation Effectiveness Equations

The maximum possible heat transfer rate qmax between the air and the
water at the surface of the matrix is given by:
−

qmax = Cmin ( t∞ − t p )

,

(4.1)

where t∞ is the Dry Bulb Temperature (DBT), Cmin the minimum heat
−

capacity rate, and t p the mean matrix temperature given by:
−

tp =

t * +t po
2

.

(4.2)

The effectiveness of the matrix, denoted by ε , is expressed in terms of the
actual heat transfer rate, q, as [27]:
•

ε=

q
qmax

M Cp t∞ − to
=
.
_
Cmin
t∞ − t p

,

(4.3)

where to is the matrix outlet air temperature. The specific heat capacity Cp
is given by:
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 w∞ + wo 
Cp = Cpa + Cpv 
2 




,

(4.4)

where Cpa and Cpv are the specific heat capacities of air and water vapour
respectively, w∞ the ambient moisture content, and wo the matrix outlet
•

moisture content. As the heat capacity Cmin = M Cp in the evaporative
cooler, the effectiveness in Eq (4.3) becomes:

εt =

t∞ − to
_

t∞ − t p

,

(4.5)

where ε t is the temperature effectiveness. The temperature effectiveness

ε t may be considered equivalent to the saturation effectiveness ε s given
by:

εt ≡ ε s =

wo − w∞
_

w p − w∞

,

(4.6)

−

where w p is the mean saturated moisture content. The validity of Eq (4.6)
is shown in the next section.

4.2.2

Derivation of the Effectiveness and the NTU

For the matrix system shown in Figs 7 and 8, the heat transfer is assumed
to occur completely within the matrix. No bleed water is taken from, or
make up water added to the system. If the energy and mass balances are
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considered per unit volume of matrix (see Fig 7), the energy balance is
given by:
•

•

•

•

q = mr hl p + me hg p − m f hl f ,

(4.7)

•

where q is the heat transfer rate, hl p and hl f are the specific enthalpies of
liquid water evaluated at the matrix and feedwater water temperatures tp
and tf respectively, hgp the specific enthalpy of water vapour evaluated at
_

•

•

•

the matrix temperature t p , and mr , me and m f the mass flow rates of the
recirculated, evaporated, and feed water respectively. The mass balance is
given by:
•

•

•

m f = me + mr

.

(4.8)

For the void shown in Fig 8, the mass and energy balances are:
•

me = σGc

dw
,
dx

(4.9)

dh •
− me hg p ,
dx

(4.10)

and
•

− q = σGc

where σ is the porosity of the matrix, Gc the mass velocity of the air in the
matrix, and

dw
dh
and
the change in moisture content and specific
dx
dx

enthalpy in the streamwise direction respectively. Following Hollands
[35], Eqs (4.9) and (4.10) can be reduced to a pair of first-order coupled
differential equations with quasi-constant coefficients. However, these
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differential equations are not given in this report, and only some of the
important aspects of his solution method will be described to validate the
result given in Eq (4.6).

Substituting Eqs (3.8) (3.9) (3.54) (4.7) and (4.8) into Eqs (4.9) and (4.10), the
energy balance in the matrix may be given by [35]:
−


•
CpLe t∞ − t p 
−
mf
LeCp (hl po − hl f )

 = w − w  +
 p
∞
−
∧
h lg −


h
h
lg
A
−
p

,

(4.11)

p

_

where Le is the Lewis number, h the mean heat transfer coefficient,
∧

h lg the enthalpy of vapourisation given by h lg = hg − hl , and A the heat
transfer area per unit volume of matrix. Assuming the heat transfer in the
matrix is due purely to convection, the Number of Heat Transfer Units
(NTU) may be given by:
−

NTU =

hA
•

,

(4.12)

Cp M
where A is the heat transfer area in the matrix. The difference between the
specific enthalpy of the water entering and leaving the matrix is given by:

hl po − hl f = Cl (t po − t f ) ,

(4.13)

where Cl is the specific heat capacity of liquid water. Substituting Eqs
(4.12) and (4.13) into Eq (4.11) gives:
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_


CpLe t∞ − t p 
 '

_

 =  w p − w  +  m f Cl  LeCp (t po − t f ) ,
∞
•
h lg p

  M Cp  h lg p NTU



(4.14)

where m'f is the feedwater mass flow rate in kg/s. The last term on the
right hand side of Eq (4.14) represents the heat transferred to the feed
water. Under steady state conditions if m'f Cl (t f − t po ) << M CpNTU , then
•

the last term in Eq (4.14) becomes negligible. Under this condition the
Adiabatic Saturation Temperature (AST), denoted by t*, becomes close to

t po and Eq (4.14) may be simplified to:
CpLe(t∞ − t * )
= (w * − w∞ )
h lg*

,

(4.15)

where hlg* is the enthalpy of vapourisation evaluated at the AST. Because
the Lewis number for the evaporative cooling process is approximately
unity, Eq (4.15) is equivalent to the energy balance for the saturation of air
under adiabatic conditions. Under these conditions the temperature–
moisture content gradient may be given by:

t∞ − t *
= Cons tan t ,
w * − w∞

(4.16)

which means Eq (4.6) is a valid approximation under adiabatic conditions.
The derivation of the equation for the adiabatic saturation of air is given in
most thermodynamic texts [53] and therefore it is not repeated here.
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The above method of reducing Eq (4.11) to Eq (4.15) shows the importance
of the feed water temperature being close to the AST when the adiabatic
assumption is used. Both Hollands and Pott [24] and Kuehn et al [50]
have shown that when the adiabatic assumption is valid, the effectiveness
for a completely wet matrix is a function only of the NTU and flow
geometry and can be expressed as:

ε = ε s = ε t = 1 − e − NTU

(4.17)

Hollands and Pott [24] have shown that the error in using Eq (4.17) is
approximately 3%, but it increases when the feed water temperature is
different from the AST. When t f − t po > 0 , the effectiveness can either be
determined by using Hollands’ method [35], or by assuming that the air
and water flows through the matrix resemble that seen in a parallel flow
heat exchanger. The effectiveness of a parallel flow heat exchanger is
given by:

ε =

1− e

 C
− NTU  1+  min
  C max

C
1 +  min
 C max








 

,

(4.18)

where Cmin = (tpo - tf), and Cmax =(t∞ - to). If the experimental data show that
the ratio Cmin/Cmax → 0 or Cmax → WBD, the solutions of Eqs (4.17) and
(4.18) will not differ significantly [54]. As other researchers [7,16,19,26]
have not considered the change in the water temperature as it flows
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through the matrix, the accuracy of their results for NTU determined by
using Eq (4.17) may be questionable. With Eqs (4.17) and (4.18) the heat
transfer coefficient may be determined. This process is described below.

4.2.3

Heat and Mass Transfer Coefficients

The preceding analysis shows that when carrying out experiments to
determine the NTU from the effectiveness, it is necessary to monitor the
matrix temperatures tpo and tf. If the matrix effectiveness is known, the
NTU can be determined from Eq (4.18) by writing it as [27]:

C
ln 1 − ε ( 1 + min
C Max
NTU = − 
C
1 + min
C max


)
.

(4.19)

If the capacity ratio Cmin/Cmax =0, Eq (4.19) reduces to Eq (4.17), which can
also be written as:
NTU = − ln(1 − ε ) .

(4.20)

Following Incropera and De Witt [27], the Stanton number St given by Eq
(3.57) may be written in terms of the mean heat transfer coefficient as:
_

h
St =
ρVmCp

,

(4.21)
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where Vm is the matrix mean velocity. Combining Eqs (4.12) (4.19) and
(4.21), and assuming Cmin/Cmax → 0, the Stanton number and Nusselt
number Nu may be given by:
St = −

σ
Fp

ln(1 − ε ) ,

(4.22)

and
Nu = − Rem Pr

σ
Fp

ln(1 − ε ) ,

(4.23)

where Pr is the Prandtl number, Rem the matrix Reynolds number, and Fp
the matrix packing factor. Equations (4.21) to (4.23) show how the heat
transfer coefficient may be determined from effectiveness data. Using
Eq(3.4), Eq(4.23) may be rearranged to give the Nusselt number as a
function of the Graetz number Gz:

1
Nu = − Gzσ ln(1 − ε ) .
4

(4.24)

With the adiabatic saturation assumption, we may also simplify the
density change equation. This simplification is given in the next sub
section.
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4.2.4

Density Change as a Function of Matrix Effectiveness

Earlier in this section it was shown that the effectiveness may be
approximated by:

ε=

t∞ − to
−

t∞ − t p

≈

wo − w∞
−

w p − w∞

.

(4.25)

Substituting Eq (4.25) into Eq (3.42) and ignoring the higher order terms,
the density change as a function of the effectiveness ε and expansion
coefficients βT and βw is given by:
−

−


β wε ( w p − w∞ ) 
ρ ∞ − ρ o  β T ε ( t p − t∞ )
=
−
.
−
−


ρ∞
1 − εβ T ( t p − t∞ ) 1 − εβ w ( w p − w∞ ) 

(4.26)

Equation (4.26) reveals how important a high Wet Bulb Depression,
−

−

WBD = t ∞ − t p , and effectiveness are to achieve a large density change in

the matrix.

In this section we have derived the equations necessary to convert
experimental temperature data to a heat transfer coefficient. Furthermore,
we have shown how the density change may be expressed in terms of
effectiveness and the wet bulb depression. In the next section we will
derive the system mass and pressure balances in order to obtain an
expression for the tower airflow rate.
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4.3 System Mass and Pressure Balance
In this section the continuity equation will be used to express the tower
airflow velocity in terms of the matrix geometry. Following this, a
pressure balance on the system will be used to give the tower airflow
velocity as a function of the geometry of the system and climatic
conditions.
4.3.1

Continuity

For the tower shaft shown in Fig 6, the air turns 90 degrees as it exits the
evaporative cooler before falling through the tower shaft. Assuming the
tower head is adiabatic, continuity between the matrix outlet and tower
shaft inlet gives the mean tower inlet airflow velocity Vt, as:
Vt =

Af Vp
As

,

(4.27)

where Vp is the airflow velocity as it exits the matrix. Applying continuity
along the tower shaft gives the mean airflow velocity in the tower shaft as:

Vs =

ρoVt
ρz

,

(4.28)

where ρ z is the density of air before the outlet of the tower. If the tower
walls are assumed to be adiabatic the density of the air passing down the
tower is constant ( ρ o = ρ z ) and Eq (4.28) reduces to:
Vs = Vt .

(4.29)
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With Eqs (4.27) and (4.29) the system pressure balance may be derived as a
function of the tower airflow velocity in the form given by Eq (3.48), this
derivation is given in the next section.

4.3.2

System Pressure Balance

Using Eqs (4.27) and (3.48) the pressure balance for the passive
evaporative cooling tower shown in Fig 6 is obtained as:

 
(ρo − ρ∞ )gH − 4ULmtd = 1 ρoVs2  1 2 + ki + 4 Cf s + Cf m  υm  A
VsTr
2
Tr
 A*
 υo  σA f







2


 ,



(4.29)
where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient of the tower walls based on
the log mean temperature difference Lmtd between the air inside the tower
and the ambient conditions, Tr is the tower ratio defined as Dh/H, A* is the
ratio of the shaft area and outlet area Ao/As, 1

A* 2

is the dimensionless

loss due to the sudden expansion at the tower outlet, ki the dimensionless
tower entry loss, Cfs the tower friction loss factor, Cfm the matrix friction
factor, and

υm
the ratio of the mean matrix and matrix outlet specific
υo

volume. Using the Boussinesq approximation ( ρo ~ ρ ∞ ) for ρ o on the
right hand side of Eq (4.29), Vs may be written as:
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4ULmtd
)
TrVs
,
ρ ∞ Fs

2( ∆ρgH −
Vs =

(4.30)

with the dimensionless tower and matrix losses defined in the system loss
factor Fs given by:
 1
 υ  A
Cf
Fs =  2 + ki + 4 s + Cf m  m 

Tr
 A*
 υo  σA f







2


 .



(4.31)

Considering Eq (4.31), Cfm and Cfs are parameters that are not defined by
the tower or matrix geometry alone and are functions of the Reynolds
number, hence they are dependent on Vs. Therefore, to solve Eq (4.30), the
coefficients Cfm and Cfs need to be estimated to give the first approximate
values of Fs. Furthermore, as the effectiveness varies with airflow rate,

∆ρ given by Eq (4.26) must also be estimated, until the self-consistent
value of the tower airflow velocity Vs is achieved.

However, the solving of Eq (4.30) can be simplified by either redefining
the density change as a function of one volumetric expansion coefficient,
or by using the method given by Thompson et al [19]. These two methods
are explained below.

Using the approximation given in Eq (4.25) the relative density change

ρ∞ − ρo
may be determined by:
ρ∞
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 −

εβ
wev  w p − w∞ 

ρ∞ − ρo


=
−
ρ∞
 1 + εβ ( w − w
wev
p
∞




 ,
)


(4.33)

where βwev is a volumetric expansion coefficient for the evaporative
cooling process given by:

β wev = −

 hg − hl f
1 ∂ρ
= β w − βT  ∞
ρ ∂w
 Cp

 hg − hl


f
 ≡ β w −  ∞
 Cp T





 , (4.34)


with hg∞ being the enthalpy of the inlet air, hlf the enthalpy of the
feedwater, and T the film temperature given by Eq (3.39). The derivation
of Eq (4.34) is given in Appendix C. In order to simplify Eq (4.34) further,
it may be assumed that:
hg ∞ − hl f ≅ h lg * ,

(4.35)

where hlg* is the enthalpy of vapourisation evaluated at the AST.
Substituting Eq(4.35), Eq (4.34) may be written as:

β wev

 h lg * 
 h lg * 




.
≅ β w − βT 
≅ βw − 

 Cp ⋅ T 
 Cp 



(4.36)

The volumetric expansion coefficient β wev is plotted as a function of
moisture content for two ambient temperatures 35oC and 45oC in Fig 15,
which shows β wev increases slightly with increased moisture content and
temperature, but is reasonably constant over the range of values
considered. These values of the ambient temperature were chosen
because they are indicative of the temperatures encountered in remote
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areas of central Australia where the technology is most suited. These
findings, illustrated by Fig 15, are consistent with the earlier work in
Chapter 3 that showed β w and β T were also nearly constant.

-6.30

-6.35

-6.40
T Ambient = 45 Deg C
T Ambient = 35 Deg C
-6.45

β wev

-6.50

-6.55

-6.60
0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

Moisture Content [kg/kg]

Figure 15

Plot of the Volumetric Expansion Coefficient

β wev

as a function of

moisture content for two different ambient temperatures

Using the results of Fig 15 it is possible to simplify Eq (4.36) even further.
If the relative contributions of the components on the right hand side of Eq

(4.36),

βw
and
β wev
 h lg* 

 Cp 

β T 
and

 h lg* 

 Cp 

β T 

β wev

, are considered, one obtains

βw
≅ − 0.25
β wev

β wev ≅ −1.25 . Dividing these two ratios gives:
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 h lg* 
 ≅ 5 β w .
 Cp 

β T 

(4.37)

Substituting Eq (4.37) into Eq (4.36) we get:

β wev ≅ −4 β w .

(4.38)

The error caused by the approximation in Eq (4.38) is found to be less than
3%. Using the simplification that was given for Eq (3.8), Eq (4.38) may be
estimated by:

β wev ≅

−4
≅ − 6.45 .
K

(4.39)

This method of simplifying the density change equation requires
knowledge of the evaporated water content. The method given by
Thompson et al [19] does not, and requires only temperature data. This
method is outlined below.

Thompson et al’s [19] simplification for density change comes from
relating the density change directly to sensible cooling by:
1−

t −t 
ρ∞
= CF  ∞ o  ,
ρo
 t∞ 

(4.40)

where CF is a correction factor with a value of approximately 0.93 [19],
which takes into account the variation in density due to the humidification
of the air. Cunningham and Thompson [16] have shown that the
correction factor is reasonably constant, varying only 1 % in the typical
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range of temperatures encountered. The correction factor is nearly
constant for the same reasons used to explain the derivation of Eq (4.39).

4.4 Summary
With the theory developed, the performance of the passive evaporative
cooling tower may be determined if the appropriate correlations for the
heat and mass transfer in the matrix and pressure loss are known. As
these correlations for matrix Reynolds numbers Rem < 200 are not known,
experiments to determine them are necessary. Furthermore, experiments
are necessary to investigate the effects of the geometry of the tower on the
performance when Rem<200. Before embarking on the experimental
program to determine these factors, it is necessary to determine which of
the many parameters described in this chapter are important to study. In
the next chapter, dimensional analysis and a problem identification
strategy will be used to determine these parameters.
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5

Study Of The System Parameters

5.1 Background
Chapter 2 revealed that the performance of passive evaporative cooling
towers could be considered in terms of either the effectiveness and tower
airflow rate, or a comfort index. By analysing the experimental data,
empirical models have been developed for passive evaporative cooling
towers[7,16]. In chapter 3, we have presented a new model for the passive
evaporative cooling tower and investigated the processes for heat and
mass transfer and pressure loss. In Chapter 4, the heat transfer and
pressure loss equations for the system were derived.

In this chapter, the important independent variables that influence the
performance of a tower will be identified. In section 5.2, the tower flow
equation will be transformed into a dimensionless form and the
significance of its parameters will be explored. In section 5.3, the
Buckingham PI-theorem will be used to identify any further groups of
variables that may be of interest to study. In section 5.4, a statement of the
problem will be made in order to identify any parameters that may have
been overlooked in sections 5.2 and 5.3. Following this, conclusions are
drawn regarding the importance of these parameters to the system
performance and to the development of the experimental program.
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5.2 Analysis of the System Flow Equation
The tower velocity given by Eq (4.30) may be expressed in terms of the
tower Reynolds number Re and a global Grashof number GrH as:
2
Re
= Tr
Fs
GrH

,

(5.1)

where it is assumed that the tower walls are adiabatic, Tr is the tower
ratio, Fs the system loss factor given in Eq (4.31) and rewritten here for
convenience as:
 1
 υ  A
Cf
Fs =  2 + ki + 4 s + Cf m  m 

Tr
 A*
 υo  σA f







2


 ,



(5.2)

and GrH is defined as:
GrH =

g ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )H 3

ρ∞ν 2

.

(5.3)

By squaring both sides of Eq (5.1) it may be written as:

GrH
F
= s2 .
2
Re
2Tr

(5.4)

The left hand side of Eq (5.4) takes the form of a dimensionless group
commonly encountered in mixed convection heat transfer. Typically this
group is expected to indicate whether the natural convection effects are
negligible or otherwise in a mixed flow process. However, because Eq
(4.30) is not derived from any boundary layer transport considerations it
cannot be expected to provide information on any natural convention
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effects. Equation (5.4) may however be considered a measure of the
relative magnitude of the buoyancy forces in the system expressed in
terms of tower geometry, and shows that for a given tower ratio Tr, the
left hand side is a measure of the magnitude of the dimensionless loss
factor Fs. It may be noted here that any conclusive statements on the
magnitude of

GrH
alone without referring to the tower ratio may not be
Re 2

very appropriate. This is because if

GrH
is small it does not mean that the
Re 2

pressure loss is small.

The above analysis clearly shows that the dimensionless groups

GrH
and
Re 2

Tr may be useful in the analysis of experimental data. The Buckingham
PI-theorem will be used in the next section to derive other significant
groups of variables.

5.3 Dimensional Analysis using the Buckingham
PI-Theorem
If we consider all of the variables that define the tower system
performance, we can express the tower velocity as:

Vs = f (H , Dh , µ , g , A f , A, ρ , h lg, ∆h ) ,

(5.5)
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where H and Dh are the parameters that describe the tower geometry, Af
and A the matrix frontal and heat transfer areas, ∆h is the enthalpy change
in the matrix, hlg the enthalpy of vapourisation, and µ , g , and ρ the
viscosity, gravity and density respectively. The dependency of Vs on these
variables may be determined by dimensional analysis using the
Buckingham PI theorem, which gives:

  gH 3   h lg   Dh   A f
ρVs Dh
= f   2  ,
 ,
 ,
µ
ν
∆
h
H



 A




  ,



(5.6)

where the individual groups in each parameter are dimensionless. As the
left hand side of Eq (5.6) is the tower Reynolds number, Re, it can also be
expressed in more convenient terms as,


 h lg 
Re = f  (Gru ),
 ,(Tr ),(Fp )
 ∆h 



where Gru =

gH 3

ν2

al [23], and Fp =

(5.7)

is a unit Grashof number that was defined by Gebhart et
A
the matrix packing factor.
Af

Equation (5.7) clearly demonstrates the tower Reynolds number has some
functional relationship to the unit Grashof number. Gebhart et al [23]
have provided an interesting discussion on the relationship between Re
and the Grashof number Gr in buoyancy driven flows. They have
concluded that the Grashof number replaces the Reynolds number in
buoyancy driven flows as the “vigor” parameter and Gr may be
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considered to be the ratio of the buoyancy force (or the resulting velocity)
to the viscous effect [23].

Considering Eq (5.7) further, the choice of the tower geometric parameter
in the unit Grashof number is at this stage arbitrary, but as was shown in
Chapter 3, the tower height H best determines the magnitude of the global
buoyancy force, whilst the matrix hydraulic diameter dh determines the
magnitude of local buoyancy force. The second group on right hand side
of Eq (5.7) is related to the evaporative cooling process and it was shown
in Chapters 3 and 4 that when the process is adiabatic, the sensible heat
exchange in the matrix is equal to the latent heat. The sensible heat
exchange was also shown in Chapter 4 to be a function of the effectiveness

ε and Wet Bulb Depression WBD, and therefore, the second group on the
right hand side of Eq (5.7) can also be considered to be a function of the
effectiveness and WBD. Finally, the packing factor Fp was shown in Eq
(3.4) to be related to the matrix hydraulic diameter, dh, and depth, l.

As the tower airflow rate is a function of the buoyancy force, it is
considered prudent to express the buoyancy force also in dimensionless
form. This can be done by writing the buoyancy force Fb = (ρ o − ρ ∞ )gH as:

Fb = f (H , Dh , µ , g , A f ,Vs , A, ρ ∞ , h lg, ∆h ) .

(5.8)
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By dimensional analysis using the Buckingham PI theorem Eq (5.8) can be
expressed in terms of dimensionless groups of variables as:

(ρ o − ρ ∞ )gH
ρ ∞Vs

2


 h lg  
= f  (Tr ),(Fp ),(Re ),
  .
 ∆h  


(5.9)

The left hand side of Eq (5.9) may be interpreted as a dimensionless
buoyancy force, which depends on similar groups of variables as Eq (5.7).
The reciprocal of Eq (5.9) is more significant to the performance of the
tower system and is an indication of how effectively the buoyancy force is
converted to dynamic pressure. Equation (5.9) also suggests that the
Reynolds number Re and the enthalpy ratio h lg ∆h are independent
parameters, which in a strict sense is not the case because they both
depend on the geometry of the tower and the climate. The reasons these
two groups are found on the right hand side of Eqs (5.7) and (5.9) are that
they both have properties that are common with the dimensionless
buoyancy force and also, that the heat transfer and air flow equation are
coupled.

Thus, here we have clearly shown that one can organise the tower and
climate variables into groups that may be significant to study. In the next
section we will consider the cooling capacity of the tower to identify any
significant parameters that may have been overlooked in the previous two
sections.
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5.4 Analysis of the Cooling Capacity
In this project the performance of the passive evaporative cooling tower is
considered in terms of the cooling capacity. The cooling capacity equation
derived in Eq (3.61) will be analysed to eliminate any meaningless
parameters and reveal more important physical ones that may have been
overlooked in applying the Buckingham PI-theorem.

The cooling capacity given in Eq (3.61) can be written as:

 •

Qm = Qm  M ;WBD;ε ; Cp  ,



(5.10)

•

where M is the air mass flow rate through the matrix, and Cp the specific
heat capacity. Since the Wet Bulb Depression (WBD) varies from region to
region, it can be assumed a constant design parameter of the tower for a
given region. The specific heat capacity Cp does not change significantly
during the evaporative cooling process when it is evaluated at the film
temperature, as a result it may also be assumed to be a constant.
Therefore Eq (5.10) reduces to:

 • 
Qm = Qm  M ;ε  .



(5.11)

It was shown in Chapter 4 that:




C

ε = f  NTU ; min ; Flow arrangement  ,
C


max



(5.12)

where the NTU is given by:
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NTU =

StFp

σ

,

(5.13)

C min
is the capacity ratio, and St is the Stanton number of the matrix. The
C max

literature review showed there was much uncertainty as to the nature of
the Stanton number variation at low Reynolds number, however it is
reasonable to assume from the body of information available that the
•

Stanton number is a function of M and Fp [18,25]:

 •

St = St  M ; Fp  .



(5.14)

The literature review has also shown that it was highly likely that the flow
within a cross-corrugated matrix was turbulent [31,32,33]. Furthermore,
the heat transfer rate has been shown to be dependent upon the
corrugation angles β [26,30,31,32]. Therefore, the Stanton number should
also be a function of β as:

 •

St = St  M ; Fp; β 



(5.15)

It is well accepted [24,25] that a high performance matrix should have
high values of the relationship σ 2

St
. It is also known that the
Cf m

corrugation angle β influences the value of the

St
, and therefore the
Cf m

inclusion of β in the analysis only broadens the scope of the uncertainty.
For this reason, a study of the Stanton number may be carried out with
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β as a constant. Using Eqs(5.12) –(5.15), the cooling capacity Qm may be
written as:
 •

C
Qm = Qm  M ; Fp , min , Flow arrangement  .
Cmax



(5.16)

Hollands and Pott [24] showed that in most cases the capacity ratio
Cmin/Cmax is negligible when the feedwater to the matrix is at the Adiabatic
Saturation Temperature (AST). Then as shown in Chapter 4, the effect of
Cmin/Cmax on Qm may be neglected provided the matrix and feedwater
temperatures do not vary significantly from the AST. With this
simplification, the functional form of Eq(5.16) reduces to:

 •

Qm = Qm  M ; Fp , Flow arrangement  .



(5.17)

In section 3.1.2 it was shown that the packing factor Fp influences the Flow
arrangement in the matrix, therefore the Flow arrangement is a dependent
variable. Because of this the functional form of Eq(5.17) may further be
reduced to:

 •

Qm = Qm  M ; Fp 



.

(5.18)

In studying the pressure balance on the system, it was shown in Chapter 4
that the mass flow rate is a function of the system loss factor:
•

•

M = M (Fs )

(5.19)

where Fs for convenience is rewritten here as:
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 υ  A
Cf
Fs =  2 + ki + 4 s + Cf m  m 

Tr
 A*
 υo  σA f







2


 .



(5.20)

Using Eq(5.19) and Eq (5.20) the functional form of Eq (5.18) becomes:

Qm = Qm (H ; Dh ; A; A f ) .

(5.21)

Now Qm , with the functional form obtained in Eq(5.21), shows the
important variables that must be studied in order to completely describe
the performance of a tower system for a given region. Finally, using the
Buckingham PI-theorem, Qm can be written in dimensionless form as:

 A D
Qm
= f1  ;  ,
3
A H
ρ∞Vs At
 f


(5.22)

where f1 is a function of the variables in the brackets, and At is a tower
surface reference area given by 4DhH.

Equations (5.21) and (5.22) are informative statements that relate the
cooling capacity of a passive evaporative cooling tower to its physical
geometry. They also show that experimental studies of the performance
of a tower over a broad range of the values H; D; Af and A will provide all
the necessary information about the significant geometric parameters that
influence cooling capacity. The development of the experimental program
and methodology to study these independent variables is the focus of the
next chapter.
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6

Experimental Program and Methodology

6.1 Background
In Chapter 2 it was shown that the gaps in the knowledge of passive
evaporative cooling towers include: (i) defining a suitable performance
criterion, (ii) the nature of the airflow in the matrix and tower inlet when
the matrix Reynolds numbers Rem<200, (iii) entrance region effects in the
tower and matrix, and (iv) the influence of combined forced and natural
convection effects on the airflow rate and heat transfer. Chapters 3 and 4
were dedicated to describing the model used in this project and to
developing the essential theory. The analysis carried out in Chapter 5
revealed the parameters that need to be studied in order to fully describe
the performance of a passive evaporative cooling tower.

In this chapter, the experimental program and methodology will be
outlined. In section 6.2 the project objectives are written as functional
statements of the geometric parameters that were derived in Chapter 5. In
section 6.3, the environmental and physical constraints on the
experimental program will be discussed. In section 6.4 the experimental
tower design will be laid out, while in section 6.5, the instrumentation
specification is developed and the test equipment selection is given.
Section 6.6 shows how the random and systematic errors in experiments
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are managed, and in section 6.7, a summary of the findings of the
preliminary tests is given. Finally, section 6.8 describes the methodology
for the factorial experiment program.

6.2 Objectives of the Program
Based on the analysis given in Chapters 3 - 5, the research objectives of
determining the Nusselt number Nu, the loss factor Fs, cooling capacity
Qm and a Figure of Merit FOM outlined in Chapter 1 can now be written in
functional forms as:
Nu = Nu (l ; d h ; Rem ; Grdh ) ,

(6.1)

Fs = Fs (H ; Dh ; Af ; A) ,

(6.2)

Qm = Qm (H ; Dh ; A; A f ) ,

(6.3)

and

FOM = FOM (H ; Dh ; Af ; A) ,

(6.4)

where as defined earlier, l is the matrix depth, dh the matrix hydraulic
diameter, Rem the matrix Reynolds number, Grdh the local Grashof number,
H the tower height, Dh the tower diameter, Af the matrix frontal area, and
A the matrix heat transfer area. Hence by knowing the functional
relationships given by Eqs. (6.1) - (6.4), the parameters that lead to high
performance can be identified. The remaining sections of this chapter will
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focus upon developing the experimental program necessary to study the
quantities in Eqs (6.1) - (6.4).

6.3 Environmental and Physical Constraints
6.3.1

The Climate and Small Density Changes

Charles Darwin University is located on the coast 9 km north of Darwin in
the Northern Territory. The region experiences three very distinctive
weather patterns. From December through to March there are monsoonal
conditions, where the Relative Humidity (RH) reaches around 80% on dry
days and the Dry Bulb Temperature (DBT) is around 33oC for much of the
day. From April through to September, the maximum DBT is around
30oC with overnight temperatures around 20oC. The RH during this
period drops to around 40%, with the mean Wet Bulb Depression (WBD)
in the order of 12 oC. The remaining months, October to December, are
referred to locally as the build up, which are characterised by high
coincident Wet Bulb Temperatures (WBT) and DBT. The Australian
Institute of Refrigeration Air conditioning and Heating (AIRAH)
handbook [59] provides the coincident WBT and DBT data for the region.
The climate of the region means that any experiments involving
evaporation are best carried out between April and September, when the
WBD is at its greatest.
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Earlier it was shown that if a tower is low, i.e. H → Dh , a large density
gradient ( ∆ρ = ρ o − ρ ∞ ) is necessary to generate large airflow rates
through the tower. Furthermore, it was shown in Chapter 4 that the
density gradient ∆ρ is a function of the WBD and matrix effectiveness ε .
Having a large ∆ρ is also especially important for experimental work,
because the relative error in the temperature and velocity measurements
increases as the WBD approaches zero.

It would have been preferable to build or retrofit a specially constructed
test facility where the DBT and WBT could be closely controlled, rather
than conduct experiments in ambient conditions and have them
influenced by the variation in WBD. However, there are practical
difficulties firstly with, maintaining the WBD within a given temperature
range and secondly, dehumidifiers and control equipment are typically
very expensive. The financial constraints on the project prohibited the
building of a special facility, and because of this, experiments could only
be carried out between April and September when the WBD was large.

Given that the maximum WBD in Darwin is only around 12oC, which is
not typically large for evaporative cooling experiments, it was important
to ensure the matrix effectiveness was high so that ∆ρ was also large. By
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using matrices with a high effectiveness the error associated with low
WBD density change is mitigated to some extent and hence the climate
problem becomes less significant. There are however problems with
having a high matrix effectiveness.

Hollands and Pott [24] have shown that the relative error in the NTU can
derived from Eq (4.19) as:
dNTU
1
1
=
dε
NTU 1 − ε ln(1 − ε )

,

which reveals that the relative error in NTU, (

(6.5)

dNTU
), increases as the
NTU

effectiveness approaches unity ( ε → 1 ) and the experimental error dε
increases. The discussion given in Chapter 4 showed that one could
minimise the experimental error dε by measuring the matrix feedwater
and outlet water temperatures and then by using Eq (4.18) to determine
the NTU. However, dealing with a high effectiveness is not as simple.

The problems associated with high effectiveness are related to the
interpretation of heat transfer data when the local buoyancy forces and
entrance region effects are significant. This raises two competing issues in
the selection of suitable depth matrices: (i) With the cross corrugated type
matrices discussed in earlier Chapters, the effectiveness approaches to
zero ( ε → o ) as the depth tends to zero ( l → 0 ), or the hydraulic diameter
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approaches infinity ( d h → ∞ ). This means that a low value of the l

dh

ratio will lead to a low value of the saturation effectiveness. (ii) The
contradiction to this is that earlier it was shown that l

dh

is a significant

parameter in entrance region studies and it influences the heat transfer
and pressure loss in the matrix. Therefore to minimise the entrance region
effects a large l

dh

ratio is needed.

In reality, very little can be done in this project to reduce the uncertainty
caused by these two competing factors. However, it has been shown in
Chapter 3 that one can account for the entrance regions effects and
therefore, this establishes confidence that the matrix depths for the
experimental program can be chosen based on the depths commonly
encountered in forced flow evaporative coolers. Determining the
requirements of a suitable test facility to conduct the experimental
program will be described in the next subsection.

6.3.2

Test Facility Requirements

A number of factors influence the selection of an appropriate building to
house the experimental tower. The literature review showed that the
height H of passive evaporative cooling towers varies between two and
eight meters, with the diameter Dh up to two metres [4,9,16]. In order to
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ensure that the radiation heat transfer between the tower and the inside
surfaces of the test facility did not influence both the airflow rate and
temperature measurements; it is desirable to keep a reasonably large
separation distance between the surfaces of the tower and those of the
building. In addition to the radiation issues, Thompson et al [19] and
Givoni [7,15] have shown that the tower performance is also affected by
the wind speed. These constraints mean that a chosen facility needs to:
(i) be insulated to ensure the radiation heat transfer from the surrounding
surfaces are small, (ii) be free from drafts, and (iii) have a temperature
gradient that does not promote unstable stratification.

Before the search for an appropriate facility commenced in this project, it
was decided that a building housing the tower would be discounted from
the selection process if there was evidence of air circulation in the building
or, the temperature gradient exceeded 1oC/metre. Ultimately due to cost
and space limitations, there were very few options available on the
Charles Darwin University campus. The building finally selected was a
thermally insulated engine test facility that had noise suppression material
on the inside walls. This room could not be completely isolated from the
ambient conditions, but the large wooden access doors restricted drafts
and gave a reasonable barrier to the climate.
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As the size of the room in the building was not large there was a concern
that the moisture content within the room would rise significantly during
experiments, so influencing the results. To determine whether the rise in
moisture content would be a significant issue, the WBT in the room was
monitored whilst a forced draft evaporative cooler was run inside. With
the cooler running at a flow rate anticipated in a small-scale passive
evaporative cooling tower, no significant rise in the WBT was detected in
the first half hour period. However, after 30 minutes the WBT was
observed to rise significantly. Based on this finding, a time limit of half an
hour was set for each experiment.

Although very little could be done about the effect of radiation heat
transfer within the test facility, it was also considered. To measure the
difference between the Mean Radiant Temperature (MRT) and DBT in the
room on a typical day, a Resistance Temperature Device (RTD) was
affixed to one of the insulated walls of the test facility. Another five RTDs
were also fixed in the room in a vertical array at the site of the proposed
test tower. With these RTDs the thermal response and temperature
gradient in the building could be measured.

The MRT and DBT variations obtained from experiments and denoted by
▲ and ♦ respectively are shown in Fig 16. Before 1100 hrs the WBT in the
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room is always too high for any tests and therefore only data from 1100
hrs are shown. The DBT was measured at a height of 900mm from the
ground and remained reasonably stable and coincident with the MRT
between 1100 and 1830 hrs.

31.9
31.8
MRT

31.7
31.6
DBT

Deg C

31.5
31.4
31.3
31.2
31.1
31
30.9
30.8
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12:00

12:30

13:00

13:30

14:00

14:30

15:00

15:30

16:00

16:30

17:00

17:30

18:00

18:30

19:00

Time of Experiment

Figure 16

A plot of the MRT and DBT denoted by ▲ and ♦ respectively as a
function of the time of day. The MRT is measured on the wall of the test
facility and the DBT measured at the same height above the ground as the
MRT at the proposed site of the tower.

The temperatures at various heights within the building measured during
the peak hours are shown with the MRT against the time of day in Fig 17.
The numbers above the data points are the distances in millimetres
measured from the concrete floor of the building to the height of the RTD.
It is evident from the increased temperatures above the ground that the
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concrete floor influences the room temperature gradient, with the RTDs
labelled (600mm) (700mm) (1600mm) and (2500mm) showing higher
temperatures during afternoon hours than the RTD (100mm) that is close
to the ground. This was fortunate because it meant that the air within the
building is stably stratified between 1400 and 1830 hrs each day. The
overall temperature gradient in the room during this period was less than
0.5oC/metre. After 1830 hrs the temperature profile suggests the existence
of some conditions that may promote unstable stratification, which is
evident by the air temperature close to the floor, measured by RTD
(100mm), being higher than the room air temperature measured by RTD
(700mm).
32.0
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2500
DBT@600

31.8
DBT@700
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DBT@1600

31.6
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MRT
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31.0
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30.8
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13:59

15:11

16:23

17:35

18:47

19:59

Time of Experiment

Figure 17

A plot of temperature variation in the proposed test facility measured
during peak conditions against the time of the day. The numbers on each
curve indicate the distance of the RTD from the ground in millimetres
The RTD measuring the MRT is attached to the wall of the facility.
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The results of this building response study meant that experiments needed
to be completed before 1830 hrs each day, or unstable stratification would
exist in the room and influence the experiments. Furthermore, because of
the close relationship between the MRT and DBT seen in Fig 16 during the
afternoon, radiation heat transfer between the proposed tower and the
walls of the building could be neglected.

The engine test facility met all of the desired criteria for the required tests,
however there were time constraints for experiments on each day as
explained above. As a result, one had to have a well-organised
experimental program for each day during the observation period. The
next section briefly outlines the safety issues associated with the
experimental program and specifications for the tower geometry.

6.3.3

Safety Issues

Australian Work Health and Safety regulations do not permit work to be
carried out on elevated platforms that are higher than 1.2m without the
erection of permanent certified scaffolding [55]. Because of this, special
consideration was given to the maximum tower height and the ability to
work safely around the tower. The fact that the height available within
the chosen test facility was approximately 4 meters, the tower head height
above the ground had to be restricted to 3m. This restriction meant that a
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working platform could be erected at a height of 1.2 m around the tower
and no certification would be required.

6.3.4

Tower and Matrix Geometry Specification

Equations (6.1) - (6.4) show that the height H, diameter Dh, heat transfer
area A, and frontal area Af of a test tower must be able to be varied. As
there were no heat transfer or pressure drop data available at low matrix
Reynolds number, it was decided to develop a test tower that would give
airflow rates with a matrix Reynolds number in the range 10 to 200. The
next two subsections outline the specifications for the matrix and tower
geometry.

6.3.4.1 Matrix Geometry
The lack of heat transfer and pressure drop data at Reynolds number
Rem<200 meant there would be uncertainty in the matrix design geometry
for the experimental tower. Therefore, a number of geometrical estimates
were made based on the effectiveness and pressure loss data extrapolated
from Munters data sheets [18]. With such extrapolated data, the required
matrix frontal area, Af, and volume, Vol, were estimated from [24]:
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A f = 






M 

2 ρ ∞ 


•




 ,
 St  2  Aw  

 σ   
 A 
 Cf m 
− ln(1 − ε )
∆p

(6.6)

( )

and
Vol =

•
1 Cp  d h2  

 − ln(1 − ε ) M 
4 K a  σNu  


,

(6.7)

•

where M is the mass flow of air through the matrix, ∆p the design
pressure drop across the matrix, St

Cf m

the Stanton number-Friction

coefficient ratio for the matrix, σ the matrix porosity,

Aw

A

the ratio of the

actual wetted heat transfer area Aw to the available heat transfer area A, Cp
the specific heat capacity of moist air, dh the matrix hydraulic diameter, Nu
the Nusselt number, and Ka the thermal conductivity of air. As both Af
and Vol depend on several variables it is too soon to give their particular
values for the matrix. These will be given later when all other design
issues have been addressed. The next subsection deals with the tower and
transition geometries.

6.3.4.2 Tower and Transition Geometries
The required tower geometry was estimated using friction factor, Cfs, data
for smooth pipes with entrance region effects. The inlet loss factor ki,
given by Eq (3.24), was used to estimate the loss in the transition. In our
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design, it is assumed that the heat transfer through the tower walls is
negligible, and A* is taken to be unity. The density change, (ρ o − ρ ∞ ) , has
been estimated using Eqs (4.32) and (4.39). Using these values, Eq (4.29)
has been solved iteratively to give the tower ratio Tr=Dh/H.

The results of this iterative process showed that the airflow velocity Vs
depends predominantly on the tower height, tower diameter and matrix
frontal area. It is also found that Vs was more sensitive to H, and hence
varying H was the best way to control the airflow rate through the tower
during experiments. These results agree very well with those of
Cunningham and Thompson [17].

To conduct a full set of experiments at all possible combinations of the
four variables H, Dh, Af , and A requires a significantly larger amount of
time than the 5 hrs/day available due to the weather and building
response issues described earlier. For example, if five values of each
independent variable were to be considered, it would take 54 experiments
to completely determine the full effects of each variable on the
performance, which would require a huge amount of time. Therefore, to
save time it was decided to explore the following two types of
experimental programs.
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The first was to study the performance of the tower as a function of the
tower height H, whilst keeping the Diameter Dh constant and changing the
matrix frontal area and packing factor at two values, called a “Lo” and
“Hi”. The second was to conduct a factorial analysis where the
interaction effects at all the possible combinations of “Hi” and “Lo” values
of each of the variables H, Dh, Af and A were studied.

The full details of the program to be used with the factorial analysis will
be discussed later in this Chapter. However, through this approach it is
not necessary to construct a large number of towers to fully explore how
their performance varies under different conditions. This also
significantly reduces the cost of conducting the experiments.

Based on the results of the design exercise discussed above, it was found
that the tower height needs to be varied between 0.2 <H< 2.0 m for
obtaining a matrix Reynolds number Rem < 200. The “Hi” and “Lo” values
for the tower height, diameter, matrix frontal area and packing factor are
listed in Table 2. Two commercially available CELdek matrices, both with
a 45 degree corrugation angle β were selected for the experiments from
Munters catalogues. Again using the results of the design exercise
mentioned above, the large matrix frontal area “Hi” was chosen to be
Af=0.252 m2, the small frontal area “Lo” was Af =0.126m2, and the matrix
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depth was l= 60 mm. Using the depth and the hydraulic diameters of the
two CELdek matrices, the “Hi” matrix packing factor was found to be
Fp=32.51 based on a hydraulic diameter of dh= 7.35 mm, and the “Lo”
matrix packing factor Fp = 18.86 based on a hydraulic diameter dh = 12.25
mm. Likewise, the large diameter tower “Hi” was found to be Dh=200mm,
and from this the small diameter “Lo” was taken to be one half of the
larger diameter Dh=100mm.
Table 2 - Design specification for experimental tower showing the “Hi” and “Lo”
values of tower height, diameter, matrix frontal area and packing factor.
Variable Height

Frontal Area

Packing Factor

(Af)

(Fp)

[m2]

[-]

Diameter (Dh)
(H)
[mm]
[m]
High [Hi]

2.0

200

0.252

32.51

Low [Lo]

0.2

100

0.126

18.86

6.4 Tower Design
A photograph of the passive evaporative cooling tower designed for this
project is shown in Fig 18. The tower shaft (1) and tower head (2) are
made from Perspex and sit inside a supporting wooden frame (3). The
tower head houses the matrix and a water distribution system. Also
shown in Fig 18 are three of the four removable tower shaft sections,
which attach to the bottom of the tower head. This section of the Chapter
outlines the physical design of each of these tower components.
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Figure 18

6.4.1

1

3

The Passive Evaporative Cooling Tower located in the engine test room at
Charles Darwin University. The photograph shows the tower shaft with 3
removable sections (1) installed underneath the tower head (2). Also
shown is the supporting wooden frame (3). The tower head is shown with
the matrices installed. The feedwater water tank (4) and the matrix
feedwater supply and return lines (5) are also shown.

Tower Shaft

Table 2 called for a maximum tower height of 2.0m. One of the key
requirements of the experimental program mentioned earlier is to be able
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to safely vary the tower height. To simplify the construction of the tower
and to improve its structural stability, it was decided to incorporate the
top 200mm of the tower shaft within the tower head, and to use four
removable sections to make up the lower pieces of the shaft (see Fig 18).
The top removable section was 300mm long, and the remaining three were
500mm long, which together with the tower head gave a total height of
2m. Figure 18 shows the 300 mm section and two of the 500 mm sections
fitted to the tower.

Table 3 lists the four removable tower section dimensions and the section
of the tower shaft inside the tower head. The first row in Table 3 gives the
number of the section from the top (1,2,3,4) with its length (mm) in
brackets. The second row shows the corresponding tower height when
that section in the first row is installed.
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Table 3 - Tower sections sizes (mm): in the first row are shown section numbers
(1,2,3,4) from the top of the tower with their length in mm in brackets and the second
row gives the corresponding tower height after installation.
Section and
Length [mm]

Tower
1[300]

2[500]

3[500]

4[500]

500

1000

1500

2000

Head

Tower Height

200
(H) [mm]

It is emphasised here that one can obtain more than one configuration of
the removable sections by changing their positions in the tower. For
example, Table 4 gives an alternate combination of the same tower.
Table 4 - Alternate combination of tower sections to give different tower heights
Section and
Length [mm]

Tower
2 [500]

3[500]

4[500]

1[300]

700

1200

1700

2000

Head

Tower Height

200
(H) [mm]

The ability to vary the configuration of the tower also means that each
removable section has to fit smoothly with the other. This was important
because any disturbance of the boundary layer in the tower caused by the
misalignment of two adjoining sections would create a pressure loss and
promote turbulence, thereby introducing further uncertainty in the results.
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The tower cross-section shape was also a significant factor. Most passive
evaporative cooling towers found in practice and within the literature
have a rectangular or square cross section. In order to ensure that all
matrices in the tower head have the same pressure losses and heat transfer
rates, it is desirable for the matrices to have the same sizes and shapes.
This can be achieved by using either a square or circular cross section
tower. In this report, a square cross section tower was chosen. This
arrangement also means that the inlet loss would be smaller and would
not contribute significantly to the pressure loss in the system. A section of
the tower shaft designed for this project is shown in Fig 19 and the factors
influencing its design are discussed below.
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Figure 19

A tower section piece with Dh = 200mm and of height H = 500mm (1). Also
shown inside the 200 mm section is the alternate shaft used in the
experiments. The alternate shaft, which has a hydraulic diameter
Dh=100mm (2), is placed inside the larger shaft during alternate tests. The
securing flange (3), securing holes (4) and spigot (5) are shown at the two
ends.
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Having chosen a square tower, one needs to consider its construction. To
ensure the inside walls of the tower are smooth the tower has to be
manufactured in one length of square cross section and then cut to the
individual section lengths as given in Table 3. The need to use smoke as a
tracer of the airflow in the experimental program also means that the
tower shaft has to be transparent. Because of these two issues, acrylic
plastic, commonly known as Perspex, was chosen as the material for the
tower. One additional advantage of Perspex is that it closely resembles
the “smooth” pipe commonly found in friction loss experiments.
Therefore, the effect of its relative roughness on the friction loss can be
discounted. The difficulty in using Perspex however, is that very little is
known about the strength of glued Perspex joints. To compensate for this
uncertainty a number of additional features were required as described
below.

Firstly, it was decided to erect a supporting frame (Fig 18 item 3) for the
tower and to use the frame to support the tower sections (Fig 18 item 1)
when they were in place. To do this, each of the tower sections had a
flange fitted at each end (Fig 19 item 3) to permit the securing of the
adjoining section. Supporting braces would then be used on the flanges to
attach the section to the supporting tower frame. Figure 19 shows a
section of the tower shaft with the flanges glued in place. Inside the
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section shown in Fig 19 is the alternate 100 mm diameter tower section
(item 2), which is designed to fit into the larger tower section during
alternate tests. The top of the shaft is designed to fit inside the larger shaft
so as to prevent the flow from the matrix being disturbed. Also visible in
Fig 19 are the flanged joints and the securing holes (item 4), which are
used to pull two sections together and seal the joint. To further ensure the
tower sections always mated correctly, the flanges were glued to the tower
sections to form a spigot (item 5).

At first it was thought that a large number of securing bolts would be
necessary to ensure the flanged joints always mated correctly, however
shakedown tests showed that four bolts were adequate for this task. The
flange and spigot arrangement mentioned above was not the only method
attempted to secure the tower sections together. At first, a sealed joint
with an o’ring groove was used, but this proved unsuccessful because of
the time required to secure and align the joints in between tests. This trial
was not however a waste of time, and the one tower section piece
manufactured for the trial became useful later in the experimental
program to extend the length of the tower by an additional 30 cm, to 2.3m.
The next two sub sections detail the construction of the supporting
structure for the tower head and shaft.
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6.4.2

Supporting Structure

The possibility of having to relocate the system to a more favourable
climate where the WBD was larger, impacted on the supporting structure
design. The supporting frame was eventually made from pinewood in
three 900 mm long box sections (see Fig 19 item 3). The box sections were
bolted together, with the tower head mounted on the top box section. The
feedwater and matrix drain pipes were also fastened to the structure.
Four supporting legs were screwed to the bottom frame to improve the
stability, and a 1.2 m elevated safety platform was erected adjacent to one
face of the tower.

6.4.3

Tower Head

The tower head with and without a matrix installed is shown in Figs 20
and 21 respectively. Considering Fig 20, the tower head consists of four
CELdek matrices and a sealed feedwater reticulation and drainage system.
The tower head was manufactured from Perspex to permit the
visualisation of airflow through the matrix and head. Each of the four
matrices is supported on Perspex “U” shaped blocks inside the sealed
sump. The inside surface of the sump forms the first 200 mm of the tower
shaft as mentioned earlier in section 6.3.1 and is flanged at the bottom to
accommodate the first removable tower section. The sump also forms the
bottom corner restraints for the four corner pillars that restrain the
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matrices. A top cover plate is used to secure the matrices in the tower
head. Referring to Fig 21, a polypropylene feedwater distribution
manifold passes through four water chambers mounted on top of each of
the four matrices.

3

5

4

6

1

Figure 20

2

Passive evaporative cooling tower head showing the sump (1), matrix
support “U” blocks (2), water distribution manifold (3), corner pillars (4),
top cover (5) and mean outlet temperature RTD (6)
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Figure 21

Passive evaporative cooling tower head mounted on top of the support
frame showing; the water distribution manifold (1) and chamber (2) above
the matrix (3), the feedwater supply line (4), and matrix temperature probe
(5) passing through the front of one matrix.

The insulated feed water tank shown earlier in Fig 19 houses a submerged
24 Volt DC water pump and supplies water to the matrices via the
distribution chambers above them. The feedwater system was sized to
deliver the recommended flow rate to the pads, which in the case of the
CELdek used in this project was 1litre/sec per unit area of top matrix
surface [18]. The dripper holes in the feedwater manifold were sized to
ensure an even flow rate through each matrix, and a flow control valve
was fitted to regulate the overall flow rate to the head.
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The drain water was returned to the insulated water tank via the sump
drain line. A recirculation system with a bypass valve was fitted to the
outlet side of the pump. This system ensured that the pump would not be
overloaded during tests with low feedwater flow rates and for redirection
of water back to the tank in an emergency situation should isolation of the
power not be possible. A stabilised 24 VDC power supply was used to
ensure that the pump supplied a constant flow rate.

A CELdek matrix as received from the supplier (Munters) is shown in Fig
22. Each matrix was ordered with water distribution flutes on top, which
were designed to ensure the water was evenly distributed through the
matrix.
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Water Distribution Flutes

Figure 22

A Munters matrix (CELdek) as received from the manufacturer showing
the water distribution flutes at the far right.

Before the tower was constructed a search for appropriate test equipment
was carried out. The specifications and the details of the selected
equipment are given in the next section.

6.5 Instrumentation
The precision of the test equipment and the accuracy of measurement
were very important for these experiments because the WBD in Darwin is
low and the expected airflow rates were small. This section deals with the
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specification and equipment selection for both tower airflow and system
temperature measurements.

6.5.1

Airflow Measurement and Equipment

There is little detail on how velocity measurements were made in the
passive evaporative cooling towers described in the literature.
Alhemiddi’s [56] study on passive inertial cooling towers, which are
similar to those described here, quoted a tower airflow velocity of 1.2 ±
0.5 m/s. It is the size of this experimental error that drove the
specification of precision for the various pieces of test equipment in this
project.

It might have been more precise to measure the airflow rate through the
experimental tower designed here using advanced flow measurement
techniques such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [61], but the cost of
this equipment was beyond the budget set aside for laboratory studies.
As the maximum expected airflow in the test tower velocity was around
1.5m/s, a search was carried out for an airflow measurement technique
and equipment that could give a Full-Scale (FS) reading in the order of
3m/s, with a precision better than 5% FS.
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The search revealed two possible cost effective solutions. The first was a
pitot-static tube with a micromanometer, and the other a hot wire
anemometer. Since the expected dynamic pressure was around 2 pascals,
the pitot-static tube/micromanometer combination was dismissed on the
grounds of the potential error in the readings, which left the hot wire
anemometer as the only cost effective solution.

The equipment search revealed that the “Path Super Kit” produced by
DWYER® is equipped with a hot wire thermo-anemometer with a 3% FS
precision in the airflow range specified. Other features of the kit included
a telescoping digital thermometer and a hygrometer, all with a quoted
precision better than 3% FS. A copy of the DWYER device data sheets is
given in Appendix D.

The hot wire anemometer is a single wire device used to traverse the cross
section of the tower and measure the local air velocity. From these
measurements, the mean velocity of the airflow in the tower may be
determined. It is well established that the local velocity measurements
should be taken at numerous points over the entire cross sectional area,
and then repeated in order to minimise the error in the mean velocity.
These requirements are necessary to account for the secondary flows that
occur in the corners of a square cross section pipe and the random error.
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Typically this would require around 25 readings in a square cross section
to obtain a desired accuracy [57], which for this application would take
around 25 minutes to complete each set of readings.

The problem with this measuring procedure is that the WBT in the
building varies during tests, and as shown earlier, after 30 minutes of
operation the WBT starts to rise significantly. This means that only one set
of readings could be completed for each experiment in the time available,
which would have resulted in a greater random error. As minimisation of
the random error is important this method was not used.

To estimate the mean airflow velocity in the tower, the shaft cross section
was divided into five even areas starting from the centre of the shaft and
working out. The local velocity was then measured at the mid point of
each of the areas, with the mean velocity determined by averaging the five
readings. This method could be carried out in approximately five minutes
and repeated numerous times to reduce the random error.

In order to estimate the uncertainty in this method, a series of local
velocity measurements were taken with a traverse of the tower in 10 even
areas and at two positions, which were 90 degrees apart but in the same
plane. The average of the two measurements were then compared to the
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average velocity found by using the five equal sections. The difference
between the two averages was found to be less than 5%. This proved that
the five equal section method was suitable.

An alternative method for estimating the airflow velocity is timing the
passage of smoke through the tower shaft. This method involved
introducing a large plume of smoke into the matrix and tracing the path of
a particular section of smoke over a period of time. One of the difficulties
of using smoke as a tracer was that the smoke raised the temperature of
the air entering the matrix above the ambient temperature. To determine
the extent of this effect on the tower performance, the airflow velocity Vs,
matrix outlet airflow and water temperatures to, tp and tf respectively were
monitored when smoke was introduced into the tower. Methods of
monitoring these temperatures will be described in section 6.4.2.

A plot of the matrix water temperatures versus time during this test is
given in Fig 23 and shows that the introduction of smoke through the
matrix elevates all three temperatures to, tp and tf . However, the airflow
rate measured during the introduction of smoke using the hot wire
anemometer did not show any noticeable change. This is contrary to what
one would expect because the heat transfer and airflow equations are
coupled. The only explanation offered for this is that the temperature
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change is so small that within the precision of the anemometer, the change
in the airflow rate could not be detected.

24.5

24.4

Temperature [Deg C]

24.3

24.2
to
24.1

tp
tf

24

23.9

23.8
smoke
23.7
9:53:00

9:54:00

9:55:00

9:56:00

9:57:00

9:58:00

9:59:00

10:00:00

Time

Figure 23

Plot of the matrix airflow outlet temperature to and matrix water
temperatures tp and tf against the time of the day showing the effect of
introducing smoke for 15 seconds into the matrix of the test tower.

The smoke used in these tests is a non-toxic oil based fog as found in
smoke machines for entertainment purposes. Based on these preliminary
tests it was decided not to carry out any smoke visualisation experiments
simultaneously with heat transfer performance tests.
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6.5.2

Measuring Air and Water Temperatures

6.5.2.1 Measurement Devices
The Australian Standard 2913 [58] for conventional evaporative coolers
requires temperature measurements in the range of 15 – 45 oC with +/-0.2K
An earlier work on the development of a temperature-logging device for a
remote house in Alice Springs revealed that this accuracy could be
achieved by using three wire Resistance Temperature Devices (RTDs)[1].

Six 150 mm rigid probe type RTDs were selected for these experiments
because these are simple to install, easy to program and require very little
maintenance. To check the accuracy of these RTDs, a Meteorological
Bureau Standard Vaisala HMP 45A probe with a quoted precision in DBT
and RH of within 0.2% and 2% respectively, was used. As a secondary
check on DBT and RH readings, the DWYER® path super kit
thermometers mentioned in the previous section were also used.

All RTDs were configured for the datalogger in accordance with its
manual as a PTB385 sensor. To check the temperature spread between the
six RTDs and the Vaisala reference device, all were embedded in the same
foam rubber together, with the temperature logged for a twenty-four hour
period. Using these data, each of the RTDs’ output was then corrected to
the temperature reading of the reference. For reference purposes the
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manufacturers data sheets for these devices are attached also in Appendix
D.

Further shakedown tests with these RTDs revealed that if they were not
completely embedded in the flow, the readings could be adversely
affected by conduction heat transfer along their length. This was contrary
to what was advised by the supplier, that the sensor in the RTD was
insensitive to the depth of the probe within the flow. For this reason it was
decided that all the RTDs had to be embedded completely within their
respective flows.

6.5.2.2 Temperature Measurement
As noted by Kuehn et al [50], the measurement of the WBT often proves to
be the most difficult, and this is because of the influence of radiation heat
transfer and the fact that the vapour content of the air increases due to
evaporation at the probe. Numerous hours were spent during shakedown
tests in finding ways to minimise the discrepancies in the WBT readings.
In most cases the discrepancies occurred due to the difficulties in properly
attaching the wick to the RTD and keeping the wick wet.

At first, a small radiation screen was used to shield the WBT RTD, but
then this proved to be more of a burden than a benefit. This was because
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the vapour content inside the screen increased during the evaporation
process and influenced the WBT reading. Appendix D also contains the
manufacturers data sheet on the radiation screen for reference. Finally,
the best solution found for measuring the WBT was to completely cover
the RTD with a wetted muslin sheath and allow the sheath to form a long
wick past the end of the RTD. The wick was then hung into a reservoir,
which contained water that was at a temperature close to the WBT. The
RTD and sheath were then aspirated with a small pedestal fan in order to
minimise the radiation effects and to ensure the water in the wick was at
the WBT prior to reaching the tip of the RTD.

Following Kuehn et al [50], the Adiabatic Saturation Temperature (AST)
was then determined by making corrections to the WBT readings. As the
Lewis number is close to unity and the temperature of the water in the
RTD reservoir was close to WBT, AST and WBT did not differ
significantly. This confirmed that the method used for measuring WBT
was accurate.

At first, the intention was to measure the matrix outlet air temperature to
through the holes in the walls of the tower as described earlier in this
Chapter. However, shakedown tests showed that the conduction heat
transfer problem mentioned earlier in this section influenced the
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measurements. Due to this the matrix outlet air temperature was
measured using an RTD through the centre of the tower head, with the
entire probe immersed within the airflow leaving the matrix as shown in
Fig 24.

2

1

Figure 24

The outlet temperature RTD (1) hung vertically through the tower head
cover plate (2) such that the RTD was completely embedded in the flow
between the four matrix pads.

The matrix water outlet temperature tpo, was measured with an RTD
embedded in the outlet side of the matrix as shown in Fig 25. This was
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done so that the tip of the RTD was below the bottom of the matrix and
immersed in the matrix drain water sump. This position was chosen after
numerous shakedown tests showed that other positions gave
unreproducible results.

1

2

Figure 25

The techniques used to measure the matrix outlet water temperature tpo ,
employing a RTD (1) embedded in the matrix such that the tip of the RTD
(2) is below the matrix and lies submerged within the sump when the
matrix is in place. Sealing rubber was used on the head of the RTD to
prevent water ingress to the electrical joints
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The most suitable location for measuring the feedwater temperature tf was
also the subject of much shakedown testing. At first the RTD was
suspended into the insulated return water tank shown in Fig 19, but water
splashing onto the RTD from the matrix sump return line inside the tank
appeared to cause fluctuations. In order to eliminate this, the RTD was
finally placed into the feedwater line to the tower head as shown in Fig 26.
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Figure 26

The techniques uses to measure the feedwater temperature tf employing a
RTD (1) sealed inside the feedwater line (2) to the tower head (3)

The measurement of the shaft air temperature ts was also necessary in
order to determine the overall heat transfer coefficient U. By knowing U
for the tower, the influence of the heat transfer through the walls of the
tower shaft on the airflow rate can be analysed. To measure ts, another
RTD was immersed in the airflow through the sidewall of the tower as
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shown in Fig 27. Knowing the distance between the two RTDs measuring
to and ts , the overall heat transfer coefficient for the tower shaft was
determined using Eq 3.13.

1

2

Figure 27

6.5.3

The location of the RTD (1) used to measure the shaft temperature ts
inside the tower (2)

Airflow Rate Corrections

Each of the interchangeable tower sections had holes drilled through the
side (see Fig 27) to accommodate an RTD and the anemometer. The RTD
and hot wire anemometer probes were 6mm and 8 mm in diameter
respectively and are inserted into the larger tower shaft, which has a
hydraulic diameter Dh = 200mm. As both RTD and anemometer are
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placed at the same height in the tower shaft this resulted in reducing the
tower cross sectional area by 3.5%.

Wind tunnel experiments have shown that this level of blockage is not
considered to be significant in the calculation of the mean air velocity [59].
However, in the small tower shaft with Dh = 100mm, this arrangement of
RTD and anemometer gives a blockage of around 7%, which is significant.
For this reason, it was decided that the anemometer and RTD should not
be placed at the same height.

6.5.4

Barometric Pressure Measurement

Barometric pressure measurement was necessary in order to determine
the moisture content w∞ of the ambient air. A number of devices on the
university campus were considered, however their precision was not good
enough for this project. Therefore a meteorological standard Vaisala PTB
100A pressure transducer with a quoted precision of ± 15 Pa was
purchased. This pressure transducer had an output voltage in the range 0
to 5 V, which was greater than the maximum allowable input voltage (3 V)
for the datalogger. To compensate for this problem, a circuit was
designed to reduce the output voltage range of the pressure transducer to
0 - 2.5 V. To ensure this attenuation did not significantly affect the
accuracy of the pressure readings, high performance resistors with a
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quoted precision of 1% were used. Data sheets for the pressure transducer
are also shown in Appendix D.

6.5.5

Data Logger and System

A DT 600 data logger was chosen for the acquisition and logging of the
temperature and pressure data. The key feature of this logger was the
visual display, which meant the readings could be observed whilst data is
being logged without having a computer connected. Along with the
temperature and pressure devices mentioned above, the data logger was
installed in a rigid case. The security and portability offered by the case
meant the system could be dismantled easily and relocated should the
need arise to conduct tests elsewhere. A photograph of this data logging
and RTD suite is shown in Fig 28.
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Figure 28

Photograph showing the DT 600 data logger (1), Vaisala pressure
transducer (2) and RTD input panel (3)

Having described the pieces of equipment required and their installation
in the previous sections, various kinds of errors will be analysed in the
section below.

6.6 Error Analysis
Various sources of error have already been highlighted in this Chapter.
This section summarises how these errors were analysed in this project.

6.6.1

Systematic Uncertainty

To eliminate any systematic uncertainties in the experimental program,
where possible, different techniques were used for measuring the same
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quantities during shakedown tests. For example, in addition to measuring
the WBT and DBT by RTD as described above, they were also measured
using the DWYER path Super kit and a laboratory psychrometer. Also in
the case of the airflow rate, measurements with the anemometer and a
smoke tracer were used. It may however be remembered that the smoke
test only provides an estimate as stated earlier. When the readings on
different devices measuring the same quantity were in agreement within
their respective uncertainties, it was assumed that they were free from
systematic error and the measurement of the quantity was accurate.

6.6.2

Estimation of Experimental Errors

The approximate value of the experimental error in a quantity measured
by a device is determined by the devices precision. The true value of any
quantity measured by such devices can be given by:
x ± δx

(6.8)

where x is the measured value of the quantity and δx the experimental
error. In order to estimate the experimental error in a sum, z, of two
quantities, x and y, with experimental errors δx and δy respectively, the
individual uncertainties are added in quadrature form as:
z = x + y → δz =

(δx )2 + (δy )2

.

(6.9)

In a product p = xy, the relative error is obtained as:
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δp

 δx   δy 
=   +  
p
 x  y
2

2

.

(6.10)

6.7 Shakedown Tests
Many of the problems identified during shakedown tests have already
been mentioned in earlier sections (6.1-6.4). In most cases these tests were
carried out during the tower construction and commissioning phase of the
project. The objective of each test was to identify any experimental error
and difficulties that may influence the results and set up of experiments.

Instead of giving details of all of the tests carried out, a summary of the
problems encountered and the corrective actions taken is given in point
form below:


The velocity of the airflow over the RTD measuring the WBT must
be greater than 1.5m/s and the muslin wick must be long enough
to cover the RTD down to the water reservoir. This arrangement
mitigates radiation effects and conduction heat transfer along the
RTD. The water used to wet this RTD should be taken from the
recirculating tank when the system is in a steady state and tf ~ WBT.



RTDs must be completely immersed in the fluid to measure its
temperature; otherwise conduction along the RTD affects the
accuracy of the temperature reading.
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As one requires the measurement of temperature differences
between RTDs for the calculation of the matrix effectiveness, all
RTDs must be calibrated to the same reference temperature.



Determining the magnitude of the heat transfer to the feed water is
important in reducing the error in the heat transfer coefficient.



Both the matrix temperature tpo and feedwater temperature tf must
be monitored in order to accurately determine the Stanton number
from the effectiveness data.



Airflow measurements at low Reynolds number Re are subject to a
larger error, therefore all airflow measurements should be repeated
at least three times to ensure results are consistent. When
uncertainty exists in a set of velocity readings, a complete traverse
of the airflow in the tower should be carried out.



The hot wire anemometer has a small time lag and must be allowed
to cool to the flow temperature before readings are taken.



The time period programmed into the dataloger between two
consecutive temperature measurements should be no more than 15
seconds.



Temperature measurements obtained whilst the airflow velocity is
being measured should be time averaged over the period.



There should be enough time allowed for the system to reach its
new steady state after every change of geometry is made. As the
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feedwater temperature tf is the most suitable indicator of system
steady state, one should wait until tf becomes stable.


As the use of smoke in the matrix influences temperature
measurements, it should not be introduced when measurements
are being taken.



The buildings supply and exhaust ventilation systems should be
run between experiments, approximately five minutes before a new
state is reached.



Lights in the test room should be dimmed to minimise radiation
effects.



Drafts in the test room should be eliminated where possible by
closing doors and sealing gaps.



To reduce the time to reach steady state after the initial start of the
system, chilled water should be added to the feedwater tank.



All water lines should be checked for leaks at the beginning and
throughout the tests.



The feed water tank should only be replenished between
experiments.



The feed water flow rate should be set to the manufacturers
specification before each experiment and checked afterwards to
ensure that it has not changed.
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6.8 Methodology for the Factorial Experiments
In section 6.1 it was shown that we needed to carry out experiments to
determine the functional form of the following equations:
Nu = Nu (l ; d h ; Rem ; Grdh ) ,

(6.11)

Fs = Fs (H ; Dh ; Af ; A) ,

(6.12)

Qm = Qm (H ; Dh ; A; A f ) ,

(6.13)

and

FOM i = FOM i (H ; Dh ; A f ; A) ,

(6.14)

The methodology to determine the form of Eq (6.11) has already been
discussed in previous sections. The methodology to determine the form of
Eqs (6.12) to (6.14) will be outlined below.

Following the procedure given by Close [60], which is based on the
method described by Finney [61], any dependent variable y may be
written as a linear combination of independent variables x1, x2, x3 and x4
as:
y = ao + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a3 x3 + a 4 x4 + a12 x1 x2 + a13 x1 x3 + a14 x1 x4 + a 23 x2 x3
+ a24 x2 x4 + a34 x3 x4 + a123 x1 x2 x3 + a124 x1 x2 x4 + a134 x1 x3 x4 + a234 x2 x3 x4 + a1234 x1 x2 x3 x4
(6.15)

where the coefficients a0,a1,…a1234 are derived from the least squares
method, with the variance S given by:
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 y − ao − a1 x1 − a2 x2 − a3 x3 − a4 x4 − a12 x1 x2 − a13 x1 x3 − a14 x1 x4 − a23 x2 x3


S = ∑ 
i =1  − a 24 x 2 x 4 − a34 x3 x 4 − a123 x1 x2 x3 − a124 x1 x 2 x 4 − a134 x1 x3 x 4 − a 234 x 2 x3 x 4 − a1234 x1 x 2 x3 
n

2

(6.16)
The matrix cooling capacity given by Eq (6.13) can for example, be written
in a form analogous to Eq(6.15) as:
Qm = a0 + a1 H + a 2 D + a3 Fp + a 4 A f + a12 HD + a13 HFp + a14 HA f + a23 DFp + a24 DA f
+ a34 FpA f + a123 HDFp + a 234 DFpA f + a134 HFpA f + a124 HDA f + a1234 HDFpA f

(6.17)
By taking the partial derivatives of Eq (6.17) with respect to the
coefficients and equating the derivates to zero, gives 16 steady state
equations. These equations may then be solved simultaneously to
determine the coefficients. The relative magnitude of these coefficients
indicates the corresponding importance of the variables being studied. In
this project the software STATISTICA has been used to solve the 16
coupled linear equations.

However, before solving these equations, it may be noted that the height
H=0.2 metres gave a large error in the velocity readings. As this
influences the accuracy of the linear approximation, the “Lo” value of H
was set at 0.5m. Also, it took a long period of time to physically adjust the
height of the tower to the “Hi” value of H at 2m. Therefore, the “Hi”
value of H was set at 1.5m.
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In order to minimise the time in the laboratory the factorial experiments
were arranged into a logical sequence. Table 5 gives the “Hi” and “Lo”
values of each of the independent variables H, Dh, Af and Fp used in the
factorial experiments, and Table 6 shows the sequence of experiments that
gives the shortest time to change the geometry of the system.

Table 5 - The independent variables and their ‘Hi’ and ‘Lo’ values used in factorial
experiments

Variable

Hi

Lo

H [m]

1.5

0.5

Fp [-]

32.51

18.86

200

100

0.252

0.126

Dh [mm]
Af [m2]
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Table 6 – The sequence of 16 factorial experiments showing the values of the
independent variables, height H, packing factor Fp, Diameter Dh and Frontal Area Af
as Hi or Lo set according to Table 5.

Experiment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

H
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo

Fp
Lo
Lo
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Lo
Lo

Dh
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo

Af
Hi
Lo
Hi
Lo
Lo
Hi
Hi
Lo
Hi
Lo
Hi
Lo
Lo
Hi
Hi
Lo

6.9 Summary
In this Chapter the design and constraints of the experimental program
have been laid out and discussed, and the design geometry of the tower is
described. The specification and selection of the experimental equipment
have also been discussed. The methodology to determine the functional
form of Eqs (6.1) to (6.4) through the factorial method and corresponding
experiments at various geometric combinations has been outlined.
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7

Experimental Results

7.1 Background
In the last Chapter the experimental programs to study H, Dh, Af and Fp of
a passive evaporative cooling tower were formulated. In this Chapter the
results of these studies are presented. In section 7.1, the heat transfer data
are discussed and empirical relations for the Nusselt and Sherwood
numbers are obtained by fitting the experimental data. In section 7.2 the
mass flow of air through the tower is studied and in section 7.3, the
influence of the system loss factor Fs on the performance of the tower is
presented. In section 7.4 we show how the cooling capacity of the system
varies with the tower geometry and climate, and in section 7.5 the heat
transfer through the walls of the tower is analysed. Finally in section 7.6, a
summary of the findings is presented.

Unless stated otherwise, all of the data presented in this Chapter were
obtained using the tower designed and built by the author as described in
Chapter 6. The measurements were carried out at tower heights H
between 0.2m – 2.0m for a set of given values of tower diameter Dh, matrix
frontal area Af and packing factor Fp. At each of the combinations of
tower system variables H, Dh, Af and Fp, the airflow velocity Vs through
the tower was measured with an anemometer. Using the measured value
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of Vs, the tower Reynolds number Re was calculated using Eq (3.19), and
•

the mass flow rate M t calculated as:
•

M t = ρ o AsVs

(7.1)

where, ρ o is the density of the air in the tower shaft calculated using Eq
(4.26) and As the tower cross sectional area. Using the measured value Vs
in Eq (4.27), the matrix Reynolds number Rem was calculated from Eq(3.6).

At the same time as Vs was measured, the matrix and ambient
temperatures to, tp, tf, DBT and WBT were also measured using the RTDs
described in Chapter 6. Using these temperatures, the matrix effectiveness
was calculated through Eq (4.5).

The airflow and temperature data required for the factorial analysis were
also acquired using the same procedure. Later in this Chapter, the
factorial data are presented together with the data mentioned above to
show how the performance of the tower varies at all possible
combinations of the tower geometry variables.

7.2 Heat and Mass Transfer
In this section, the heat transfer performance is considered in terms of the
matrix effectiveness. The effect of the capacity ratio on the heat transfer
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performance is discussed and the functional dependence of the Nusselt
number on the system geometry and flow conditions is explored. The
influence of the entrance region and local buoyancy effects on the heat
transfer in the matrix are discussed and finally the Chiltern Colburn
analogy is applied to determine a relation for the Sherwood number.

7.2.1

The Effectiveness and Capacity Ratio

The effectiveness ε and Rem thus obtained from measurements are plotted
against each other at three different geometries of the matrix in Fig 29,
with error bars set at 3% to show the accuracy of the data.
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Figure 29

Temperature effectiveness

ε obtained from experimental measurements

plotted against the Matrix Reynolds Rem for three system geometries:
♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi;
Af=Hi).
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Considering Fig 29, for the matrix geometry denoted by ▲ for (Dh=Hi;
Fp=Hi; Af=Hi), the effectiveness increases with Rem up to Rem ~ 50. For the
second matrix geometry denoted by ♦ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), the
effectiveness rises from Rem ~ 40 up to Rem ~ 50, after which it appears to
plateau before rising again and remaining virtually constant from
80< Rem <100. For the matrix geometry denoted by ■ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Lo), the effectiveness falls slightly from the initial value and then rises
again between 60< Rem <80, after which it is also reasonably constant. The
relative consistency between the results shown here will be discussed in
detail later in this section.

To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the first time this result has
been reported at these values of Rem. The effectiveness in evaporative
media similar to that used here has earlier been shown to vary inversely
with the matrix Reynolds number for Rem > 200 [18,24,25]. Considering
this and the present data as shown above, one would think that the
effectiveness might peak somewhere between 100<Rem<200. As this is an
important design consideration it will be discussed further in a later
section of this Chapter.
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Figure 29 also shows that the effectiveness increases with the matrix
frontal area for a given set of Dh, and Fp. Furthermore, it shows that for
80 < Rem < 100 there is a considerably larger amount of scatter at (■Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Lo) than at (♦Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi). These two observed
differences are greater than the precision of the RTDs and the anemometer
used to measure the temperatures and airflow rate respectively.
Therefore, the differences cannot be attributed to the systematic error
alone. A possible reason for the variations between the two curves is the
difference in the capacity ratio,

C min
, between the two tests. To
C max

investigate this further, the values of

C min
for the same three matrix and
C max

tower geometries shown in Fig 29 are also plotted against Rem in Fig 30.
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Figure 30

A plot of the capacity ratio Cmin/Cmax against the matrix Reynolds number
Rem both obtained from experiments for three system geometries as
shown in Fig 29: ♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo),
▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi).

One may argue that plotting the capacity ratio against the matrix
Reynolds number is inappropriate because both

C min
and Rem are
C max

independent variables. However, this approach clearly shows the
variation in the capacity ratio for each of the corresponding values of the
effectiveness shown in Fig 29 and validates the premise that
independent of the Reynolds number.

C min
is
C max

Considering Fig 30, one finds that

C min
varies nearly in the same range (0.02 to 0.07) for all three geometries.
C max

This result clearly indicates that the variation in effectiveness seen earlier
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in Fig 29 cannot be attributed solely to a variation in

C min
. Therefore, it is
C max

not possible at this point to make conclusive statements about the
dependency of ε

on the two matrix geometry variables Fp and Af.

However, this aspect will be considered further later where we will show
that the most likely reasons for these differences are the entrance region
and local buoyancy effects in the matrix. Before addressing this issue any
further, we will use the data obtained from experimental measurements to
derive expressions for the Stanton and Nusselt numbers as a function of
Rem and matrix geometry.

7.2.2

Heat Transfer Relations

Since the values of the capacity ratio for the three system geometries
shown in Fig 30 are small, 0.02<

C min
<0.07, one may expect that the
C max

capacity ratio will not significantly influence the effectiveness, and
therefore it may be neglected. As a result of this, the corresponding
Number of Heat Transfer Units (NTU) for these geometries can be
determined from the effectiveness data using Eq(4.17). Using these values
of NTU, the corresponding values for the Stanton number St and Nusselt
number Nu can then be determined using Eqs (4.22) and (4.23)
respectively.
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The Stanton number St thus obtained from experimental measurements at
the same three matrix geometries shown earlier in Fig 29 is plotted as a
function of Rem in Fig 31.
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Figure 31

Stanton Number St obtained from experimental measurements plotted as
a function of the matrix Reynolds number Rem for three matrix geometries:
♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi;
Af=Hi).

The difference between the maximum values of the St for the two cases ▲
for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi) and ■ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi) is related to the
ratio of the two matrix packing factors, which is FpHi/FpLo = 1.73. It was
shown in Chapter 3 that the NTU could be expressed as a function of both
St and Fp (see Eqs (4.20 and (4.22)). Therefore, by plotting the NTU
obtained from measurements as shown in Fig 32 against Rem we can prove
that the packing factor is the primary reason for this difference.
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Figure 32

NTU obtained from experimental measurements plotted as a function of
the matrix Reynolds number Rem for three matrix ♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi).

As it can be seen from Fig 32, the data of the matrix geometries ▲ for
(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi) and♦ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi) can be fitted to
straight lines except at Rem~50. It also appears that these two straight lines
have approximately the same slope but are not co linear. This noncolinearity may partly be attributed to the difference in the porosity of the
matrices. It may also be noted that both of these data plotted in Fig 32
show peaks in the NTU at Rem~50. Hessami [34,36] has shown that this
peak is a common feature in cross corrugated plate heat exchangers and it
typically indicates the occurrence of a transition from laminar to turbulent
flow.
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Comparing the two plots of different frontal areas ♦ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Hi), and ■ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), we find that the NTU depends on
the matrix frontal area. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge no
other studies have reported such dependence. Previous studies [28] have
considered that NTU depends only upon

Cmin
,ε , and flow geometry , which
Cmax

means NTU depends only implicitly on Af. The development of a more
thorough explanation for this dependence will be given in a later section.

In order to understand further the dependency of NTU and St on Fp,
previous studies [30,32,33,38] on the thermo-hydraulic performance of
plate heat exchangers were reviewed. The relevant findings of these
studies are given below.

Using experimental data, Hessami [32] derived an empirical equation that
relates the Nusselt number Nu to Rem under forced convection conditions.
This empirical relation is given below in Eq (7.2). The heat exchanger
used in Hessami’s study was a cross corrugated plate type with a
hydraulic diameter of 11mm, and the tests were carried out with Rem> 300.
Focke et al [30] have derived a Colburn j-factor relationship for a plate
heat exchanger with an equivalent diameter of 10mm for 45<Rem<300,
which for convenience has been rewritten as a Nusselt number Nu below.
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Nu H = 0.42 Rem

0.681

Pr 0.33

,

(7.2)

Pr 0.33

,

(7.3)

and
Nu F = 1.67 Rem

0.44

where, Pr is the Prandtl number, and the subscripts to Nu, H and F refer to
Hessami and Focke respectively. The Nusselt numbers obtained from
measurements in this project are plotted together with Eqs (7.2) and (7.3)
against Rem in Fig 33 for Pr =0.7. Extrapolations of both Eqs (7.2) and (7.3)
as Rem → 0 have also been included in order to show whether there is any
similarity in the Rem range considered in this project.
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Figure 33

A Plot of the Nusselt number obtained from experimental measurements
versus matrix Reynolds number together with Eqs (7.2) –(7.4) calculated at
Pr =0.7. Also shown are extrapolations of Eqs(7.2) and (7.3) as the
Reynolds number approaches to zero.
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As it can be seen from Fig 33, at Rem<50 the agreement among
experimental data and the extrapolated results of Eqs (7.2) and (7.3) is
poor. However, at higher Reynolds number Rem~100 the agreement is
much better. Although our measurements do not cover the range of Rem,
it is apparent for Fig 33 that at ~ 150<Rem<175 both the natural and forced
convection flows have nearly the same Nu.

Using the method described in Chapter 4, the Nusselt number for one of
the matrices used in our tower can be obtained by fitting Munters’
effectiveness data to a curve. Such fitting gives the following relation:
Num = 0.231 Rem

0.679

Pr 0.33 , (Rem> 370)

(7.4)

Equation (7.4) is also plotted in Fig 33 for Rem> 370, which is the range of
Munters data available. Although having arrived at Eq (7.4) by fitting the
Munters data for Rem> 370 it is not clear whether such a plot will be valid
or not for Rem< 370. The two relations (Eq (7.2) and (7.4)) although
obtained through data from different exchange processes have similar
exponents for the Reynolds number. This means that the heat transfer
characteristic for the Munters CELdek and that of the cross corrugated
plate exchanger studied by Hessami have similar dependence in the range
Rem> 370. The same similarity may also exist for Rem< 370, which covers
the range investigated in this project. However, this cannot be confirmed
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unless one carries out further experiments with different tower
geometries.

Although establishing the similarities among different types of heat
exchangers is not within the scope of this project, it is obvious from Figs
30-33 that there are factors other than just the matrix geometry influencing
the heat transfer. These factors will be considered in the next sub section.

7.2.3

Other Factors Influencing Heat Transfer

One of the factors considered in this section is the effect of the local
buoyancy forces on the heat transfer. To investigate this, the Nusselt
number Nu plotted in Fig 33 is plotted against the ratio

Grdh
in Fig 34 for
Rem2

the same three matrix geometries given earlier in Figs 30 - 32.
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Figure 34

Plot of the Nusselt Number Nu obtained from experimental
measurements against the ratio

Grdh
for the same three system
Rem2

geometries as shown in Fig 30 - 33: ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi).

As can be seen from Fig 34, the ratio

Grdh
~1 for most of the experiments
Rem2

carried out. This means that the buoyancy and forced flow effects in the
matrix are of the same order of magnitude, and hence that Nu will have
some dependency on both the local Grashof number Grdh and Rem. There
are no comparative studies found in the literature for corrugated passages
to validate this dependence claim. However, Gebhart et al [23] have
reviewed the techniques and results of early research [62, 63] to correlate
the mixed heat transfer in horizontal tubes. One of these techniques are
discussed below and finally applied to our data.
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In this technique one plots Nu obtained from experiments against the
product of Rem and the Rayleigh number Ram, as shown in Fig 35 [23]. As
it can be seen from Fig 35, the experimental data can be fitted to two
straight lines of different gradients. The product RemRam is not a
commonly used dimensionless group in heat transfer studies. This is
because it describes the ratio of the product of the inertia and buoyancy to
the viscous forces in the boundary layer. As a result, it is not easy to
analyse the influence of any of these forces explicitly on Nu.
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Figure 35

A plot of the Nusselt number Nu obtained from experimental
measurements against the product of the matrix Reynolds number and
Rayleigh number, RemRam , for the same three system geometries shown
in Fig 30 - 33: ♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi;
Fp=Hi; Af=Hi).

Considering Fig 35 further, there is very little difference between the two
data sets denoted by ■ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo) and ♦ for (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Hi). This closeness tends to confirm that the local buoyancy forces
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have some influence on the heat transfer process as was suggested earlier
in Fig 34. What also is seen in Fig 35 is that significantly higher values of
Nu are obtained when the packing factor Fp is small and the frontal area Af
is large. In order to study the dependence of Nu on Fp and Af further,
Nu/Fp is plotted against RemRam as shown in Fig 36.
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Figure 36

Plot of Nu/Fp obtained from experimental measurements against RemRam
for the same three system geometries shown in Fig 35 ♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi).

As it can be seen in Fig 36, the data for the three matrix geometries studied
fit nearly to a single straight line, which clearly illustrates that the packing
factor influences Nu. As the product RemRam depends on buoyancy and
inertial forces, comparing Figs 35 and 36 we can conclude that both the
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buoyancy and inertial forces influence the heat transfer. By fitting the data
shown in Fig 36 we get a straight line as:
Nu

Fp

= C Rem Ram

,

(7.5)

where C is a constant. However, as there is scatter in the plots in both Figs
35 and 36 for RemRam > 8x104 , the true form of Eq (7.5) cannot be
determined accurately unless one ignores the scatter. It is therefore
essential to investigate the cause of the scatter first.

For doing this, the Nusselt number Nu obtained from experiments is
plotted against the matrix Reynolds number Rem in Fig 37 for the same
three geometries as in Fig 36 given by ♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi).
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Figure 37

Plot of Nu obtained from experimental measurements against Rem for the
three system geometries denoted by ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi)

It can be seen from Fig 37, there is significant scatter in Nu for Rem>50
mainly for the two data sets denoted by ♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi) and ■
(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), although there is very little scatter in the data
denoted by ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi). In Figs 35 to 37 the variation in Nu is
studied in three different ways and all show scatter after some higher
values of the corresponding quantity plotted on the x axis. It is therefore
not possible to conclude whether these scatters are due to geometric
factors or not. For this reason, the influence on Nu of the non-geometric
factors must be considered and then the two studies can be analysed
together.
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The only factor influencing Nu that has not been studied so far is the
variation in the climate between the tests. Therefore, to investigate the
scatter we need to consider the dependency of Nu on the climate both
theoretically and experimentally, and then compare the results obtained to
those given in Fig 36. For doing this we will follow the procedure below.

The Rayleigh number is defined as the product of the Grashof and Prandtl
numbers as:
Ram = Grdh Pr ,

(7.6)

where Grdh is given by:

Grdh =

g ( ρo − ρ ∞ )d h

3

ρ ∞ν 2

,

(7.7)

where, dh is the matrix hydraulic diameter, ρ o − ρ ∞ is the density change, g
is the acceleration due to gravity, and ν the kinematic viscosity. As it was
shown in Eq (4.26) that ρ o − ρ ∞ is a function of the matrix effectiveness ε
and the Wet Bulb Depression (WBD), Eq (7.7) shows that the Grashof
number is a function of ε and WBD. In Chapter 4 the dependency of Nu
on ε has already been studied and therefore the only non-geometrical
factor influencing Nu that has not yet been studied in these three
experiments is the WBD.
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As the WBD is nearly the same in the three experiments shown in Figs 3537, it is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding the effect of variations
in WBD on the scatter seen in Nu. Therefore, it was necessary to carry out
experiments also at higher values of the WBD, which were not possible in
Darwin. For doing this, the tower was disassembled and relocated to
Alice Springs, were the WBD varied between 11 and 15oC and on average
was 60% higher than that in Darwin. As the climate in Alice Springs was
more favourable than that in Darwin for such experiments, it was decided
to carry out the factorial experimental program also there. As described in
Chapter 6, by doing this the experimental error is reduced.

The data obtained in Alice Springs from the factorial experiments are
plotted in Fig 38 along with the data that were shown in Fig 36 for
Darwin.
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Figure 38

A plot of the ratio Nu/Fp obtained from experimental measurements in
Alice Springs, which are denoted by ● for experiments at Dh= Hi and by
 for experiments at Dh= Lo, against the product RemRam . The data of Fig
36 are also plotted for comparison and these are denoted by ♦ (Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), and ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi). The
data obtained from experiments at low WBD are indicated by a straight
dashed line ------- and those obtained at high WBD are given by the dotted
line …….

In Fig 38, the data from the factorial experiments in Alice Springs are
denoted by ● for tests carried out with Dh= Hi and by  for those at Dh=
Lo. Two dotted lines have been drawn through the “Lo” packing factor Fp
data at the two different WBDs to show how the WBD influences the
result. It is evident from Fig 38 that WBD has little effect on the Nu/Fp
ratio when Fp = Hi, i.e., both data in Darwin and Alice Springs near the
origin are very close together. However, when Fp=Lo, the WBD has a
significant influence on the Nu/Fp ratio, i.e., data away from the origin
diverges as RemRam increases. Figure 38 shows that the only difference
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between the dotted and dashed lines at high RemRam is due to WBD. As
WBD is directly related to the density change, it may be concluded that the
local buoyancy force ( ∆ρgd h ) influences the heat transfer in the matrix,
which is consistent with the other studies mentioned earlier in this section
on heat transfer in flows within horizontal tubes [23,62,63]. As Nu/Fp at
Fp= Lo and high WBD is found to be lower than at low WBD for a given
value of RemRam , it may be concluded that the local buoyancy forces
reduce the heat transfer in the matrix as the WBD increases in the range of
Rem studied. Furthermore, as we have shown that the WBD influences the
Nu, we may also conclude that this is the most likely reason for the scatter
seen in Figs 35 to 37.

Thus, the heat transfer performance (Nu) cannot be given by a simple
relation with WBD and matrix geometry for all climatic conditions.
However, Figs 37 and 38 do show that Fp influences Nu significantly. As
the size of the entrance region depends on Fp it is prudent to further study
the effects of the entrance region of the matrix on Nu. In order to do this,
the dependence of Nu on the Graetz number Gz is studied next using the
method described in Chapter 3.
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A plot of the Nusselt Number Nu obtained from experimental
measurements carried out in Darwin, which are denoted by ♦ (Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), and ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi),
together with the data from factorial experiment measurements carried
out in Alice Springs, which are denoted by ● , against the reciprocal of the
Graetz number 1/Gz. Also shown is a curve that was fitted to both sets of
data.

The Nusselt number Nu for the experiments carried out in Darwin, which
are denoted by ♦ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo),
▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi), and the data from factorial experiments carried
out in Alice Springs, which are denoted by ● , are plotted together on a
logarithmic scale against 1/Gz in Fig 39. It can be seen in Fig 39 that as
1/Gz increases Nu decreases, which is consistent with the relationship for
the heat transfer in the entrance region found in the literature [23,27]. This
trend in Nu with 1/Gz shows that the entrance region effects dominate the
heat transfer when the packing factor approaches to zero ( Fp → 0 or
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l

dh

→ 0 ). This variation agrees very well with other studies on Nu and

Gz [23,27].

Considering this result and the variation in the data shown earlier in Figs
35 to 37, we may conclude that both the local buoyancy forces and
entrance region effects have some influence on the Nusselt number Nu.
As Fig 39 shows, all data measured in Alice Springs and Darwin can be
fitted to a single curve given by:
Nu = 0.1 +

0.345
1.19

 1 
 
 Gz 

.

(7.8)

Substituting Eq (7.8) in Eq (3.53), which was derived from the Chiltern
Colburn heat and mass transfer analogy, one obtains the Sherwood
number Sh as:



 1
0.345  3

Sh =  0.1 +
Le ,
1.19 
1



  
 Gz  


(7.9)

where Le is the Lewis number calculated from the fluid properties using
Eq (3.49).

Using Eqs (7.8) and (7.9), one can find Nu and Sh and hence the heat and
mass transfer coefficients for any matrix and tower geometry and climatic
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condition. With this facet of the study completed we may now focus on
understanding how the airflow rate and pressure losses vary with changes
in tower geometry. These two factors will be considered in the next
section.

7.3 Mass Flow
The airflow rate obtained from experimental measurements carried out in
Darwin is plotted in Fig 40 against the tower height H for the three system
geometries described in the previous section, which are denoted by
♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), and ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi;

Af=Hi).
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Figure 40

The airflow rate (kg/s) obtained from experimental measurements plotted
against the tower height H (m) for the three system geometries: ♦(Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi).
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Figure 40 clearly shows that there is significant difference in the airflow
rates measured at the three different geometries. It also shows that at
tower heights in the range 1.0 < H < 1.5, the airflow rates for all three
geometries dip slightly and then rise again. However, these deviations
disappear if the airflow rate is plotted as a function of

H .WBD
, which
Fs

agrees well with the results of Cunningham et al [16].

It is however, well established [42] that a plot of the airflow rate as a
function of either H or

H .WBD
shows no indication of the state of the
Fs

boundary layer in the tower shaft, i.e., whether it is turbulent or laminar,
and therefore the author believes that it is more appropriate to plot the
Reynolds number Re instead of airflow rate. Furthermore, by studying Re,
one may also be able to determine the effect of tower diameter Dh on the
boundary layer.

For this reason, the Reynolds numbers obtained from factorial
experiments carried out in Alice Springs, together with data obtained in
Darwin, are plotted as a function of

H .WBD
in Fig 41.
Fs
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Figure 41

Plot of the Tower Reynolds number Re obtained from experimental
measurements carried out in Darwin for the system geometries denoted
by♦
♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi;
Af=Hi), together with data from factorial experiments carried out in Alice
Springs with tower diameter Dh = Lo denoted by , against the parameter

H .WBD
. Also shown are two dashed marker sets denoted by - - - ,
Fs
which have been fitted to the experimental data.

It is shown in Fig 41 that the Reynolds numbers obtained in Darwin for
♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi )

fall onto a different curve marked with Dh=Hi, than those obtained from
factorial experiments in Alice Springs on the curve marked with Dh=Lo.
Also plotted in Fig 41 are two dashed marker sets fitted to the two sets of
experimental data. Figure 41 clearly illustrates that for a given value of Fs
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and high values of WBD and tower height H, one gets a high value of Re.
This is quite consistent with what has been found through the heat
transfer studies earlier in this Chapter.

Considering Fig 41 further, the curves show that as the loss factor Fs
approaches zero ( Fs → 0 ) at a constant WBD and H, the airflow rate and
Reynolds number increase. Considering the top curve in Fig 41 denoted
by Dh=Hi, one finds that Re is larger for a larger frontal area Af , however
no significant variation is found with packing factor Fp. This is an
important result and it means that the mass flow rate is virtually
independent of the packing factor. The effect of this result will be
explored further in the next section. The Reynolds numbers shown in Fig
41 can be fitted by the following relation:
 H .WBD 
Re = 19000D h 1.2 

 Fs 

0.535

.

(7.7)

This fitting correlates well with both the larger diameter and lower
diameter curve. As the tower Reynolds number is a function of the
diameter Dh and the velocity Vs, by assuming a constant value for the
kinematic viscosity in the range of values encountered during the
experimental program, Eq (7.7) may also be fitted by:
 H .WBD 
V s = 0.3D h0.2 

 Fs 

0.535

,

(7.8)
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which gives Vs as a function of Dh, H, Fs and WBD. The form of Eq (7.8)
compares well with the results of Cunningham et al [12]. The next step is
to consider the pressure loss in the system and see how it influences the
performance of a tower.

7.4 Pressure Loss
In this section, the air pressure losses in the tower are investigated in
terms of the Reynolds number Re, Grashof number GrH, and the Wet Bulb
Depression WBD. Since the total pressure loss given by the global
buoyancy force ∆ρgH is typically small in passive evaporative cooling
towers i.e. ∆ρgH ≤ 4 Pa , it is virtually impossible to measure the individual
pressure losses in the matrix and tower shaft. However, by considering
how the overall loss varies as a function of the tower system geometry it is
possible to get an indication of whether the pressure loss in the matrix or
the tower shaft is significant or not.

For the tower designed for this project, the tower outlet area ratio A* was
unity. Therefore, the component of the total pressure loss due to the
tower outlet is equal to the dynamic pressure in the tower shaft. If we
assume that the heat transfer through the walls of the tower shaft is
negligible, then using Eq (4.29) the pressure loss, ploss, may be written as:
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ploss


 υ  A
1
1
Cf
= ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )gH − ρ oVs2 = ρ oVs2 ki + 4 s + Cf m  m 

2
2
Tr

 υo  σA f







2


,



(7.9)
where ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )gH is the global buoyancy force as mentioned earlier,

1
ρ oVs 2 the tower shaft dynamic pressure, ki the dimensionless tower
2
entry loss, Tr the tower ratio defined as Dh/H, , Cfs the tower friction loss
factor, Cfm the matrix friction factor, and

υm
the ratio of the mean matrix
υo

and matrix outlet air specific volumes.

It was shown in Section 5.3 that the pressure loss could also be determined
from the experimental data by relating the loss to the dimensionless
parameters GrH and Re. To investigate the dependency of the loss on GrH,
the pressure losses obtained from experiments for the three tower
geometries in Darwin ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo),
▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi ), are plotted together with the data obtained from
factorial experiments carried out in Alice Springs denoted by ● for
experiments at Dh= Hi and by  for experiments at Dh= Lo, against the log
of the Grashof number GrH in Fig 42.
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Figure 42

Plot of the pressure losses (Pa) obtained from experimental measurements
conducted in Darwin for the geometries ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■
(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi), together with the data
from factorial experiments carried out in Alice Springs denoted by ● for
experiments at Dh= Hi and by  for experiments at Dh= Lo on a
logarithmic scale as a function of the Grashof number GrH.

It can be seen in Fig 42 that the data obtained from tests carried out in
Darwin fit nearly to a curved line when plotted on a log scale, i.e. they are
not far apart from each other. However, the data obtained from factorial
experiments in Alice Springs at Dh= Hi denoted by ● do deviate
significantly from the other data. This means that the pressure loss may
not be a function of the Grashof number alone.

To investigate this dependency further, one needs to explore other
dependencies of the pressure loss within the tower. In Chapter 5 it was
shown that the pressure loss may be expressed as a function of

GrH
for a
Re 2
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given WBD. As WBD is not constant in the present study, it was
considered more appropriate to explore the variation in the pressure loss
as a function of the product

GrH
WBD. Therefore, the pressure losses for
Re 2

the same geometries in Fig 42 are plotted as a function of the parameter,

GrH
WBD, in Fig 43.
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Figure 43

A plot of the pressure losses in (Pa) obtained from experimental
measurements conducted in Darwin for the three geometries ♦(Dh=Hi;
Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi), together
with data from factorial experiments carried out in Alice Springs denoted
by ● for experiments at Dh= Hi and by  for experiments at Dh= Lo as a
function of the GrHWBD/Re2

As Fig 43 shows, the data from the tests carried out in Darwin and those in
Alice Springs with Dh= Hi fit nearly to a straight line for

For values of

GrH
WBD < 500.
Re 2

GrH
WBD > 500, the fit is not as good and the data diverge.
Re 2
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As was the case with the heat transfer studied earlier in this chapter, the
divergence cannot be easily explained without further studies of the
factors influencing pressure loss. It will be shown later that by plotting
the pressure loss data in a different format this divergence can be
eliminated. However, before it is done, other features of Fig 43 need to be
discussed further.

It can be seen from Fig 43 that the data denoted by  for the experiments
at Dh= Lo give much lower values of the pressure loss than those for
experiments at Dh= Hi denoted by ●. This difference means that the
pressure loss depends strongly on the diameter of the tower. If we
consider this result together with that found in the last section, we can see
that it is one factor that leads to a high airflow rate, however it also leads
to a high pressure loss.

Another important feature appearing in Fig 43 is the closeness of the data
for the two geometries ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi) and ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi;
Af=Hi). As the tower diameter Dh and the frontal area Af are the same for
both of these data sets, the closeness of the two shows that the total loss is
insensitive to the variation in Fp. This means that at the matrix Reynolds
numbers explored here the pressure loss due to the size of the friction area
of the matrix is negligible, and hence may be ignored. Later in this section
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further evidence will be given to support this result. Finally, it can be seen
by comparing the data ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi) with ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Lo) in Fig 43, that the pressure loss decreases with frontal area Af. This
result is consistent with the earlier studies on the dependence of the
airflow rate (see Fig 41), which showed that the tower velocity decreases
as A f → 0 .

By combining all of the above studies together, one can study how the
pressure loss varies as the geometry of the tower changes. However, as
the total loss is small, it is difficult to estimate the losses in each of the
components of the tower system. Even though this is difficult to do with
the available experimental data, one can use these data to investigate
whether or not they agree with the theory (Eqs (3.18) (3.21) and (3.24))
presented in Chapter 3 for the loss in the tower shaft and the transition.

To do this, in Fig 44 we plot the buoyancy force denoted by ■ and the
dynamic pressure denoted by  obtained from one of the experiments
carried out in Darwin together with the theoretical tower friction loss
derived in Eq (3.18) and the tower inlet loss given in Eq (3.24) against Re.
Eq (3.18) is plotted as a solid line and Eq(3.24) as a dotted line. The matrix
pressure loss extrapolated from Munters data sheets [18] are also plotted
as a dashed dot line. Also plotted in Fig 44, is Eq (3.21) as a dashed line,
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which represents the loss in the tower shaft assuming the flow in the
tower is not fully developed. The total loss obtained from the theory as a
sum of the inlet loss (Eq (3.24)), tower friction loss (Eq (3.18)), and matrix
loss is also plotted in Fig 44 as a sum with the dynamic pressure as a
heavy solid line.
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Figure 44

A plot of the buoyancy force denoted by ■ and the dynamic pressure
denoted by  obtained from one of the experiments carried out in Darwin
together with the theoretical tower friction loss derived in Eq (3.18) and
the tower inlet loss given in Eq (3.24) against Re. Eq (3.18) is plotted as a
solid line and Eq(3.24) as a dotted line. The matrix pressure loss
extrapolated from Munters data sheets [Munt] are also plotted as a dashed
dot line. Also plotted is Eq (3.21) as a dashed line, which represents the
loss in the tower shaft assuming the flow in the tower is not fully
developed. The total loss obtained from theory as a sum of the dynamic
pressure, the inlet loss (Eq (3.24)), tower friction loss (Eq (3.18)), and
matrix loss is also plotted as a heavy solid line.
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Before discussing the results of Fig 44, it should be kept in mind that Re is
a dependent parameter and one may argue that plotting the experimental
data against Re is therefore inappropriate. However, as we showed in
Chapter 3, it is common to deal with buoyancy induced flows as forced
convection flows if the local buoyancy forces do not significantly affect the
mean airflow, as it is the case here. Furthermore, this approach is
consistent with the well known pipe flow theory where the losses given by
Eqs (3.18) (3.21) and (3.24) are expressed as functions of the mean flow
velocity [42].

It can be seen in Fig 44 that the values of the total loss obtained
theoretically and those of the buoyancy force measured experimentally are
in close agreement, with the discrepancy being less than 10%. This
agreement supports the result of Fig (29), which shows that the buoyancy
force is equal to the total pressure loss in the tower. Another significant
feature of Fig 44 is that the matrix pressure loss, which was extrapolated
from the Munter’s data sheets (dotted dashed line) for this matrix, is
negligible, which agrees with the result shown earlier in Fig 43 that the
matrix pressure loss may be ignored.
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Very little else may be discussed about individual pressure losses
calculated from Eqs(3.18) and (3.21) and shown in Fig 44 because they
cannot be measured. However it may be noted that for Re > 5000 the loss
in the tower shaft (solid line for Eq (3.18)) becomes a significant
component of the total loss. This is an important result, because it clearly
illustrates at what values of Re the tower friction loss may be neglected. In
Chapter 2, it was shown that Thompson et al [19] have ignored this
contribution to the total loss for towers with small H/Dh ratios. However,
this is somewhat in contradiction with the present study. As it is not
always true that small H/Dh will have small Re, the neglect of this pressure
loss cannot be justified.

Based on the above finding it may be concluded that accounting for the
individual pressure losses in this passive evaporative cooling tower is not
simple because the buoyancy force is so small (at most ~0.5 Pa, see Fig 44).
It may also be concluded that the pressure loss in the matrix is negligible
for Rem < 100, and the friction loss in the tower becomes significant for Re
> 5000.

However, as Fig 44 is plotted for only one of the possible combinations of
system geometries, a generalisation of the results may not be possible.
One needs to explore the loss further at other combinations of the
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variables before any generalisations can be made. To do this, the results
from the two factorial experiments carried out in Alice Springs will be
used to derive a predictor equation for the loss factor Fs using the linear
regression model discussed in Chapter 6.

By importing the data obtained from experimental measurements into the
“linear regression model-factorial analysis program” of the software
STATISTICA [64], one can produce a linear predictor equation. For the
two factorial experiments carried out, the software produced the
corresponding predictor equations analogous to Eq (6.15) as:
Fs =32.1 - 13.5H - 175Dh - 1.5Fp - 99.4Af + 69.07HDh + 0.74HFp + 9.75DhFp +
42.1HAf + 518.6DhAf + 5.4FpAf - 4.1HDhFp - 176HDhAf - 2.44FpAf 33.4DhFpAf + 12.4HDhFpAf ,

(7.10)

and
Fs=11.95 + 5.95H - 106Dh - 0.79Fp - 16.9Af - 17HDh + 0.04HFp + 7.5DhFp 45.6HAf + 214DhAf + 1.89FpAf - 0.9HDhFp + 240HDhAf + 1.2HFpAf 19.9DhFpAf - 5.43HDhFpAf .
(7.11).
Both Eqs (7.10) and (7.11) provide linear estimates of the loss factor Fs as a
function of the four independent variables H, Dh, Fp and Af. As described
in Chapter 6, the magnitude of the coefficients of each term in these
equations indicates the relative importance of the term to Fs. Comparing
the magnitudes of the coefficients of H, Dh, Fp and Af , it can be seen that
Fp is less important than H, Dh, and Af. If the magnitude of coefficients of
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the remaining terms containing Fp, i.e. (HFp, DhFp, FpAf, HDhFp, HFpAf,
DhFpAf and HDhFpAf), are compared to those of other terms of the same
order that do not contain Fp, it can be seen that these are also
proportionally smaller. This means that the packing factor Fp has very
little influence on Fs, which agrees with the conclusion drawn earlier in
this Chapter that pressure loss in the matrix is negligible. In other words,
this also means that the magnitude of the coefficients of the terms without
Fp, e.g. DhAf and DhH, are more important factors in Fs. This is also
consistent with earlier results that showed large values of H and Dh gave
higher losses.

Analysing the pressure loss in this way is informative, however for
illustrative purposes only it is more convenient to plot the pressure losses
for all geometries in terms of some of the well accepted dimensionless
parameters. As it has been shown earlier in this section that the pressure
loss in the matrix is negligible, it is proposed here that the pressure loss in
the system may be modelled using a method similar to that found in
fundamental fluid mechanics text books [65], where equivalent lengths of
pipe are studied. However, in this case an equivalent system friction
factor, fs , is defined as:

f s = Fs .

Dh
= Fs .Tr .
H

(7.12)

Using Eq (3.30), fs may also be written as:
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dpm
Dh
(ρ − ρ∞ )gDh
f s = dH
≡ o
1
1
ρ ∞VS 2
ρ ∞Vs 2
2
2

,

(7.13)

dp m
is the derivative of the motion pressure field with respect to
dH

where

the tower height, which was given in Chapter 3 as ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )g . As both

(ρ o − ρ ∞ )g

and Vs depend on WBD, and Reynolds number Re also

depends on WBD, the influence of WBD on fs in Eq (7.13) can be studied
by plotting fs as a function of Re as shown in Fig 45.
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Figure 45

A plot of fs as a function of the tower Reynolds number Re, where fs is
obtained from experimental measurements conducted in Darwin and
denoted by♦
♦ for Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi, ■ for Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo, and
▲for Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi, together with the data obtained from factorial
experiments carried out in Alice Springs and denoted by ●. The results of
Dh=Hi and Dh=Lo are marked to distinguish them from each other.

However, as it can be seen in Fig 45 that the measured points are fairly
well scattered, no reasonable relationship can be obtained from this plot.
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Therefore, the author decided to plot

fs
as a function of Re, which is
WBD

shown in Fig 46.
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Figure 46

A plot of fs/WBD as a function of the tower Reynolds number Re, where fs
is obtained from experimental measurements conducted in Darwin and
denoted by♦
♦ for Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi, ■ for Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo, and
▲for Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi, together with the data obtained from factorial
experiments carried out in Alice Springs and denoted by ●. The results of
Dh=Hi and Dh=Lo are marked to distinguish them from each other. An
arrow is shown to indicate the direction of increasing independent
variables H and Af.

As Fig 46 shows, the plotting of

fs
as a function of Re reduces the
WBD

scatter seen in the data in Fig 45 to two curves; one for Dh=Hi and the
other for Dh=Lo. The arrow in Fig 46 represents the direction of increasing
H and Af as indicated. In this way, the results of both Dh=Hi and Dh=Lo
can be fitted to the following curve:

fs
K 1.87 Dh3.23
=
WBD
Re 1.87

,

(7.14)
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where the constant K =19000, which was given earlier in Eq (7.7). It
should be pointed out that Eq(7.14) may be obtained from Eq(7.7) with
some manipulation, but fitting of the data in Fig 46 to Eq (7.14) clearly
indicates the dependency of the loss on Dh and Re. As Vs is directly
proportional to Re, considering Eq (7.13), this result means that

ρo − ρ∞
WBD

∝ Re −0.13 only, which agrees well with the results of Section 7.2

where it was shown that in the range of matrix Reynolds numbers
studied, the effectiveness ε , and hence ρ o − ρ ∞ , was nearly constant.
Following the direction of the arrow on Fig 46 shows that for a given
WBD, large values of the matrix frontal area Af and tower height H give a
low value of fs.

As noted earlier this approach to plotting the loss was taken purely to
illustrate the dependency of the loss on the flow parameters. It should be
pointed out again however, that Re is a dependent parameter in these
studies and hence Eq (7.7) represents the best way to relate the tower
airflow conditions to both the geometric and climatic variables.

Examining Eq (7.13), it can also be seen that fs is a measure of how well the
buoyancy force ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )g is converted into dynamic pressure for a given
tower diameter. As we have shown in Chapter 3 that ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )g is a
function of the matrix effectiveness, it can also be seen that fs also gives
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some indication of the heat transfer performance for a given dynamic
pressure. However, even though fs gives an indication of heat transfer and
airflow performance in a tower, it is not the most important parameter of a
tower to study. According to the author, one should study the cooling
capacity of a tower as a function of its independent variables H, Dh, Af and
Fp. This will be done in the next section.

7.5 Cooling Capacity of the System
The cooling capacity Qm of the system was defined in Eq (3.62) in terms of
the sensible heat exchange in the matrix. To deal with the spread of the
data that arises from variations in the WBD, the climate compensated
cooling capacity was defined and is rewritten for convenience here as:
•
Qm
=Mε
CpWBD

,

(7.15)
•

where Cp is the specific heat capacity, M the mass flow rate of air through
the matrix, and ε the matrix effectiveness. Following the approach taken
with the analysis of the heat transfer in section 7.1, the product

Qm
CpWBD

obtained from experimental measurements is plotted against the matrix
Reynolds number Rem for the three matrix geometries ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi ), in Fig 47.
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Figure 47

A plot of the climate compensated matrix cooling capacity Qm/CpWBD
obtained from experimental measurements against Rem for the three
system geometries denoted by ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi) against Rem

As it can be seen in Fig 47, the climate compensated cooling capacity
increases nearly linearly with Rem for all the three geometries. By
comparing the data denoted by ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi) and ▲(Dh=Hi;
Fp=Hi; Af=Hi) it can be seen that the highest values of Qm/CpWBD for both
Fp=Lo and Fp=Hi are nearly the same. That means that Fp does not play a
great role in the cooling capacity at the highest tower height. This result is
consistent with the finding in section 7.2 (Fig 32), which showed that both
of these geometries of the matrix gave the same high value of the NTU for
the corresponding value of Rem.
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However, Fig 47 does not show whether the cooling capacity is
independent of the tower diameter because it is kept the same in all the
geometries considered. Following the method in section 7.3, the cooling
capacity, Qm/CpWBD, obtained from these experiments may be plotted
against the parameter

H .WBD
as is done in Fig 48. In this way one can
Fs

study the influence of the geometric parameters on the cooling capacity of
the tower directly. For studying the influence of the diameter, Dh, on the
cooling capacity, one also needs to plot the data obtained from the
factorial experiments at different Dh. In Fig 48, the data from factorial
experiments carried out in Alice Springs are also plotted and denoted by ●
at Dh= Hi and by  at Dh= Lo.
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Figure 48

A Plot of the climate compensated matrix cooling capacity Qm/CpWBD
obtained from experimental measurements against Rem for the three
system geometries denoted by ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi). The data obtained from factorial
experiments are also plotted for two different tower diameters denoted by
● for experiments at Dh= Hi and by  for experiments at Dh = Lo. Two
curves are fitted to the two sets of data.

It is clear from Fig 48 that the climate compensated cooling capacity
increases with Dh and the data at two different Dh fall in two groups. The
two groups of data obtained at the two different tower diameters have
been fitted to two lines. The dotted line represents Dh= Hi and solid line
Dh= Lo.

The two curves fitted for Dh= Hi and Dh= Lo have the same form as those
obtained in Fig 38, which were the plots of the tower Reynolds number
against the parameter

H .WBD
. The similarity between Figs 38 and 44 is
Fs

expected, since both Re and the climate compensated cooling capacity are,
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among other things, functions of the tower airflow velocity. Furthermore,
as the matrix effectiveness did not vary significantly in these tests, these
two plots should be analogous.

Following the approach taken for the analysis of the loss factor Fs (Section
7.4), we may also produce predictor equations for the cooling capacity
using the data obtained from the factorial experiments and the software
STATISTICA. However, here the results of the software analysis are
shown in tabular form in Table 7 for one of the factorial experiment data.
The advantage of showing the results of a factorial experiment in this
form, is that one can see the values of the cooling capacity Qm/CpWBD for
various geometries used in each of the experiments.
Table 7 – The results of a factorial experiment carried out in Alice Springs showing in
the first four columns the tower geometry for each of the 16 experiments carried out.
The fifth column is a list of the corresponding values for Qm/CpWBD. The sixth
column shows the terms of the predictor equation, and the last column gives the
coefficients obtained using the software STATISTICA for the corresponding terms in
column 6.

H
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Dh
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Fp
18.86
18.86
32.51
32.51
32.51
32.51
18.86
18.86
18.86
18.86
32.51
32.51
32.51
32.51
18.86
18.86

Af
0.252
0.126
0.252
0.126
0.126
0.252
0.252
0.126
0.252
0.126
0.252
0.126
0.126
0.252
0.252
0.126

Q/CpWBD Variables Coefficients
0.0025
Intercept
-0.0027
0.0026
H
-0.0208
0.0023
Dh
0.0161
0.0023
Fp
0.0003
0.0118
Af
-0.0846
0.0217
H*Dh
0.2380
0.0240
H*Fp
0.0006
0.0211
Dh*Fp
-0.0009
0.0191
H*Af
0.0886
0.0133
Dh*Af
1.0050
0.0119
Fp*Af
0.0020
0.0073
H*Dh*Fp
-0.0071
0.0036
H*Dh*Af
-1.0081
0.0033
H*Fp*Af
-0.0039
0.0031
Dh*Fp*Af
-0.0254
0.0027
H*Dh*Fp*Af
0.0435
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The first four columns of Table 7 list the tower geometry for each of the 16
experiments carried out. The fifth column is a list of the corresponding
values of the cooling capacity, Qm/CpWBD, obtained from the 16
experiments. The sixth column shows the terms of the predictor equation,
and the last column gives the coefficients obtained using the software
STATISTICA for the corresponding terms in column 6. As explained in
the last section, the magnitudes of the coefficients in the last column
indicate the relative importance of the corresponding terms in column 6.

It is interesting to note that in this case also, the magnitude of the
coefficient of the packing factor Fp in Table 7 is not as important as that of
H, Dh and Af. This is similar to the results of the predictor equation for Fs,
(Eqs (7.10) and (7.11)), obtained in the last section. If the magnitude of
coefficients of the remaining terms containing Fp, i.e. (HFp, DhFp, FpAf,
HDhFp, HFpAf, DhFpAf and HDhFpAf.), are compared to those of other
terms of the same order that do not contain Fp, it can be seen that these are
also proportionally smaller. This means that the packing factor Fp has
very little influence on the cooling capacity Qm/CpWBD, which agrees with
the conclusion drawn earlier in this section that Qm/CpWBD remained the
same for two different values of Fp. In other words, this also means that
the magnitude of the coefficients of the terms without Fp, e.g., DhAf and
DhH, are more important factors in Qm/CpWBD.
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It may be emphasised further that we have found Fp to be not a very
important factor for both the pressure loss in the matrix (see Eq (7.10) and
(7.11)) and cooling capacity (Table 7). This can be explained as follows. In
both of the geometries studied, ♦ for Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi and, ▲ for
Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi, the resulting airflow and heat transfer rates were
nearly the same. The reasons for the heat transfer rates to be the same is
that in the geometry ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi) the heat transfer area was
larger than in ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi). However, in the latter case,
although the heat transfer area is small, the entrance region effects
compensated for the reduced heat transfer area and produced the same
heat transfer rate. This can also be explained by considering Eq (3.8),
•

which shows that the same heat transfer rate, q , can be achieved with
either a large value of the heat transfer area, A, or a high value of the heat
−

transfer coefficient, h .

The reason for the airflow rates to be the same with these two geometries
is that the pressure loss in the matrix was very small in both cases.
Therefore, the fact that the heat transfer and airflow rates are the same for
the two geometries, means that one can achieve the same cooling capacity
when Fp → 0, without any noticeable pressure loss. It must be noted here
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however, that this conclusion regarding the importance of Fp is only valid
for Rem < 100.

With this information on the importance of the system geometry, one can
explore a combination of geometric factors to achieve a required
performance. However, before this can be done we need a method to
compare the performance of towers with arbitrary geometries. In the next
section, a Figure of Merit is developed to do this.

7.6 Figure of Merit
One could be tempted to rate the performance of a passive evaporative
cooling tower with the same Coefficient Of Performance (COP) used to
rate vapour compression cycle air conditioning systems, where a COP is
defined by the cooling capacity per unit power consumed. However,
because the electrical power required to drive the compressor in a vapour
cycle air conditioner is very large compared to the electrical power
required to pump the water in a passive evaporative cooling tower, a COP
based on power consumption for a passive cooling tower would approach
~ 2000, which is about 600 times greater than the best COP for vapour
cycle systems. Furthermore, a comparison of performance of these two
types of air conditioning systems is unreasonable because the vapour
cycle air conditioning systems dehumidify and cool the air, where as
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evaporative systems cool and humidify air. As the latter of these two
processes is far simpler and less power consuming, the COP is not the
most appropriate performance indicator to compare the two processes.

A more suitable performance indicator for the passive evaporative cooling
tower was developed by Cunningham et al [12] who considered the cost,
payback period and performance over a wide range of tower geometries.
The results of their study are extensive and therefore only the salient
results are summarised below in point form:

•

As the loss factor Fs increases, the payback period increases and the
airflow rate decreases.

•

The payback period is reasonably insensitive to tower height,
however there is an optimum range of tower heights above and
below which the payback period increases.

•

The matrix depth strongly influences the payback period, and there
is an optimum depth above and below which the payback period
increases.

•

The geographical location of the tower influences the payback
period, which appears to be related to the prevailing WBD.
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Cunningham et al’s [12] study showed that there are many factors
influencing the payback period and choice of a tower geometry.
However, to determine which tower geometry is the ‘best’ using their
model is difficult, because the performance criteria are not well defined.
Even though the COP, as defined earlier, is not appropriate for passive
evaporative cooling towers, the cooling capacity of a system is still the
most important performance parameter. Therefore, any Figure of Merit
for a passive evaporative cooling tower should also be related to this.

Thus, if we consider the performance on a value for money basis, the most
suitable FOM can be defined as the cooling capacity for a given
infrastructure cost. However, since material costs vary from region to
region, a comparative study on a cost basis is difficult. Because of this, it
is better to consider the performance in terms of the cooling capacity of a
tower for a specified requirement as given in Eq (5.22).

To deal with the variations in the WBD,

Qm
obtained from
3
WBD.ρ∞Vs At

experimental measurements for the three geometries ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi) studied in
Darwin, and the factorial experiments carried out in Alice Springs denoted
by ● for Dh=Hi and+ for Dh=Lo, are plotted against the parameter
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H .WBD
in Fig 49. Using Fig 49, one can determine the factors that yield a
Fs
high cooling capacity for a given material requirement.
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Figure 49

A Plot of

Qm
obtained from experimental measurements for
3
WBD.ρ∞Vs At

the three system geometries ♦(Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo; Af=Hi), ■ (Dh=Hi; Fp=Lo;
Af=Lo), ▲(Dh=Hi; Fp=Hi; Af=Hi) against the parameter

H .WBD
. Also
Fs

plotted are the data obtained from factorial experiments in Alice Springs
denoted by ● for Dh=Hi and + for Dh=Lo. A single curve denoted by a
solid line is fitted to all of the data sets.

It can be seen in Fig 49 that the data from all of the experiments fit well to
the curve given by:
H
= FOM = 1095WBD − 0.23  
3
ρ ∞Vs At
 Fs 
Qm

−1.23

,

(7.16)

which is drawn as a solid line in Fig 49. Here, At=4DhH is the tower
surface area. In order to distinguish between the cooling capacity and the
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dimensionless cooling capacity given in Eq (7.16), FOM will be used to
denote the latter. At larger values of

H .WBD
the data fit better to the
Fs

curve in Eq (7.16) than at smaller values. At smaller values of

H .WBD
,
Fs

there is evidence of some scatter. It can also be seen from both Fig 49 and
Eq (7.16) that the tower geometry significantly influences the FOM.
Probably the most important feature evident from Fig 49 is that a given
value of the FOM is achievable with a wide range of tower geometries
because the corresponding value of H/Fs can be obtained through many
choices. It can also be seen in Fig 49 that as tower height H and diameter
Dh increase, FOM decreases. It should be noted that Fig 49 or Eq (7.16)
could not be used to determine the cooling capacity of a tower; they are
purely indicators of the infrastructure requirement for a given cooling
capacity.

To use Eq (7.16) in an arbitrary tower one must have knowledge of the
cooling capacity to determine how FOM changes with the geometry. In
Fig 48, for example, it was shown that the cooling capacity increases with
tower height, however in Fig 49, FOM decreases with the tower height for
a given WBD and Fs. Considering these two factors together means that
although we can achieve a high value of the cooling capacity with high
towers (H → ∞ ) , it will give a very low FOM (FOM → 0 ) . Hence one
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should choose the geometry of a tower such that it gives the desired
cooling capacity with the corresponding high FOM. Hence, with the
knowledge of the cooling capacity, Eq (7.15) becomes a tool to compare
the cooling capacity of passive evaporative cooling tower.

To show the significance of this analysis further, we can consider the
performance data for the tower developed by Cunningham and
Thompson [16], given in Table 1 (section 2.1.2). Accordingly the matrix
pressure loss was approximately 15% of the total pressure loss. However,
according to the present analysis, by making the matrix frontal area larger,
the loss in the matrix becomes negligible and hence reduces the system
loss factor Fs by 17%. Because Fs is now smaller due to the reduced matrix
loss, the required tower height to generate the same flow rate will also be
smaller i.e. the tower height can be reduced by an amount proportional to
the loss in the matrix and still get the same cooling capacity. The only
consequence of this design change is that in order to get the reduced
pressure loss in the matrix, the matrix will need to be larger, which is
however a far cheaper option than having a tower with a larger H. To
illustrate this analysis further, a design example is given in Appendix E.

Thus we have presented here a method to rate the passive evaporative
cooling tower on the basis of their cooling capacity and size. The only
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factor yet to be studied is the influence of heat transfer through the walls
of the tower on its performance. In the next section, we will determine a
value for the heat transfer coefficient U of the tower studied here and
discuss its significance on the results presented so far in this thesis.

7.7 The Effect of Heat Transfer Through Walls of the Tower
Equation (3.39) showed that the heat transfer through the tower walls
might have a significant effect on the overall performance if either the
tower ratio Tr (Tr=Dh/H) or the mass flow rate of the air through the shaft
were low. In this section the heat transfer through the walls of the
experimental tower is studied by analysing the temperature change of the
air flowing in the tower shaft. An estimate for the value of the overall heat
transfer coefficient U is thus obtained.

The temperature difference (ts-to) between the tower shaft temperature, ts,
and the matrix outlet temperature, to, measured four times at three
different times of the day in one of the experiments carried out in Darwin
is tabulated in Table 8. In this experiment the distance between the two
RTDs measuring ts and to was kept constant at 0.7m.
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Table 8 The temperature difference (ts-to) between the matrix outlet, to, and shaft ts,
temperatures against the time of day. The height difference between the two RTDs is
kept constant at 0.7 m

Time of Day
12:14
12:14
12:14
12:14
12:45
12:45
12:45
12:45
13:15
13:15
13:15
13:15

ts-to
[Deg C]
0.024
0.046
0.032
0.052
-0.020
-0.003
0.010
0.014
0.036
0.071
0.022
-0.001

It can be seen for Table 8 that there is some difference in the measured
temperatures, which is however smaller than the precision of the RTD.
Because of this, it is not possible to draw conclusions regarding the
magnitude of the overall heat transfer coefficient U. However, it is
reasonable to conclude that the heat transfer to the tower was not
significant.

If the error in (ts-to) is ignored, then based on the maximum temperature
difference (ts-to) seen in Table 8 the value for the overall heat transfer
coefficient found by solving Eq (3.10) would be about U ~ 28 W/m2K. The
corresponding heat transfer rate through the walls at this time was
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calculated from Eq (3.10) and found to be 2.46W, which is less than 1% of
the matrix cooling capacity, which was 251W. Since the error in the
coefficient is larger than the value itself, it was deemed unnecessary to
insulate the experimental tower.

A simple analysis using estimated values of the convection resistance of 2
and 25 W/m2.K for the outside and inside tower walls respectively, and a
conductivity value for the perpex walls of 0.2 W/m.K, one obtains a U
value of approximately 2 W/m2K. This result confirms the conclusion that
the insulation on the tower is unnecessary and also, that measurement of
the temperature rise in the tower should be avoided with the RTD’s used
in this study.

7.8 Summary
In this Chapter we have shown that the performance of a passive
evaporative cooling tower depends strongly on tower height, diameter,
and matrix frontal area. It is also shown that one can achieve a high level
of effectiveness, ε , in the matrix without a significant loss in pressure.

It has been shown further that the tower performance can be related to
material requirements and to rate it, a new Figure of Merit has been
proposed. The analysis presented here suggests one can achieve the same
231

cooling capacity from a tower of smaller structure as that studied by
Cunningham and Thompson [16] by reducing the pressure loss in the
matrix.
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8

Significance of Transient Effects

8.1 Background
In the previous Chapter, the performance of the passive evaporative
cooling tower designed for this project was studied at various
combinations of the independent geometric variables H, Dh, Af and Fp. In
this Chapter, the influence of some of the important external effects, so
called transient effects, on the performance of the tower will be
considered. These include the effect of the wind speed, the effect of
varying the feedwater flow rate, and the influence of an attached
building. In Section 8.2, the general methodology for studying these
effects is laid out. In Sections 8.3 and 8.4, the results from the study of the
wind effects and the influence of an attached building are discussed
respectively. In Section 8.5, the effect of varying the feedwater rate on the
effectiveness is presented, and in Section 8.6, a summary of the findings is
given.

8.2 Measurements and General Methodology
Unless stated otherwise, all of the data presented in this Chapter were also
obtained using the tower designed and built by the author as described in
Chapter 6. The measurements were carried out at various tower heights H
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between 0.2m – 2.0m for a set of given values of tower diameter Dh, matrix
frontal area Af and packing factor Fp. At the specified combination of
tower system variables H, Dh, Af and Fp, the airflow velocity Vs through
the tower was measured with an anemometer. Using the obtained values
of Vs, the corresponding tower Reynolds numbers Re are calculated
•

through Eq (3.19). The mass flow rate, M t , corresponding to each Vs is
also calculated as:
•

M t = ρ o AsVs

(8.1)

where, ρ o is the density of the air in the tower shaft calculated using Eq
(4.26) and As the tower cross section area. Using the measured values of
Vs in Eq (4.27) the matrix Reynolds numbers Rem are also is calculated
from Eq(3.6).

At the same time as Vs was measured, the matrix and ambient
temperatures to, tp, tf, DBT and WBT were also measured using the RTDs
described in Chapter 6. Using these temperatures, the matrix effectiveness
was calculated through Eq (4.5). The feedwater flow rate was measured
before and after each test as described in Chapter 6.
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8.3 Effect of the Wind
As the wind tends to distort the flow field in the vicinity of the tower
head, its effect on the tower performance cannot be studied from the
theory developed in Chapters 3 and 4, which assumed uniform airflow
entering into the tower head. Cunningham and Thompson [16] have
shown that the tower airflow rate increased with increased wind speed,
however, the direction of the wind had very little effect on the magnitude
of the tower airflow rate. In their study they have used a comfort criterion
to analyse the performance of the tower and shown that even though the
comfort in the dwelling decreased slightly with increased wind speed, the
prevailing conditions provided “no problems” to the occupants [16].

Givoni [7,15] has also analysed the data obtained by Cunningham and
Thompson [16] and suggested contrary to Cunningham and Thompson’s
results that the tower airflow rate is virtually independent of the wind
speed. Givoni’s analysis also showed that the tower exit air temperatures
varied with wind speed. However, his model, which was developed on
the basis of this analysis, assumes a constant value for the effectiveness of
the matrix, which is not consistent with his analysis that the exit air
temperature changes.
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Given the above contradictory views on the effect of the wind, it was
decided in the present study to carry out some preliminary experiments to
determine the effect of the wind on both tower velocity Vs and matrix
effectiveness ε . As Cunningham and Thompson have shown that the
angle between the wind velocity and tower head had little effect on the
tower airflow rate [12], tests were only conducted at one value of the
angle. For practical convenience, the chosen wind direction relative to the
tower head was 30o, as shown in Fig 50, which permitted the fans driving
the wind to be mounted on the working platform described in Chapter 6.

30o

Vw
10 mm

Figure 50

Top view of the tower head showing the angle between the wind, which
is given by the arrow and denoted Vw, and a cardinal face of the tower
head. Also shown is the location of the hot wire anemometer, illustrated
here by the shaded circle, which is used to measure Vw .

For these studies, tower heights H of 1.5m and 0.5m, and a tower diameter
Dh=0.2 m, were used. The matrix selected had a packing factor, Fp=32.51
(Fp=Hi) and frontal area Af=0.252m2 (Af =Hi). In order to visualise the
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airflow in and around the tower head, smoke was introduced into the
tower when the system was in a steady state. The wind speed, Vw, was
also measured with the hot wire anemometer. To do this, the anemometer
was placed approximately 10 mm in front of the most windward side
matrix in the direction of the prevailing wind (see Fig 50).

A variable speed pedestal fan positioned on the tower platform provided
the wind. The wind speed was varied by either increasing the fan speed
or by moving the fan closer to the tower head. With the wind thus
blowing with speed Vw, the matrix Reynolds number Rem on the most
windward matrix was estimated from the arithmetic sum of the tower
velocity, Vs, without the wind blowing and Vw.

Figure 51 is a plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by ■ and the
matrix temperature, tp, denoted by ▲, obtained from experimental
measurements against the time of the experiment. Also shown in Fig 51 is
the time at which the fan was turned on. The two text boxes show the
values of the tower airflow velocity Vs, wind speed Vw, the wind speed
and tower airflow velocity ratio Vw/Vs, the matrix Reynolds number Rem,
and the cooling capacity given by Qm/CpWBD at a particular point in time.
For this test, the tower height was at H=0.5 m and Vw=0.4m/s.
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21.5
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Temperature [Deg C]

21

Steady State 10:05
Fan on
Vs = 0.24
Vw = 0.4
Vw/Vs = 1.7
Q/CpWBD = 0.0067
Re m = 340

20.5

20

19.5

Steady State 09:48
Fan off
Vs = 0.235
Vw/Vs = 0
Q/CpWBD = 0.0088
Re m = 29

19
9:45

Figure 51

9:52

9:59
10:06
Time of Experiment

10:13

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by ■, and the matrix
temperature, tp, denoted by ▲, obtained from experimental measurements
against the time of the experiment. Also shown is the time that the fan
was turned on. The two text boxes show the values of the tower airflow
velocity Vs, wind speed Vw, the wind speed and tower airflow velocity
ratio Vw/Vs, the matrix Reynolds number Rem, and the cooling capacity
given by Qm/CpWBD at a particular point in time. The tower geometry
variables were fixed at H=0.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and Af=0.252m2

As Fig 51 shows, the outlet temperature to, (■), rises by approximately
0.5oC in the first 3 minutes after the fan was switched on. After this initial
rise, to remains reasonably constant. During the same period, the matrix
temperature, tp, falls at a similar rate as to rises and then it takes a further 8
minutes to reach a new steady state (see text boxes in Fig 51). The reason
for the fall in tp is uncertain, however it is believed to be primarily due to
the increased evaporative cooling effect that occurs on the surface of the
RTD with the increased airflow rate.
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It can be seen in the two text boxes shown in Fig 51 that the tower velocity
Vs also increased with the wind speed. However, this rise is very small
and it is less than the precision of the anemometer. As the outlet
temperature increased and Vs remained virtually constant, the cooling
capacity decreased from Qm/CpWBD=0.0088 to 0.0067 kg/s. The ratio of
the wind speed to the tower airflow velocity Vw/Vs was measured as
Vw/Vs =1.7.

It may be noted that the cooling capacity and the tower airflow velocity
did not change significantly in this study. The reason for this was most
likely that the wind speed was far greater than the matrix velocity without
the wind, and therefore a large portion of the matrix frontal area became
ineffective as the wind passed straight through the tower head. This
result was confirmed also with smoke experiments, which will be
described later on in this section.

It can also be seen from the text box on the right side of Fig 51 that the
matrix Reynolds number on the most windward side matrix increased to
Rem ~ 340, which falls in the range of forced convection values published
by Munters [18]. For values of Rem > 200, the effectiveness of the matrix
follows a relationship given by ε ~

1
[18]. This suggests the
Rem

effectiveness decreases due to an increase in Rem and hence matrix outlet
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temperature is expected to increase, which agrees with the observation of
this experiment. In order to better understand the reasons for the
increased outlet temperature and hence reduced effectiveness seen in Fig
51, the data plotted in Fig 51 is also plotted in Fig 52 over a shorter time
period. Also plotted in Fig 52 is the WBT denoted by +, and the
effectiveness denoted by ♦. It may be noted that as the effectiveness is
very small compared to the temperatures, it has been multiplied by 28 in
order to fit on the same scale as temperature in Figs 52 to 56.
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Fan on
Vs = 0.24
Vw = 0.4
Vw/Vs = 1.7
Q/CpWBD = 0.067
Re m = 340
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Temperature [Deg C]
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21
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Q/CpWBD = 0.0088
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Figure 52

9:51

9:54

9:57
Time of Experiment

10:00

10:03

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by ■, and the matrix
temperature, tp, denoted by ▲, the WBT denoted by +, and the
effectiveness denoted by ♦, obtained from experimental measurements
against the time of the experiment. For convenience, the effectiveness is
multiplied by 28 to fit it on the same scale. Also shown is the time when
the fan is turned on. The two text boxes show the states, tower airflow
velocity Vs, wind speed Vw, the wind speed and tower airflow velocity
ratio Vw/Vs, the matrix Reynolds number Rem, and the cooling capacity
given by Qm/CpWBD at a particular point in time. For this test the tower
geometry used was H=0.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and Af=0.252m2
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It is clear from Fig 52 that the effectiveness falls with increased wind
speed. This is consistent with the above analysis shown in Fig 51 and the
findings of Cunningham and Thompson [16] and Munters [18] for Rem >
250. It is also apparent from Fig 52 that the small fluctuations in the
effectiveness are contributed by the corresponding fluctuations in WBT,
which is expected, since effectiveness is calculated using the WBT.

At this point, it is necessary to discuss the results of the smoke
experiments. By following the path of smoke introduced into the tower
head with the fan turned on, it was observed that the airflow passed
through the windward side matrix and came out the leeward side matrix
without flowing down the tower shaft. This observation indicates that the
leeward side matrix becomes ineffective. The smoke test also revealed
that the airflow from the wind outside of the tower separated from the
most leeward corners of the tower head. This separation of the flow from
the corners of the tower head resulted in a large region of mixed flow with
a high level of vorticity on the most leeward side. At this time an attempt
was made to measure the velocity on the leeward face but it was too low
to measure accurately. Very little else can be concluded about the airflow
path. However, by installing a set of baffles in the tower head one can
direct the flow down the tower shaft, as done by Cunningham et al [12].
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It should be noted that during this wind experiment, a fan was also used
to aspirate the RTD measuring the WBT. After this experiment was
carried out, the fan providing the wind and the one aspirating the WBT
RTD were exchanged. By doing this the wind speed over the tower head
was reduced from 0.4m/s to 0.2m/s. Figure 53 is similar to Fig 52 except
that the data plotted in the former are obtained at the reduced wind speed
of 0.2m/s.
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A plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by ■, and the matrix
temperature, tp, denoted by ▲, the WBT denoted by +, and the
effectiveness denoted by ♦, obtained from experimental measurements
against the time of the experiment. For convenience the effectiveness is
multiplied by 28. Shown at the top of the figure is the time when the fan
is turned off and exchanged with the fan aspirating the WBT RTD. The
two text boxes show the states, tower airflow velocity Vs, wind speed Vw,
the wind speed and tower airflow velocity ratio Vw/Vs, the matrix
Reynolds number Rem, and the cooling capacity given by Qm/CpWBD at a
particular point in time. For this test the tower geometry used was
H=0.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and Af=0.252m2
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Figure 53 shows the time (10:22) that the two fans providing the wind and
aspirating the WBT RTD were switched off and exchanged. During the
period the fans were exchanged, 10:22 hrs to 10:28 hrs, the airflow rate was
not measured, however, it can be seen that the outlet temperature, to,
decreased and the matrix temperature, tp, increased. Figure 53 also shows
that during this period, the WBT and the effectiveness increased. This rise
in WBT and effectiveness is expected since it was shown in Chapter 6 that
the RTD measuring WBT must be aspirated to ensure it is not adversely
influenced by the surrounding radiation. However, the rise and fall in tp
and to respectively requires further explanation.

During the period, 10:22hrs to 10:28hrs, to decreased with the reduced
wind speed, which is consistent with the data shown in Fig 52 indicating
that to increased with the increase in wind speed. The variation in tp is also
consistent with that shown in Fig 52. It can be seen from Fig 53 that after
10:28hrs, when the fan is turned back on at the reduced wind speed, tp and
to eventually both settle to their new steady state values. The matrix
Reynolds number at these new states was then measured and found to be,
Rem ~ 187, which is very close to the lowest values of Rem published in the
forced convection studies [18].
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If we consider the variation in to shown in both Figs 52 and 53, it can be
seen that the steady state value of to is lower at Rem ~ 187 than that with no
wind present, i.e. Rem ~ 29. In order to understand this result one must
consider the results shown in Chapter 7 regarding the dependence of
effectiveness on Rem . In Chapter 7, it was shown that the effectiveness
increases with Rem up to Rem ~ 100. It was also described in Chapter 7 that
according to the literature review, effectiveness decreases for Rem > 200.
This means that the effectiveness is expected to peak somewhere in the
range 100< Rem < 200, which is consistent with the results obtained in
Chapter 7.

Furthermore, as it can be seen in the text boxes of Fig 53, the measured
airflow rate and the cooling capacity increase with the reduced wind
speed. The increase in the airflow rate can be understood by following the
path of the smoke introduced at the new steady state condition. It was
observed that the smoke did not pass through the tower head, as was the
case when the wind speed was at 0.4 m/s, but passed through the matrix
and was directed downwards through the tower shaft. There were
however, vortices noted around the corners of the tower head, but this
time the air flowing around the corners was entrained into the matrix on
the leeward side of the tower head. This observation agrees well with
increased airflow rate measured in the tower. It may be noted that the
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enhanced airflow rate observed in the new steady state is achieved when
Vw/Vs is less than unity, Vw/Vs = 0.78. Using this result, one may
conclude that the rise in the cooling capacity is due to the increases in both
the effectiveness and airflow rate.

In order to study the effect of the wind speed for higher values of Rem, the
wind speed Vw was increased slightly from 0.2m/s to 0.24 m/s. The
results of these measurements are shown in Fig 54, which shows that tp, to,
WBT and the effectiveness remain virtually constant over the time of the
experiment. The text boxes shown in Fig 54 indicate that both the
measured airflow rate and cooling capacity increased from their initial to
final steady state values. The matrix Reynolds number Rem also increased
slightly, however little change is observed in to. Smoke tests carried out at
the final steady state showed no evidence of smoke passing through the
tower head and out the leeward side.
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Figure 54

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by ■, and the matrix
temperature, tp, denoted by ▲, the WBT denoted by +, and the
effectiveness denoted by ♦, obtained from experimental measurements
against the time of the experiment. For convenience the effectiveness is
multiplied by a constant. The two text boxes show the states, tower
airflow velocity Vs, wind speed Vw, the wind speed and tower airflow
velocity ratio Vw/Vs, the matrix Reynolds number Rem, and the cooling
capacity given by Qm/CpWBD at a particular point in time. For this test
the tower geometry was H=0.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and Af=0.252m2 and
the wind speed was increased from 0.2 to 0.24 m/s.

In summary, the temperature variations seen in Figs 51-54 are consistent
with those found by Cunningham and Thompson [16] and Munters [18]
for Rem > 250. This means to rises with increased Rem and effectiveness
falls. The results here also show that the cooling capacity is affected by the
wind speed. The data suggest that if wind speed is less than the steady
state tower airflow velocity, i.e. Vw/Vs < 1, the cooling capacity is slightly
enhanced. However, when the wind speed is greater than the tower
airflow velocity, i.e. Vw/Vs >1, the wind passes straight through the tower
head and reduces the cooling capacity.
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The results also suggest that if the wind could be captured so that it is
directed down the tower shaft and not through the leeward side matrix,
the airflow rate in the tower could be increased. Furthermore, if the wind
speed is comparable with Vs (Vw/Vs ~1) and the resulting Rem < 250, then
an increase in the airflow rate and decrease in the outlet temperature are
observed resulting in an enhancement in the cooling capacity.

As the above measurements (Fig 51-54) are carried out at a specific
geometry of the tower, it is not possible to determine the influence of
geometry on the results. In order to determine whether the geometry of
the tower itself influenced the results, a couple of wind tests were also
carried out at a tower height of 1.5 m, with the other tower parameters
held constant at Dh=0.2 m, Fp=32.51 and Af=0.252m2. Using the above
geometry, the measured data are plotted in Fig 55 analogous to previous
figures with a wind speed of 0.2 m/s.
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Figure 55

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by ■, and the matrix
temperature, tp, denoted by ▲, the WBT denoted by +, and the
effectiveness denoted by ♦, obtained from experimental measurements
against the time of the experiment. For convenience the effectiveness is
multiplied by a constant. Also shown is the time that the fan providing
the wind is turned on. The two text boxes show the states, tower airflow
velocity Vs, wind speed Vw, the wind speed and tower airflow velocity
ratio Vw/Vs, the matrix Reynolds number Rem, and the cooling capacity
given by Qm/CpWBD at a particular point in time. For this test the tower
geometry was H=1.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and Af=0.252m2. During this
test the wind speed is increased from 0 to 0.2m/s

It can be seen in Fig 55 that in the new geometry of the tower the
introduction of the wind causes the outlet and matrix temperatures to and
tp respectively to rise. It can be also seen in the text boxes of Fig 55 that the
tower airflow velocity Vs decreases, which together with the rise in to
results in a reduced value for the cooling capacity. Smoke tests carried out
at the new steady state revealed that the flow around the tower head was
similar to that when the tower height was 0.5 m, i.e. vortices were
observed shedding from the corners with the air entrained into the
leeward matrix.
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It should further be noted in Fig 55 that during the period of the test, the
WBT also increased slightly. The overall rise in WBT was around 0.4 oC
whereas to increased by 0.8 oC. Therefore, the rise in to cannot be
attributed solely to the effect of the wind at this geometry. During this test
the matrix Reynolds number also increased from 74 to 213. The fact that
the effectiveness was seen to decrease with the rise in Rem at this geometry
is contrary to what was seen at the tower geometry considered in Fig 52,
where the effectiveness increased with Rem . Therefore on the basis of the
results of these two geometries it is difficult to draw any conclusions on
the effect of the matrix effectiveness at Rem in the range 180 - 250.

At 12:59 hrs, the wind speed was increased from 0.2 to 0.3 m/s in this
experiment and the parameters then measured are plotted in Fig 56. As
Fig 56 shows, shortly after 12:59 hrs the effectiveness falls, which was a
result of the increase in the outlet temperature to. The text boxes shown in
Fig 56 also indicate that the tower airflow velocity dropped, which
together with the increased outlet temperature resulted in a reduced
cooling capacity.
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Figure 56

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by ■, and the matrix
temperature, tp, denoted by ▲, the WBT denoted by +, and the
effectiveness denoted by x, obtained from experimental measurements
against the time of the experiment. For convenience the effectiveness is
multiplied by a constant. Shown at the top of the figure is the time that
the wind speed is increased from 0.2 to 0.3m/s. The two text boxes show
the states, tower airflow velocity Vs, wind speed Vw, the wind speed and
tower airflow velocity ratio Vw/Vs, the matrix Reynolds number Rem, and
the cooling capacity given by Qm/CpWBD at a particular point in time. For
this test the tower geometry was H=1.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and
Af=0.252m2 .

The smoke tests carried out in the new steady state condition revealed that
the smoke did not pass through the tower head, however there was some
evidence of entrainment of the flow around the tower head into the
leeward side matrix.

The observed results at the above two geometries are summarised for
convenience in Table 9.
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Table 9 – Summary of the effects of wind studied in Figs 50 – 56
H

Vw

Vs

Qm/CpWBD

Effectiveness

Rem

[m]

[m/s]

[m/s]

[kg/s]

[-]

[-]

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

0
0.2
0.24
0.4
0
0.2
0.3

0.235
0.258
0.32
0.24
0.58
0.47
0.49

0.0088
0.01
0.0128
0.0067
0.025
0.0194
0.0196

0.8
0.83
0.83
0.72
0.9
0.87
0.84

29
187
228
340
72
213
290

The data shown in Table 9 show that for Rem > 200, the effectiveness
decreases, which agrees well with the trend observed in previous studies
[16,18]. Therefore, it may be concluded that the effectiveness decreases as
the wind speed increases for Rem >200. It should also be noted that the
tests carried out at H = 1.5 m showed that the cooling capacity falls as the
wind speed increases, which is contrary to that observed at H = 0.5 m
which showed that the effect of the wind speed may enhance the cooling
capacity if 0<Vw/Vs < 1. This may be used to imply that the cooling
capacity may reduce for Vw/Vs > 1. It may, however, be noted that no
wind capturing device was used in the above experiments.

In order to understand the effect of the wind speed on the airflow in the
tower shaft, the tower airflow velocity was measured at a level 0.5 m
below the tower head with an anemometer at a wind speed Vw =0.3 m/s.
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The values of the airflow velocity denoted by Vx at any position x from the
windward side of the tower shaft have been divided by the mean velocity
Vs. The ratio Vx/Vs is plotted in Fig 57 against x/Dh, where Dh is the tower
width. The direction of the downward facing arrows indicates the
direction of the airflow and this is the reason for plotting Vx/Vs on the
y-axis in the downward descending order.
x/D h
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Figure 57

A plot of the tower airflow velocity measured at a level 0.5 m below the
tower head with an anemometer at a wind speed Vw =0.3 m/s against x/Dh,
where Dh is the tower width. The values of the airflow velocity denoted
by Vx at any position x from the windward side of the tower shaft have
been divided by the mean velocity Vs. The direction of the downward
facing arrows indicates the direction of the airflow in the tower shaft.

It can be seen in Fig 57 that the wind distorts the velocity profile in the
tower shaft and results in increased values of the velocity on the leeward
side. These observations agree well with Cunningham and Thompson [16,
12]. As we have shown earlier that the pressure losses in the tower shaft
are a function of the velocity boundary layer i.e. they depend on the form
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of Vx/Vs, these results imply that the pressure loss in the tower shaft is also
affected by the wind speed.

In summary, it has been shown here that the cooling capacity of a tower is
affected by the wind speed. Additionally, it has been shown that the wind
speed may distort the velocity profile in the tower shaft and hence affect
the pressure loss in the system. Based on these findings one may imply
that in regions where the prevailing winds are high, it may be pertinent to
either completely shield the tower head from the wind, or use a windcapturing device. The use of a wind capturing device in regions with light
prevailing winds would give an enhanced cooling capacity if the design
matrix Reynolds number without the wind present were around Rem~100.
However, any prevailing wind that produced a matrix Reynolds number
of Rem>200 would result in a reduced value of the cooling capacity.

It should be noted that in this study the airflow velocity Vs and matrix
temperatures to and tp were measured only on the most windward matrix.
In order to study the effect of the wind speed on each of the matrices in
the tower head one would require individual RTDs to measure the matrix
and outlet temperatures and an airflow measuring device on each face of
the tower head. Such studies have not yet been carried out and will be
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undertaken in the future. The next significant effect to be considered is the
influence that an attached building has on the performance of the tower.

8.4 Influence of an Attached Building
To the best of the author’s knowledge all studies reported earlier have
been carried out on towers attached to a building. However, in this
project the performance of a tower has been studied on its own without a
building attached. Therefore, in order to make comparisons between the
present study and that published in the literature it is necessary to carry
out further experiments to show the influence of an attached building on
the performance of the tower. From these experiments one may also be
able to study the changes in the performance of a tower when the airflow
leaving the tower and passing through the building is disturbed or
obstructed in someway, e.g., closing a door or a window affects the
airflow rate and the matrix effectiveness.

In order to study the influence of an attached building one must first
consider how this can be accounted for in the simple model that was
introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 for stand alone towers. If the heat transfer
through the walls of the tower is assumed to be negligible, then the tower
airflow velocity given in Eq (4.30) may be expressed as:
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Vs =

2( ∆ρgH )
ρ∞ Fs

,

(8.2)

where Fs is the system loss factor given in Eq (4.31) and the other symbols
have their usual meaning as described earlier. As we have shown that the
flow in the tower may, in most practical applications, be considered a
typical forced convection flow, and the addition of a building may be
considered to be another loss factor in the flow, one can simulate the effect
of attaching the tower to a building by varying the value of Fs. In practice,
varying A* is the simplest way to vary Fs, and therefore it was decided to
fabricate a set of plates to slide over the outlet of the tower shaft in such a
way that they simulate the effect of a building by reducing the tower
outlet area Ao.

To determine the value of Ao in each of the experiments, a ruled scale was
attached to the flange of the tower outlet to measure the extent of which
the plates covered the outlet (see Fig 19 in Chapter 6). For each value of
Ao, steady state values of the airflow velocity and system temperatures
were measured using the method described in the Chapter 6. For these
studies, the outlet area ratio A* =

Ao
was varied in the range 0.2 - 1 at
As

H=1.5m and 0.5m, with the tower diameter held constant at Dh=0.2 m. The
matrix selected was also held constant with a packing factor, Fp=32.51,
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and frontal area, Af=0.252m . The experiments were carried out in both
Alice Springs and Darwin and provided similar results.

Figure 58 is a plot of the outlet temperature, to, and the matrix
temperature, tp , denoted by ■ and▲ respectively, the WBT denoted by +,
and the effectiveness denoted by ♦, obtained from experimental
measurements carried out in Darwin against the time of the experiment.
The values of A* were changed first from 1 down to 0.2 and then from 0.2
to 1. In order to fit the effectiveness ♦ on the same scale it is multiplied by
28. For this experiment, H=1.5m, Dh=0.2 m, Fp=32.51 and Af=0.252m2 were
used. The parentheses at the top of Fig 58 are used to indicate the values
of A* corresponding to the data.
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Figure 58

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, and the matrix temperature, tp ,
denoted by ■ and▲ respectively, the WBT denoted by +, and the
effectiveness denoted by ♦, obtained from experimental measurements
carried out in Darwin against the time of the experiment. The values of
A* were changed first from 1 down to 0.2 and then from 0.2 to 1. In order
to fit the effectiveness ♦ on the same scale it is multiplied by 28. For this
experiment, H=1.5m, Dh=0.2 m, Fp=32.51 and Af=0.252m2 were used. The
parentheses at the top are used to indicate the values of A* corresponding
to the data.

It can be seen in Fig 58 that soon after starting the experiment at 13:43 hrs
the WBT, to, and tp, decreased slightly with time, which resulted in an
increase in effectiveness over the same period. It can also be seen that as
A* decreases to 0.2, to increases and hence the effectiveness decreases. A
significant feature of Fig 58 is that when A* is varied from 1 to 0.8, the
effectiveness rises only slightly, which is due in part to the corresponding
rise in the WBT. However, in the range 0.4<A*<0.8, the effectiveness
remains reasonably constant. For A* ≤ 0.4 , the effectiveness plummets to
less than 0.7.
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The cooling capacity,

Qm
, denoted by ■ and also obtained from
CpWBD

above experiments is plotted in Fig 59 as a function of the tower Reynolds
number Re for different values of the tower area ratio A*. For a
comparison, the data obtained from one of the steady state experiments
reported in Chapter 7 are also plotted as ▲ in Fig 59. It should be noted
that the data from the steady state experiments were obtained at A* = 1 by
varying the tower height H but keeping the other geometric parameters
Dh, Af and Fp as constant.
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Figure 59

A plot of the cooling capacity

Qm
denoted by ■, against the tower
CpWBD

Reynolds number Re at different values of A*. For a comparison, the data
obtained from one of the steady state experiments reported in Chapter 7
are also plotted as ▲. It should be noted that the data from the steady
state experiments were obtained at A* = 1 by varying the tower height H
but keeping the other geometric parameters Dh, Af and Fp as constant. The
tower geometry used was H=1.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and Af=0.252m2 .
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It can be seen in Fig 59 that Re and

Qm
are linearly related at values of
CpWBD

A* ≥ 0.4 . This is somewhat expected because

Qm
can be expressed as
CpWBD

a function of Re. As both data, steady state and from the present
experiment, follow the same linear relationship, one can conclude that it is
possible to design a damper system to control the airflow rate and cooling
capacity in the range 0.4<A*<1. Results of A* < 0.4 are not shown in Fig 59
because they could not be measured accurately. However, as the
effectiveness fell significantly for A*<0.4, one would expect that there is no
appreciable cooling effect for values of A*<0.4.

The final factor to be considered here is the effect of varying A* on the
system pressure loss. Following the method that was described in Section
7.5,

fs
obtained from experimental measurements is plotted against Re
WBD

in Fig 60, where fs (Eq(7.13)) represents the system friction factor for
various values of A*. Also plotted in Fig 60 is

fs
corresponding to the
WBD

steady state data shown in Fig 59 and denoted by ♦.
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Figure 60

A plot of fs/WBD denoted by ■, against the tower Reynolds number Re for
different tower area ratios A* given previously in Fig 59. For comparative
purposes, also plotted are data obtained from steady state experiments
shown in Chapter 7 denoted by ▲, where these data were obtained from
experiments in which the tower height H was varied whilst the other
geometric parameters were held constant. The curved arrow shown
indicates the direction of increasing A* and H. The geometry used in this
test was H=1.5m, Dh=0.2m, Fp=32.51, and Af=0.252m2

Figure 60 shows that

fs
decreases as A* increases to unity. As shown
WBD

in Chapter 7, this also implies that fs increases as A* decreases at a given
WBD. It is important to note that increasing A* has the same effect as
increasing the tower height H, which reduces the value of

fs
.
WBD

As these measurements have been carried out at a specific tower geometry
it is not possible to determine the influence of the tower geometry on the
above results. In order to determine the influence of the tower geometry
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the experiments were also carried out at a tower height H=0.5 m, with the
other variables Dh, Af and Fp as constant.

Results of these experiments are plotted against the time of the experiment
in Fig 61, where the outlet temperature, to, (■), the matrix temperature, tp,
(▲), the WBT, (+), and the effectiveness (♦), obtained from experimental
measurements carried out in Darwin, are shown for various values of A*.
During this experiment, Dh=0.2 m, Fp=32.51 and Af=0.252m2 were used.
The effectiveness and the WBT are multiplied by 25 and 1.05 respectively
to improve the clarity and to fit the data on the same scale. The lines and
arrows shown at the bottom of Fig 61 indicate the values of A*
corresponding to the range of the data.
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Figure 61

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, (■), the matrix temperature, tp, (▲), the
WBT, (+), and the effectiveness (♦
♦), obtained from experimental
measurements carried out in Darwin against the time of the experiment,
for various values of A*. The effectiveness and the WBT are multiplied by
25 and 1.05 respectively to improve the clarity and to fit the data on the
same scale. During this experiment Dh=0.2 m, Fp=32.51 and Af=0.252m2.
The lines and arrows shown at the bottom indicate the values of A*
corresponding to the range of the data.

It can be seen in Fig 61 that the WBT changed slightly for A*~1, and this
change resulted in an analogous change in to. For A* <0.6, to increases
significantly but it remains nearly constant in the range 0.6 <A*<1.
Although not shown here, the measured airflow rate and hence the
cooling capacity of the tower in this experiment approached to zero as A*
approached to zero. This result agrees well with that shown in Fig 59
where the tower height was H=1.5m.
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From these results one can now predict the affect of attaching the tower to
a building on the performance of a tower. The results of the above
studies (Figs 58-61) show that a building with a high pressure loss, i.e. a
large value of fs, will have a lower value of the airflow rate and hence a
lower cooling capacity. This agrees well with the results of Thompson et
al [12] who have studied the performance of a tower attached to a
building. As our results obtained with the simulated effect of a building
agree well with those of Thompson et al [12] with an attached building, it
may be concluded that it is not necessary to attach a building to study the
performance of a passive evaporative cooling tower. One can easily
simulate the influence of a building in the performance of a tower as it has
been done here. In a real building, the pressure loss may also occur as a
result of closing windows or doors or creating excessive obstructions to
the airflow inside the building.

These results also suggest that the design of a building and the required
cooling tower must be done together to give the lowest possible resistance
to the airflow in the system and the maximum possible cooling capacity in
the building. This finding is consistent with that of Prelgauskas [4,9], who
showed that the tower and building must be part of an integrated design
package. However, the difficulty here is that one must have access to data
in order to predict the pressure loss in a building. Although these data are
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available for buildings in general [12,16] one needs to determine them for
individual cases. One possible economic way is to determine these data is
through simulations using proprietary Computational Fluid Dynamic
(CFD) software. If CFD software is not available one may follow the
method of Thompson et al [12,16] who have given pressure loss factors for
some buildings.

Another important result of this study is that one can now confirm what
was shown in Chapter 7, that is, the system can be characterised as a
forced flow system for all tower geometries. The data obtained in these
tests have shown that the airflow rate takes a new steady state value for
each of the variations in the system geometry. Because the airflow rate
does not return to the value it was at before the geometry is changed, it
can be concluded that the changes in the local buoyancy forces in the
matrix do not produce a correcting effect on the airflow, which would
have been expected in a typical buoyancy-induced flow. This also justifies
the assumption made by other researchers [12,16] that the flow may be
considered to be a forced convection flow. The next significant effect to be
studied is the influence of the feedwater flow rate on the performance of
the tower.
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8.5 Effect of Varying the Feedwater Flow Rate
As discussed in Chapter 2, the manufacturers of commercially available
evaporative coolers specify the feedwater flow rate to be used with their
matrices. It should be noted that these flow rates are based on the need to
completely wet the matrix and to provide adequate water for evaporation
and bleed water purposes. Although proprietary studies have been
carried out to determine the most suitable feedwater flow rate in forced
flow evaporative coolers, to the best of author’s knowledge the effect of
varying the feedwater rates on the performance of an evaporative cooling
tower has not yet been studied.

It should be noted here that studying the effect of varying the feedwater
rate was never a primary project objective for this thesis, however, some
data obtained at the end of one of the steady state tests described in
Chapter 7 revealed that the matrix outlet temperature varied significantly
when the system feedwater supply was shut off. It was because of this
unexpected finding, that some preliminary studies were carried out to
investigate this effect on the performance of the tower.

Before the methodology used to study this effect is laid out it is necessary
to discuss some of the important findings of previous feedwater flow rate
studies. Pescod [66,67] and Hollands [24] have both shown that excessive
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feedwater rates in forced convection evaporative coolers tend to create
“holdup” in the matrix interstices. This holdup is a phenomenon that is
characterised by water that appears to be suspended in the interstices of
the matrix. The presence of water holdup in the interstices tends to reduce
the matrix porosity, which reduces the available heat transfer surface area.
Pescod [66,67] also showed that the volume of holdup in the matrix
increases as the matrix hydraulic diameter approaches to zero.

In order to determine the effect of varying the feedwater flow rate on the
performance, various tower heights were used with the tower diameter
held constant at Dh=0.2 m. The matrix selected had a packing factor,
Fp=32.51 and frontal area Af=0.252m2. For each of the experiments, the
recirculation valve described in Chapter 6 was throttled to vary the
feedwater flow rate. During these tests, the level of holdup was observed
by considering the size of the water drop suspended in the matrix and to,
WBT and DBT were measured using the method described in Chapter 6.

Figure 62 shows a plot of the outlet temperature, to, denoted by (■)
obtained from experimental measurements against the time of the
experiment for various values of the feedwater flow rate. Above each of
the measured data points is given the value of the feedwater flow rate in
litres/minute [l/m]. On Fig 62 is also shown the time of the day that the
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feedwater was completely turned off. Based on the manufacturer’s
specifications the desirable feedwater flow rate for the matrix used in
these experiments was calculated to be 2.8 l/m.

27.4

27.2
1.22 l/m

27.0
2.97 l/m

to [oC]

3.66 l/m

2.07 l/m

0.92 l/m

26.8
Water Off 10:54
26.6

26.4

26.2
9:38

9:53

10:07

10:22

10:36

10:50

Time of Experiment

Figure 62

A plot of the outlet temperature to (oC), (■) obtained from experimental
measurements against the time of the experiment for various values of the
feedwater flow rate as indicated in litres/minute [l/m]. The time that the
feedwater was turned off is 10.54 hrs as indicated on the Figure.

It can be seen in Fig 62 that there is very little variation in to for water flow
rates in the range 2.07 to 3.66 l/m, however, when the feedwater flow rate
reduces from 2.07 to 1.22 l/m, to falls by nearly 0.2oC. When the
feedwater flow rate is further reduced to 0.92 l/m a reduction in to of 0.2oC
was again observed. The feedwater flow rate could no longer be
controlled below 0.92 l/m and therefore the feedwater to the matrices was
shut off at 10.54 hrs. Fig 62 shows that when the feedwater is shut off , to
falls significantly. It should be noted that before 10.54 hrs there was water
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holdup evident in matrices for all of the flow rates studied. However, this
level of holdup was no more than that observed by the author in other
conventional evaporative coolers with the same matrices [1,3]. From 10.54
hrs onwards the level of water holdup reduced as the matrices dried out.

In order to study the performance of the matrix after the feedwater is
turned off, to is plotted in Fig 63 against the time of day for the period
from 10.50 hrs until the matrices are dry. As the performance also varies
with the climate, the DBT and WBT denoted by ▲ and + respectively are
also plotted in Fig 63.
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13:14

13:42
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Figure 63

A plot of the outlet temperature, to, the DBT and WBT denoted by ■, ▲
and + respectively after the feedwater is turned off against the time of
experiment.

It can be seen in Fig 63 that around 11.15 hrs to reaches a minimum value
and remains nearly constant over 30 minutes. It is interesting to note that
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in the last 15 minutes of this 30 minute period after shutdown there was
no evidence of surface water anywhere in the matrix. This observation
and the results shown in Fig 63 suggest that even though the matrix
appeared to be dry, a significant quantity of water is held within the
matrix material. This means that high rates of evaporation in the matrices
are achieved when there is no surface water evident.

As to varies immediately after the water flow rate is shutdown, the mean
airflow velocity, Vs , also varies and hence it is not possible to accurately
measure it in time available using the averaging method described in
Chapter 6. Therefore, to get an indication of how Vs changes when the
feedwater flow is shut off an anemometer was used to measure the value
of the airflow velocity only in the centre of the tower shaft.

When the feedwater flow was shut off, the velocity in the centre of the
tower shaft was observed to increase slightly. However, soon afterwards
it levelled out and remained virtually constant until the matrix was
observed to be completely dry, at which point to started to rise
significantly. At this time the airflow rate also reduced.

In order to determine whether or not the geometry of the tower influenced
the results shown above, the feedwater water flow rate tests were repeated
for various combinations of the tower geometry after each of the steady
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state experiments discussed in Chapter 7. Although the data obtained are
not shown here, all of these experiments showed the same trend in to
when the feedwater was shut off, i.e. the outlet temperature fell to a
minimum value and remained constant for long periods until the matrix
was completely dry.

These results suggest that wetting the matrix with the drippers used here
is not the most suitable way to achieve high performance from passive
evaporative cooling towers in the range of matrix Reynolds number,
0<Rem<100, studied here. Therefore, one may then conclude that to wet
the matrix with a method that does not create water holdup will improve
the performance of a cooling tower. Although not studied here, a wetting
method worthy of further investigation is the use of mist sprays on a
matrix material with improved wicking capability. Further to this, the
trend observed in to as the feedwater flow was shut off suggests that a
control strategy with this spray system could be used to ensure the matrix
water content was always maintained within certain limits. This control
strategy would then ensure that to was always close to the minimum value
observed in Fig 63. It should be noted that these results are obtained from
CELdek as the matrix material.
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If these results are considered together with those obtained in Chapter 7,
where it was shown that high values of the effectiveness are possible with
large hydraulic diameter matrices, one may imply that further
development of a matrix other than CELdek may be worthwhile for this
application. Furthermore, with additional studies, a more suitable
feedwater flow rate for passive evaporative cooling towers using CELdek
operating at low matrix Reynolds number may be determined. This work
is planned for future studies.

8.6 Summary
In this Chapter the significant external factors that influence the
performance of passive evaporative cooling towers have been studied.
From these studies it can be concluded that the wind has a significant
effect on the performance and, if not managed appropriately, will result in
a reduced cooling capacity.

It has also been shown that by varying the outlet area of a standalone
tower one can simulate the influence of its attachment to a building. From
these studies it can be concluded that for using a passive cooling tower to
cool an attached building, both the building and tower must be designed
together based on the cooling requirement.
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Finally, it has been shown that the wetting of the matrix by drippers
causes water hold up, which has a significant effect on the performance of
the system. It has been found that an excessive wetting of the matrices
results in lower cooling capacity.
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9

Summary, Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Summary
This project has focused upon studying the various aspects that influence
the performance of passive evaporative cooling towers. The motivation
for the study has come from the need to find low power consuming
solutions for cooling buildings that are built in remote communities and
served by Remote Area Power Supplies (RAPS).

The literature review in Chapter 2 revealed that most of the experimental
data available in the public domain were obtained from passive
evaporative cooling towers built at the Environmental Research
Laboratory (ERL) in Arizona (USA). The study of the data obtained from
these towers revealed that the factors that influence the performance of
these towers are not that well understood. Concurrent theoretical research
at the Indian Institute of Technology showed that there was in fact an
optimum geometry for a tower that produced the best comfort conditions
within the building it is attached to. These background studies led the
author to believe that the performance of a tower should be redefined on
the basis of its cooling capacity rather than the comfort condition, which
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are subjective and that a tower’s geometry be optimised to yield the
desired cooling capacity for a given material investment.

Further considerations of the data found in the literature revealed that
additional studies were required to understand how a tower’s geometry
influences the heat and mass transfer rates in the matrices. It was also
found that the nature of the airflow in both the matrix and the tower shaft
is not well established. In particular, the development of the velocity
boundary layer in the tower shaft downstream of a matrix has not been
completely studied. That means the appropriate form of the friction factor
to be used to model the pressure losses in the tower shaft has not been
developed.

In order to study the performance of a tower it was decided to conduct a
theoretical analysis and develop an experimental program. The
experimental program required the author to design and construct a test
tower, where the height, H, diameter, Dh, matrix frontal area, Af, and
matrix packing factor, Fp, could be varied. Minimising the experimental
error and the time to conduct experiments were major factors influencing
the design of this tower. To minimise the errors, where possible multiple
measuring devices for determining the airflow rate and temperatures
were used. As there were potentially numerous experiments to be carried
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out, it was important to use techniques that would minimise the time of
each experiment. For this reason a factorial experiment program based on
a multivariable linear regression model was developed. In order to
determine the influence of the climate on the performance of the tower,
some of the experiments were carried out in Darwin and some in Alice
Springs, which are both in the Northern Territory, but have very different
climate conditions.

The studies carried out on the tower built for this project showed that as
the hydraulic diameter of the matrices increases, the heat and mass
transfer rates for matrix Reynolds numbers in the range 0< Rem < 100 are
strongly influenced by entrance region and local buoyancy effects. These
results agreed well with other studies of heat transfer rates in plate heat
exchangers that have a geometry similar to the CELdek used in this study.
It was also found that the effectiveness of the matrix increases with the
matrix Reynolds number in the range 0< Rem < 70 and then remains
reasonably constant for 70< Rem<100. This result does not appear to have
been reported elsewhere. The functional dependency of the Nusselt
number on the tower geometry and climate was explored and it was
found that the Nusselt number is best defined as a function of Graetz
number.
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A somewhat unexpected result obtained from the heat transfer study was
that the matrix effectiveness was found to be a function of the matrix
frontal area, Af . Further investigations revealed that this effect was
related to the increased airflow rate as Af was increased, which was
consistent with the finding reported above for 0< Rem < 100. For both of
the matrices studied it was also found that for Rem <100 the pressure loss
in the matrix can be neglected. These two factors together are important
because other researchers have shown that for values of Rem > 200, the
pressure loss in the matrices increases and the effectiveness decreases,
which are not desirable. That means for a matrix with a larger pressure
loss, Rem>200, the tower height must be higher to compensate for the
pressure loss and achieve a desired cooling capacity.

Another significant result in the study of the pressure loss was that the
shape of the transition between the tower head and the tower shaft was
important. The data obtained from the factorial experiment program
showed that the pressure loss is significant when the contraction between
the tower head and shaft is large. This result agrees well with the findings
of Thompson et al [12,16].

The data obtained from the steady state and factorial experiments were
used to study the cooling capacity of the system. The result showed that
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large values of both the tower diameter, Dh, and Af, led to higher values of
the cooling capacity. The reason for this was found to be that at large Af
firstly there is reduced pressure loss and higher heat transfer rates in the
matrix, and secondly, there is reduced pressure loss in the transition
between the matrix and tower. The cooling capacity was also shown to
depend strongly on the tower height, H, which again agrees well with
Cunningham and Thompson [16] and also with Givoni [7,15].

Studies carried out on the effect of heat transfer through the walls of the
tower showed that when the tower airflow rate is low, i.e. Vs → 0, or H/Dh
is large, the cooling capacity of the tower is significantly reduced. This
effect was found to be due to the reduction in the buoyancy force, which
occurs because of the heating of the air as it passes down the tower shaft.
In the tower designed for this project, it was found that the quantity of
heat transferred through the walls of the tower was small compared to the
sensible cooling capacity of the matrix. Thus, it was decided that there
was no need to insulate the tower shaft.

In this study, the density change in the tower has been expressed as a
function of the temperature and absolute humidity changes occurring in
the matrix. It has been shown that the pressure effects on the density
change may be ignored if the mean flow direction in the matrix is
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perpendicular to the buoyancy force in the matrix and also, if the tower
height is not too large to result in large density changes with the altitude.

By using the expression for the effectiveness of the matrix, the density
change was derived as a function of the climatic conditions and
effectiveness. Further simplifications in the density change equation were
considered and, by assuming the end state temperature of the process to
be Adiabatic Saturation Temperature, an equation for the density change
was derived as a function of a new volumetric expansion coefficient.

Using dimensional analysis and exploring the dependency of the cooling
capacity on the tower geometry, a Figure of Merit (FOM) for the passive
evaporative cooling tower was developed. Using the FOM and
experimental data one was able to show how the performance of arbitrary
passive evaporative cooling towers varies with the material investment.

The significant external factors that influence the performance of passive
evaporative cooling towers have also been studied. Using experimental
data it has been found that wind has a detrimental effect on the
performance if it is not captured and the flow directed down the tower
shaft. It has also been found that by varying the outlet area of a
standalone tower shaft, one can simulate the attachment of a building to a
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tower system. Therefore, for experimental purposes one does not have to
attach a tower to a building.

Finally, it has been shown that the method of wetting the matrix used in
this study is important. Using data obtained in preliminary experiments,
it has been shown that water holdup in the matrices has a detrimental
effect on the performance of the system. It has also been shown that when
the feedwater to the matrix is shut off, the matrix outlet temperature falls
to a minimum value before rising after a lengthy period as the matrix
finally dries out.

9.2 Conclusions
•

The cooling capacity of passive evaporative cooling towers depends
on the Wet Bulb Depression (WBD) and it increases as WBD
increases. The cooling capacity of a tower also depends on its
geometry, tower height, H, tower diameter, Dh, and matrix frontal
area, Af, and it increases with all three H, Dh, and Af. The matrix
hydraulic diameter, dh, is another significant parameter that
influences the cooling capacity of a tower. At high values of dh that
give matrix Reynolds numbers in the range 70<Rem<100, entrance
region effects dominate the heat transfer and lead to high constant
values of the effectiveness.
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•

The factorial experiment method is a useful tool for exploring the
importance of individual variables on the tower system
performance. Using this method it has been shown that the
packing factor, Fp, for the cross corrugated matrix used in this
project is not a significant parameter in the pressure loss of the
system for values of the matrix Reynolds number in the range
0<Rem<100.

•

Using the results obtained one may conclude that for practical
applications a tower should be designed with large values of Af so
that the matrix Reynolds number lies in the range 70<Rem<100.
These results also mean that finding a more suitable and less
complex matrix for the passive evaporative cooling tower is
desirable and warrants further investigation.

•

The performance of a tower can be considered in terms of wellaccepted dimensionless parameters as demonstrated in this project.
The global Grashof number, GrH =

g ( ρ o − ρ ∞ )H 3

ρ∞ν 2

, can be used to

indicate the magnitude of the stack effects, whereas the local
Grashof number given by Grd h =

g ( ρo − ρ∞ )d h

ρ ∞ν 2

3

is a good indicator of
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the effect of buoyancy on heat and mass transfer rates. The
dimensionless quantity

GrH
based on tower geometry is found to
Re 2

be an indicator of the magnitude of the pressure losses in the
system, whereas the other dimensionless parameter

Grdh
, is a
Re 2 m

good indicator of whether or not mixed convection is occurring in
the matrix.

•

The performance of the passive evaporative cooling towers is
detrimentally affected by the wind speed and therefore it is
desirable to install a series of baffles in the tower head to prevent
the wind from passing through the evaporative matrices.

•

From these studies we may also conclude that the airflow rate and
the cooling capacity of a passive evaporative cooling tower can be
controlled without any detrimental effect to the effectiveness by
varying the tower outlet area ratio, A*, in the range 0.6<A*<1 if the
matrix Reynolds number lies in the range 70<Rem<100. When A* <
0.4, the airflow rate and effectiveness both fall significantly. It is
found that for experimental purposes it is not necessary to attach
the tower to a building for studying the influence of the latter on
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the cooling capacity of the tower. The influence can be easily and
economically simulated by varying A* of a standalone tower.

•

The wetting of the matrices in a tower by drippers can cause
significant holdup in the interstices of the matrix, which has a
tendency to reduce the heat and mass transfer rates. The feedwater
flow rate that is recommended by the manufacturer of CELdek is
too high for these matrices when they are used in a passive
evaporative cooling tower where the matrix Reynolds number
Rem<100.

•

Finally, the heat transfer through the walls of a tower may have a
significant effect on the performance and a tower should be erected
in a position where the radiation heat transfer to the outside walls
of the tower is low.

9.3 Future Research Work and Activity
During this course of study some other desirable activities that may be
carried out in the future have been identified. The most significant of
these is studying the heat and mass transfer rates in the CELdek matrices
used here in the range of Reynolds numbers, 100< Rem <200. As it has
been shown here that the matrix packing factor, Fp, is not an important
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parameter in the pressure loss of the tower system for values of Rem<100,
designing a more suitable matrix than CELdek for passive cooling towers
is also worthy of further research effort.

Both Martin et al [26] and Blomerius et al [31] have shown that the flow
geometry inside cross-corrugated plate heat exchangers with geometry
similar to the CELDek studied here is complex and depends on the flute
angles and the wavelength of the passage. Developing a numerical model
that deals with the combined heat and mass transfer in the boundary layer
of these type of matrices might reveal further details of the mechanisms
that influence the heat and mass transfer processes. With this information,
the flow within the tower shaft down stream of the matrices may also be
studied further to determine the nature of the flow in the tower shaft inlet.

It has been shown that by varying the feedwater flow rate and the method
of wetting the matrices one can ensure that the matrices operate close to
their optimum value of the effectiveness. Further study of possible
methods to control the feedwater flow rate and wetting of the matrices
would be a significant benefit to the industry. Finally, further work on the
effect of the wind using a combination of CFD and experimental data
would also be of significant benefit.
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Appendices
Appendix A–Munters Data Sheet - Sample
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Appendix B–Derivation of The Density Change Equation [Eq (3.41)]

Using the equation of state for an ideal gas, the density of air is given by:

ρ =

pa
p − pv patm − φpsat @ t
= atm
=
Rat
Rat
Rat

(B1)

where the subscripts a, v, atm, and sat refer to air, vapour, atmospheric and
saturation respectively. The absolute humidity is given by either:

w=

M v pv Ra
p
p
= . = 0.6219 v = K v .
M a pa Rv
pa
pa

(B2)

The relative humidity is defined as:

φ=

pv
, where pg = psat @ t
pg

.

(B3)

Combining Eqs (B1), (B2) and (B3) gives:

φ=

wpatm
(K + w) psat @ t

.

(B4)

Substituting Eq (B4) into Eq (B1) gives the density of the air at any given
absolute air temperature, t:

ρ=

patm  K 

 .
Rat  K + w 

(B5)

The expansion coefficients for temperature, moisture content and pressure
respectively are defined as:

βT = −

1 ∂ρ
,
ρ ∂t

(B6)

βw = −

1 ∂ρ
,
ρ ∂w

(B7)
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and

βp = −

1 ∂ρ
ρ ∂p

.

(B8)

Using one of the Boussinesq approximations that permits the reference
density to be written as ρ ref = ρ ∞ and by differentiating Eq(B5) it can be
shown that:

βT =

1
;
T

(B9)

βw =

1
,
K +w

(B10)

βp =

1
,
patm

(B11)

∂ρ
(t − t ∞ ) = − β T ρ ∞ (t − t ∞ ) ,
∂t

(B12)

∂2ρ
(t − t∞ )2 = −2 βT 2 ρ∞ (t − t∞ )2 ,
2
∂t

(B13)

∂ρ
(w − w∞ ) = − β w ρ ∞ (w − w∞ ) ,
∂w

(B14)

∂2ρ
(w − w∞ )2 = −2 β w 2 ρ∞ (w − w∞ )2 ,
2
∂w

(B15)

∂ρ
( p − p∞ ) = K βT β w ( p − p∞ ) ,
∂p
Ra

(B16)

∂2ρ
=0 ,
∂p 2

(B17)

∂2ρ
(w − w∞ )(t − t∞ ) = β T β w ρ ∞ (w − w∞ )(t − t∞ ) ,
∂w∂t

(B18)
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∂2 ρ
(w − w∞ )( p − p∞ ) = − K βT β w 2 (w − w∞ )( p − p∞ ) ,
∂w∂p
Ra

(B19)

∂2 ρ
( p − p∞ )(t − t∞ ) = − K βT 2 β w ( p − p∞ )(t − t∞ ) ,
∂t∂p
Ra

(B20)

and
∂3 ρ
(w − w∞ )(t − t∞ )( p − p∞ ) = K βT 2 β w 2 (w − w∞ )(t − t∞ )( p − p∞ ) .
∂w∂t∂p
Ra

(B21)
Substituting Eqs (B9) to (B20) into the Taylor series expansion for density
change and noting that β x ( x − x∞ ) <<1 , the density change may be
expressed in a geometric series given by:

β w (w − w∞ )
ρ∞ − ρ
β T (t − t ∞ )
=
+
− β T β w (w − w∞ )(t − t ∞ ) +
ρ∞
1 − β T (t − t ∞ ) 1 − β w (w − w∞ )
pm
[1 − β w (w − w∞ ) − β T (t − t∞ ) + β T β w (w − w∞ )(t − t∞ )]
patm

,

(B22)
where pm is the motion pressure. Using Eq (B5) in Eq (B22), the density
change may otherwise be written as:

ρ ∞ − ρ  gHβ T β w K
[1 − β w (w − w∞ ) − β T (t − t ∞ ) + β T β w (w − w∞ )(t − t ∞ )] = β T (t − t ∞ ) +
1 −
Ra
ρ∞ 
 1 − β T (t − t ∞ )

β w (w − w∞ )
− β T β w (w − w∞ )(t − t ∞ )
1 − β w (w − w∞ )

(B23)
where H is the tower height.
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Appendix C–Derivation of The Equation for the Volumetric
Expansion Coefficient for Evaporative Cooling [Eq(4.34)]
Assuming the evaporative cooling process occurs at a constant value of
the Adiabatic Saturation Temperature, t*, by applying the conservation of
energy equation for the process, the absolute ambient temperature, t, may
be expressed as:
 *  w(hg ∞ − hl f ) + w* h lg * 
 + 273.15 .
t = t − 

Cp




(C1)

where w is the ambient moisture content and the other symbols have their
usual meaning. As shown in Appendix B, the density of air is given by:

ρ=

patm  K 

.
Rat  K + w 

(C2)

For convenience, the parameter, z, is defined as:
z = t (K + w ) ,

(C3)

therefore, Eq (C2) may be written as:

ρ=

patm K
Ra z

.

(C4)

Defining the volumetric expansion coefficient as:

β wev = −

1 ∂ρ
,
ρ ∂w

(C5)

and noting that:

∂ρ ∂ρ ∂z
=
⋅
,
∂w ∂z ∂w

(C6)
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substituting Eq (C1) into Eq (C3), and differentiating Eqs (C3) and (C4)
gives:

∂ρ
ρ
=−
z
∂z

,

(C7)

and
 hg − hl f
∂z
= t − (K + w) ∞
∂w
 Cp


 .


(C8)

Substitution of Eqs (C7) and (C8) into Eq (C6) gives:
 hg − hl f
∂ρ
ρ
= − t − (K + w) ∞
∂w
z
 Cp


 .


(C9)

Substituting Eq (C9) and the volumetric expansions coefficients defined
earlier in Appendix B and given by Eqs (B9) and (B11) into Eq (C5) gives:


 hg ∞ − hl f
 Cp

β wev =  β w − βT 



 ,


(C10)

which is the same as Eq (4.34).
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Appendix D–Test Equipment Data Sheets
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Appendix E–Design Review

The dimensionless pressure loss, KT1, in the system described by
Cunningham and Thompson may be determined by:

KT 1 =

(ρo − ρ∞ )gH
1
ρ∞Vs 2
2

,

(E1)

where the symbols have their usual meaning. Using Eq (E1) and the data
listed in Table 1 (Chapter 2), the calculated value of the dimensionless
pressure loss is KT1 = 11.76.

Also from the data in Table 1, the matrix Reynolds number was calculated
to be Rem ~ 290. Using Munter’s data sheet this value of Rem gives a matrix
pressure loss ∆pmatrix = 0.56 Pa . The matrix pressure loss may be expressed
as a dimensionless loss factor, Km, given by:

Km =

∆pmatrix
1
ρ∞Vs2
2

,

(E2)

which for the case here is Km ~1.78. By subtracting this value of Km from
the dimensionless loss KT1 , one gets a new value for the dimensionless
pressure loss, KT2, which is given by:
KT 2 = KT 1 − K m .

(E3)

The revised value of the tower height required to give the same value of
the dynamic pressure may be determined by solving:
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1
2
KT 2 . ρ ∞Vs
2
H2 =
g (ρo − ρ∞ )

.

(E4)

Using the values obtained from Eqs (E1) to (E3) in Eq (E4) one gets the
new height as H2~6.45m, which is a 15% reduction in the tower shaft
height from the original value of 7.6m.

As a consequence of this reduction in the tower height, the frontal area of
the matrix, Af, must be increased in order to give the desired matrix
Reynolds number of Rem ~ 100. Using the equation of continuity it can be
shown that the required value of the frontal area for Rem~100 is
Af~10.94m2. For the same value for tower diameter, Dh, this increase in Af
requires the matrix height also to be increased from 0.9m to 1.52m.

Although not shown here, a further reduction in the value of the tower
height is possible because the friction loss in the tower shaft is lower with
the new height, H2, than with the previous value H1. This further
reduction in pressure loss, ∆pshaft , is also proportional to the change in the
tower height, H2-H1, and may be calculated as:

∆pshaft = 4Cf s

H 2 − H1 1
⋅ ρ ∞Vs2 .
Dh
2

(E5)

Using the value obtained from Eq (E5), a further revised value of the
tower height, H3, can be found by once again solving Eq (E4) after
determining a new value for the dimensionless pressure, KT3, where:
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KT 3 = KT 2 − ∆pshaft .

(E6)

Although not done so here, this procedure may be repeated until the value
of the tower height is self-consistent.

It should be noted that the calculated value of the effectiveness listed in
Table 1 was 0.87. In this study it has been shown that this value of the
effectiveness may be obtained for matrix Reynolds numbers in the range
70<Rem<100. Therefore, the value for the frontal area given above is only
one of the many possible solutions for Reynolds numbers in the range
70<Rem<100. However, one should be reminded that as Rem approaches to
70, the matrix frontal will increase, which may or may not be a favourable
outcome depending on the application.

Using the values obtained from the first iteration given above, the Figures
of Merit (FOM) for the two towers were calculated using Eq(7.16) to be
FOM1=1746 and FOM2=2057 respectively, which is approximately an 18%
increase in the FOM.
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